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           ABYSS OF AN ATTENDANT LORD 

     Martinson and Breyal; Breyal and Martinson.  It wasn't customary to see one appear without 

the other outside of their carrels, at least during library hours.  Today was no exception.  The two 

men stood near the security kiosk, gossiping. 

     "But what was it he said to you, there at the last?" 

     "Breyal, why on earth do you say 'there at the last?'  The man's not dead, just gone off the grid 

somewhere." 

     "Well…he may be dead for all we know.  No one's heard from him in three weeks." 

     "He's not dead.  Take my word for it; despite his 'final remarks,' since you will have it that 

way, he's just playing dead.  The man has too much sense to die betimes." 

     "So, what was it he said?" 

     "He was a little bit stoned or something.  He was quoting T. S. Eliot and a few other people,  

all mixed in together.  And then he mentioned Eastern mysticism and the I Ching, specifically 

hexagram #47, the 'middle son,' which I understand represents 'oppression' and 'exhaustion,' and 

'the abyss.'  Also, it says something about "when one has words to say, they will not be 

believed," or so he says.  My overall impression is that he was trying to get out from under the 

overseeing job of committee chairman for the Undergraduate Oversight Committee.  He never 

likes committee work, always prefers to wing it alone and take the praise or blame alone, 

because his feeling is that we're all born alone and die alone, and committee work is a device of 

the devil to persuade us otherwise.  No, I'm putting words in his mouth now.  He actually does a 
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creditable job on every committee he's on, which I suspect is what occasioned his rueful, self-

deprecating remarks at the last—" 

     "So, what were they?" 

     Martinson sighed.  "He quoted from 'The Lovesong of J. Alfred Prufrock':  'No!  I am not 

Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be;/Am an attendant lord, one that will do/To swell a progress, 

start a scene or two,/Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool,/Deferential, glad to be of 

use,/Politic, cautious, and meticulous;/Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;/At times, indeed, 

almost ridiculous--/ Almost, at times, the Fool.'" 

     "Dresart said that?  And applied it to himself?  Whatever could he have meant?  What could 

have been on his mind?  An attendant lord!  Why, he has been our King!  Our Beau Brummell!  

And you say he wasn't depressed!" 

     "I didn't say he wasn't depressed, but I don't think that he was in a frame of mind to die, or at 

least not to take his own life.  I can't be held accountable for it if he has somehow slipped under 

the wheels of a truck or something.  But the very fact that he didn't seem to be considering 

himself 'Prince Hamlet' speaks well for his frame of mind." 

     "What about the rest of that poem?  He didn't say 'I should have been a pair of ragged 

claws/Scuttling across the floors of silent seas' did he?  Those two lines have always seemed the 

most depressive things I've ever heard!" 

     "Be that as it may, Dresart is always one to underplay his own role in things.  He's taken on a 

lot of projects with and for other people despite his own apparent preference to play a lone hand.  

He's really a shy man, you know, who has worked to overcome his own personal recessiveness.  

And he wasn't glorifying himself and imagining himself as 'Prince Hamlet,' but the very reverse." 
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     "But to quote from a different part of the same play (since we're on Shakespeare as much as 

we are on Eliot), don't you think it was a case, maybe, of Dresart 'protesting too much?'  Don't 

you think he wanted to hear some reassurance from you that we all find him important to our 

plans?  I know when I'm feeling tired and despondent about my professional life I like to hear 

someone else puff me up a little." 

     "Maybe that's you, but that's not Dresart; he only wants to hear the most stringent truths you 

can come up with." 

     "And so then what happened?  I thought that you and he were in the process of saying 

goodbye for the day, and he came out with these things, and then wandered slowly and sadly out 

the door or something.  When you originally told me about it, you said, 'His last remark to me 

was—'" 

     "Well, of course, you oaf, I didn't mean the last words he was ever to utter!  Honestly, Breyal, 

your proficiency with revenge tragedies is beginning to tell on your common sense!  I just meant 

the last remark he made to me the last time I saw him before now.  And as to 'wandering slowly 

and sadly out the door,' he grinned at me, tapped the mail which he had just retrieved from his 

box against his forehead (almost analogous to 'laying his finger aside of his nose'), and saluted 

me with it before walking out with a firm and manly stride.  I think that about covers it for final 

scenes." 

     "I just wonder where he is.  Maybe he and his wife are at their little place in Cabottstown." 

     "After all, it is the start of the summer session, and I don't know if he's teaching this summer 

or not.  Have you ever heard of a telephone, or a doorbell?  If you're all that concerned, why 

don't you look him up?" 
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     "I don't know; we aren't on telephone terms.  Or at least, not often—usually about course 

selections and stuff to do with the department.  I don't think he would exactly welcome a 

personal inquiry from me about his state of mind.  But you're closer to him, Martinson.  It might 

come more naturally from you." 

     "And being closer to him, I know as much as I know anything that he would really get a 

horse's laugh out of this conversation if he could hear it.  Depend upon it, he's just playing 

hooky, trying to get out of the Undergraduate Oversight Committee thing by stalling, or hoping 

Allen will forget that she had spoken to him about it." 

     "Eustacie Allen's memory is as retentive as the proverbial elephant's.  That's why we pay her 

for being department chairperson.  I'm actually surprised that she hasn't been looking for him 

already." 

     "Maybe she has.  But the search hasn't broadened out yet, or at least she hasn't come to me 

asking for news of him.  But then, she would always go for the gusto, so to speak:  she'd beard 

the lion in his den, searching high and low for him at home, at work, in the libraries, in 

Cabottstown, it wouldn't surprise me if she sicced the campus police on him.  You're right, that's 

what we pay her for.  Probably why she's held the chair for so long now—the perfect fit of a 

talent to a position."  Martinson shifted the four volumes in his arms to a more comfortable 

position and made as if to leave, but Breyal adjusted his stance too, as if to accompany him.  

Martinson sighed.  "Look, I need to get out of the library before a couple of my graduate students 

who're working on a group project find me here; I don't want to talk with them today, and I know 

they're both here.  If you need to continue this conversation, why don't we go for a coffee or 

something down at the corner?" 
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     Breyal nodded consideringly.  "All right.  Actually, I had something else I wanted to touch 

base with you about too, the Graduate Poetry Contest and the prize-giving for it.  I'm in charge of 

it this year, but I wondered if I could get you to do the speech, after my intro.  It doesn't have to 

be long, just a page or two.  Do you think you could spare the time?" 

     "Ah-ha!  So that's why you were trying to hunt down Dresart, for his silver-tongued 

eloquence.  I'm afraid I'll come in as a poor second, Breyal, but I'll do it for you if you really 

want me as a replacement." 

     "Well, there's no denying that Dresart could do a good job of it, but so could you, and I resent 

the implication that I'm just trying to pass off a bad lot on somebody else.  Anyway, let's go get 

that coffee and have a bit of a sit-down.  I'm run off my legs today with errands for the wife and 

for committee stuff I myself have to do." 

     The two men headed for the door of the library, showing their books at the security kiosk as 

they passed and looking down at their feet as one man, trying their best to avoid the eyes of 

curious students who stared at them, on their assumption because the students wanted something, 

but probably because they were both trying to shrug into their summer coats at the same exact 

moment with full armloads of books, and neither was having much success with it.  Once past 

the kiosk, Breyal stopped and put his books into his satchel, and after a moment of waiting 

impatiently for him to finish, Martinson sighed and did the same, realizing at the last second that 

he really couldn't carry all the books the way he used to, but needed his briefcase as well.  They 

were so much like Tweedle-dee and Tweedle-dum in their motions that the official students 

manning the kiosk were grinning as at a good joke.  Then, Martinson held the door open for 

Breyal and they went on out, just missing the sight of Robert Dresart coming in the other door 

with Eustacie Allen and another female academic with something of the nasal appearance of 
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Edith Sitwell in a long, cotton-furry sweater-dress and who were hanging on his every word, and 

challenging him verbally in some way as he talked. 

      Now, Dresart was a gentleman and a scholar, and gave due quarter to everyone who offended 

him in the slightest degree, but he had never much relished being harangued by multiple women 

at the same time on the same subject about which they were in concert.  Which was 

understandable, when one came to think of it.  After all, he had been in Cabottstown without his 

wife along, working on a paper which was causing him much grief because he couldn't think 

how to end it well, not a usual state of affairs for him.  And he had been unearthed by his 

frustrated wife, who had been delaying getting in touch with him for three days but who had 

finally gotten tired of lying to Eustacie Allen and Penelope Vane (the woman of the Sitwellian 

nasal slopes) about where he was.  For it was very difficult for Bertilde Dresart not to answer the 

phone; they didn't have caller i.d. or any message machine that was working at the time because 

their son Gustave was currently attempting to renovate their landline for them by a new system 

which would put it on the same network with their cell phones though for less cost, and she had 

to answer the phone to make contact with her own business, a small gift shop which she ran in 

concert with her childhood friend and cohort (and incidentally second cousin) Rhoda.  Finally, it 

had been necessary actually to answer the phone, to make a half-hearted promise to get in touch 

with Robert Dresart with Eustacie's message, and finally really to contact Robert with the 

message she'd been given.  (Eustacie had to talk to him about the Undergraduate Oversight 

Committee before assigning him to work on it with Penelope, who had been waiting patiently to 

find out whether or not he actually wanted to work with her—and what could he say about that, 

"No"?) 
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     So here he was, he thought, bumbling through the door with two females, neither of whom 

recommended herself to him as an appealing intellectual or social companion, and doing his best 

to be polite and accommodating while working on the final page of his paper in the back of his 

mind. 

     "'Essentially,'" so his thought ran, "'there is nothing in the essence—' nope, repetition of the 

word 'essence'"—or was that okay, making a valid point?—"'essentially,'" he began again, "'there 

is nothing primarily wrong-headed—'" 

     "I don't see why we have to co-chair anything!"  Penelope Vane said.  "After all, I'm perfectly 

content to take a secondary position in exchange for not having to make the final determination 

about which students make the last cut and which don't.  We have to accept half again as many 

this year as we did last year in order to make our budget considerations work—" 

      "Not necessarily," chirped Eustacie Allen, her birdlike tones fluting melodically and 

distracting Dresart's careful thought process.  "After all, tuition as always has gone up—" 

     Dresart finally heard them.  "Not enough," he said tersely. 

     His low baritone voice caught both their attentions, and they both said "What?  What do you 

mean?" in flustered panicky tones. 

     "I mean," he said in a calm though authoritative way, trying his best not to lose track of where 

he'd left off on his paper, way-back-when in the day, "if you've seen the university budget report, 

which was circulated last week in the mailboxes, you'd know that we still need another three 

hundred or so students even including the large lecture seminars to bring us up to the required 

department average in the Humanities portion of the budget.  And where are those students to 

come from with the university distribution requirements in the other departments gradually being 

waived by some of their more recalcitrant deans?" 
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     "Our dean has something decisive to say about the distribution requirements too, though," 

intoned Penelope Vane in her nasal voice, which often gave people the impression that she was 

trying to imitate a poet like William Butler Yeats in his recitations; those who knew would recall 

that Yeats had caused another famous poet listening to pull a handful of flowers from a vase and 

start eating them by way of protest. 

     "Not nearly decisive enough, most of the time," muttered Dresart under his breath, and when 

they both leaned forward and indicated that he should repeat what they hadn't heard, he waved a 

polite hand to say that it wasn't of any moment.  "'In the final analysis,'" his mind ran ahead of 

his feet, "'there is no reason why the concept of nothingness should be invoked in the end of the 

poet's work except for the fact that it comes, necessarily, at the end of much—'" 

     "Well, what are we going to do?" asked Eustacie Allen, breaking in on his thought yet again.  

"I'm counting on the two of you to find some sort of compromise between letting the floodgates 

open to anyone who wants to take a course for credit and restricting the courses only to those 

who need them for distribution requirements.  We have to seem open to the influence of other 

departments without seeming desperate." 

     A tactic occurred to Dresart.  It just might work.  "I've got an idea.  Rather than using me to 

spearhead an offensive, why don't you use me as a figurehead?"  Please, he thought. 

     "I'm not sure what you mean," and "How would that help?" Vane and Allen responded at the 

same moment. 

     "Well," he proceeded patiently, "the two of you and your committee could figure out what 

you want done, and then put my name on it.  I'll answer for it, as long as it's fairly reasonable.  In 

fact, it doesn't even have to be too reasonable:  everything these days is unreasonable, the cost of 

tuition itself is ludicrous!"  They looked at him blankly.  "I have broad shoulders, I can stand for 
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it.  I can even rationalize it if I have to, providing I know what you want done the day before you 

do it.  I'll think of something."  He was as careful as he could be to keep the pleading tone out of 

his voice, hoping that they would go for it. 

     "Let me get this straight," Eustacie Allen's eyes were narrowed as she looked at him.  She was 

really the one to smell a rat, if either of them would.  "We just think up the plan, and you 'sign 

for it.'" 

     "Yes." 

     "No matter what it is; that is, no matter how odd or peculiar." 

     "Well—basically, yes." 

     Allen exchanged a glance with Vane, who quirked an eyebrow and then flattened it out again 

amazingly quickly, a gesture which her colleagues had been trying to learn to interpret and her 

students to imitate for most of the years she'd been in academia.  "Let us—let me think about it 

tonight," Allen responded, doing just as Dresart had hoped she would do and bearing the onus of 

decision-making herself; Vane had always been dilatory, and he had feared having to dismiss a 

series of objections and quibbles one by one.  At least this way he would know if he was free or 

"for it" fairly quickly, and in the meantime he thought he might be able to finish up his paper for 

the Finnish secretary of the World Naomi Kierkegaard Association.  She was such a new famous 

poet that he wanted to get his licks in early and this stratagem might just allow him time to do so. 

He quickly thought of a further "quirk to put in the pig's tail" to speed along Allen's acceptance 

of his idea. 

     "Here, take my rubber stamp."  He flipped open his briefcase and extracted his stamp, and 

also handed her the stamp pad for good measure.  "Bertilde and I are going to be—er—out of 
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town for a few days.  This way, you won't be held up, you can just rubber stamp my name and 

put your program on through." 

     "But it won't say 'Undergraduate Oversight Committee Chairperson," trilled Eustacie Allen 

with a slightly distressed manner, her penchant for order and method coming through her desire 

to snaffle him good and properly while seeming noncommittal. 

     He thought for a moment longingly of Naomi Kierkegaard and said dismissively, "Oh, any of 

the secretaries can put that on a piece of paper and take it down to the rubber stamp booth in 

Donaldson Hall—they make up stamps in twenty-four hours.  Don't worry," he patted her 

shoulder in a comforting manner, "I'm sure it'll all work out right.  Don't you worry at all."  He 

thought a minute.  "But you know, I don't think I would have it say 'Undergraduate Oversight 

Committee.'  A trifle too indiscreetly descriptive of our purpose.  Change it to something more 

anonymous in committee terms." 

     Hesitating only for a second, Eustacie took the stamp and pad and scurried away with a 

hurried "Thank you, Robert, I knew we could count on you!"  Penelope Vane trailed off after her 

her like a loosely woven kitschy art scarf of the sort she herself often affected. 

     Five days later, basking in the glow of having sent his completed article in online and having 

received a quick and cheery "We'd love to publish it" from the Finnish Secretary of the poet's 

admiration society, Drus Lalalijan, he was once again standing at his mailbox, receiving the 

congratulations of Breyal on his vigorous appearance of health (a mysterious salutation, but one 

he was willing to hear, in his happiness), when Penelope slid in beside him and said "I've only 

got a minute, Robert.  Here's your copy of the program revision, I'll just put it here in your box.  

It would've been to you the day in advance you requested, only you weren't in town."  She thrust 

it in with far more energy than she normally assumed and vanished like a mist, suddenly no 
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longer there when he looked around.  He picked up the document as Breyal bid him goodbye, 

and prepared to look it over as he walked slowly away.  He stopped.  The words, metaphorically 

at least, swam before his eyes. 

     With growing horror, he scanned in disbelief the document which Penelope had handed him 

at the mailboxes.  Had he signed this?  he asked himself as he read it with a sinking feeling in the 

pit of his stomach.  Was he responsible for this—this—manifesto?  He flipped to the back and 

saw that certainly his name was stamped on it, and it moreover said "English Program Revision 

Chairman."  Not even "Chairperson," so that those reading it quickly might think that it was the 

work of some misbeguided female named "Roberta Dresart," the final "a" of which had often 

been read in his signature because of a final loop he dressily made.  No, Eustacie and Penelope 

had even hung his balls on the line with the outmoded word "chairman."  And "English Program 

Revision"!  It was a manifesto, all right.  He tried to calm his nerves and read through it more 

carefully. 

     "In the course of revising the English Division Program for this year, we find it necessary"—

it read almost like "When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary"!—"to 

recommend and require that contrary to other years, when only two English Department courses 

have been mandatory for non-majors (one upper-level course and one freshman seminar), this 

year three to four will be required, with a minimum of sixteen to nine credits respectively 

depending on whether the student in question is a humanities major in one of the other 

humanities (four courses required) or a science or engineering student (three courses required)."  

His mouth went dry.  The writing had even begun to pall; it no longer read like the Declaration 

of Independence, but read badly, as if the writers had assigned a rewrite of their own material for 

a test of their students' mettle.  "The student will be allowed himself or herself to choose where 
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to place the number of credits for each course—" was he reading correctly?  Oh, what an infernal 

muddle they were creating!—"as long as no one course has less than 3 credits assigned to it."  He 

supposed they were trying to be crafty with all but the mathematicians, but with students so 

canny these days, it wouldn't take the non-majors long to work out that three courses in which no 

one course could have less than three credits meant at least nine credits of English, evenly 

divided.  And what a brouhaha that was likely to raise!  The only ones the leniency with credit 

assignment would affect would be the humanities majors, who might have one, two or three 

courses at three credits each, and then assign the remaining credit to whichever of the courses 

they preferred.  And that raised another question, rank favoritism among the humanities courses, 

which had been a charge leveled against them ever since they first circled the wagons against the 

onslaught of those they considered heathen (he reminded himself to revisit his metaphor 

conscientiously and note that Native Americans were actually not heathen, whereas Caucasian 

settlers were interlopers with a vengeance, but when it came time to work his way back and 

decide how much of the cave painting during the dawn of man was devoted to the science and 

engineering of catching buffalo and how much to admiring and painting the men and the buffalo 

with the primitive storyteller's art on cave walls, he lost track of his argument, and went back to 

reading the manifesto).  "It should be noted by all those students who make the mistake of 

thinking of English courses as 'gut' courses"—had they actually acknowledged that and decided 

to deal with it?—"that a 'hard' grade of 'C+' or better is necessary in order to receive credit for 

these courses"—oh, infamy is mine! he thought—"and for creative writing courses, that 

necessary mark will be 'B-."  He knew where that came from!  Eustacie Vane was reputed to be 

having an affair with Beren Challenger, the head of the creative writing program, and Dresart 

had often heard tales of woe about student writers' slush piles, obvious plagiarism, and just plain 
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bullshit.  Thus, the only courses they seemed actually eager to cut back on the popularity of were 

the creative writing courses, which in fact attracted a large number of students, particularly 

engineers and scientists who liked to write fantasy and science fiction.  He'd read some of these 

stories for Beren once, and as far as that went, they often weren't bad; he'd rather enjoyed 

himself.  There was a bit more, setting out further expectations and not condescending to offer 

any actual arguments on behalf of the importance of English studies, just taking it for granted 

that because the university had distribution requirements, that was that.  Their expectations had 

to be met.  He wondered if anyone was ever so unfortunate as himself, and absentmindedly 

flipped to the second page of the document again.  Yes, there was one other ball sack blowing in 

the breeze, and it was that of the Dean of the Humanities, Adam Byrne.  His name was also 

stamped on the form, though Robert charitably assumed that in that case, Byrne had not actually 

seen the form, but that it had merely passed, possibly somewhat surreptitiously and at the last 

moment, through his office for a secretary to stamp along with a number of other documents 

which didn't receive proper attention because they too were late. 

     Still, maybe it wouldn't be too bad.  The students in the other humanities might grumble a bit, 

but so many of the English courses these days had an interdisciplinary bearing or topic that it 

might not matter too much to them.  Though of course they had their own courses to take and 

distribution requirements in other disciplines, which were not likely to be waived except in 

special cases (he remembered how gingerly the other deans had approached the subject of being 

allowed to waive the English courses requirements of some of their students.  And he knew that 

Adam Byrne was reaping the whirlwind of the wind he had sown by not standing up to them at 

the time and defending his English Department colleagues from losing their student numbers).  

And he suddenly realized that there was another way of looking at this:  he needn't perceive 
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himself as in the same boat as Byrne:  rather, he was the figurehead he had asked to be of a 

movement to redress the grievance Byrne had caused the English Department members to feel.  

He could make common cause with the two women who had cast his chestnuts into boiling water 

and pretend that he liked the temperature, though he was enough of a man's man to find leaving 

the hapless Byrne alone repugnant.  God knew there would be plenty of backing for either course 

of action; either he could stand with Byrne in any attempt to prevent the English Program 

Revision from going through, or he could stand pat and cover the two women from the fallout of 

their mutual folly.   For it was folly, he was afraid.  If nothing else, the non-majors who suddenly 

had to take three English Department courses instead of only two, of which (he looked at the 

requirements on the paper again) only one could be a freshman seminar—two upper level 

courses to be required of non-majors!—were going to be very, very disgruntled.  And so, 

therefore, were their deans and professors, because they would (as all students did from time to 

time) make excuses about having too much work to do for their English distribution courses to 

get their other course work done, and they would request extensions and delays, and in short, he 

had not given himself an easy row to hoe.  What had he said?  That it didn't have to be all that 

"reasonable" a solution, that he could "rationalize it" if given a day's notice.  And after all, they 

hadn't given him the day's notice.  But how could he have been so foolhardy, so vainglorious?  

To have such confidence in his own abilities to get in and out of situations!  But then, the paper 

on Naomi Kierkegaard—who had changed her surname to the great philosopher's to reflect the 

issue of faith in the unseen world—had called to his depths, and he had after all gotten it 

accepted, and that was something.  That, at least, would live after him when the scandal about 

the English Program Revision and distribution requirements (which he felt was sure to ensue) 
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had long passed out of memory.  For now, all he could do was attempt to practice damage 

control, though where that was to start, he didn't know. 

     During the next two days, he went back to laying low in his office and avoiding people who 

walked up to him suddenly and seemed to have a mouthful to say; he simply waved at them in a 

noncommittal fashion and acted as if he thought they were eager to say "hello," and had been 

unable to contain their enthusiasm for him.  It was of course true that many of them were full of 

glee and very happy to see him, due to the fact that as soon as he had walked off with his copy of 

the notorious memo, Penelope Vane had drifted sneakily back in and slotted a copy in each and 

every mailbox but his, so that the whole of the English Department was in possession of the 

relevant information.  He had also noticed a few glum and glowering faces looking at him, but as 

with Dick Bartles, who often looked that way because he suffered from dyspepsia, he was 

hesitant to conclude the worst and assume that they would before long be out for his blood in 

faculty meetings and social gatherings.  Luckily, since it was summer, it was still possible to 

avoid a lot of his colleagues, which eased his mind more than he was willing to admit even to 

Bertilde, to whom he had confided the whole thing. 

     The Dean of the Humanities was another matter, however.  He couldn't avoid Adam Byrne, 

especially not when summoned to attend him at a private lunch in the Faculty Club.  He gritted 

his teeth and went.  Dresart felt somehow very noticeable and obvious as he walked through the 

Gothic arch beside of Byrne, yet there was nothing so far to herald a reproach or reproof, or a 

demand to take it all back.  Byrne was his usual smooth, slightly acidic self, though he too 

looked a little harried at moments when his face wasn't turned directly towards Dresart.  It was as 

if in profile his worries showed through, whereas face on he was able to hide them.  They were 

shown to a table by a student waiter from the Hotel School, who flourished the menu and 
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trumpeted the specials before them with aplomb and verve and then tactfully retired, only to 

return in a moment with a bottle of something Byrne had requested. Dresart could never 

remember later what it was, just that it was the worst wine he had ever tasted. 

     As soon as they were once again alone and Byrne had asked after Bertilde (whom he had 

known since their high school days and whom he called "Bertie"), with all due haste and due 

caution he then approached the topic Dresart knew must be foremost on his mind.  "I received 

your memorandum.  Your English Program Revision one, that is," he spoke as if there might be 

numerous memos from Dresart loose in the ether and drifting past him, and he had somehow 

succeeded in reaching out and catching hold of just one, and that the most important one of all.  

"Actually, I don't suppose one can call it a memorandum now that it's been signed and given over 

to the Financial Office for approval.  I suppose one has to call it a hem!—a directive.  Yes, that's 

it, your directive."  He pointed this word directly at Dresart's heart rhetorically, as if challenging 

him to a duel on the appropriateness of the term, but Dresart wasn't in a fighting frame of mind.  

He was rather in a mood to ease past Byrne if at all possible, back to where his strengths lay, in 

postmodern poetry, and to his support contingent, the many colleagues who had mistakenly 

surged around him in congratulatory mode in the last few days.  So he assumed the jocular tone. 

     "Ah, so you've seen it!  Well, stands to reason, you would!  So, what do you think of it?" he 

dared Byrne actually to say what was on his mind. 

     Byrne, however, could make it sound like he was saying "I think you're off your chump!" just 

by coughing in a certain way, a trick that had gotten him the position he was in now.  He didn't 

cough, however.  He just stared like Deadeye Dick, straight into Dresart's nervously glittering 

eyes, and said, "You may be right."  He paused, to let the dubiety he actually felt communicate 

itself.  "But I think all the same that you should've taken counsel of someone before—or that you 
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should've spoken to me directly."  Ah! There was the rub!  The Old Boys' Club protocol had 

been breached.  Never mind that it would've been a breach of protocol too to speak directly to 

Byrne before getting together a committee opinion in the English Department.  Dresart had been 

labeled a traitor by Byrne for not at the very least giving him a "head's up" that the vile document 

was on its way in his direction. 

     Dresart coughed back as if to say "Something I think you've forgotten," but his cough was just 

a bit strangled by a piece of lettuce he had caught in his throat, and he nearly choked.  When his 

passageways were clear, he looked up, watery-eyed, to find Byrne watching him in silence, as if 

the cough had been the admission of guilt he'd been waiting for.  But Dresart finally said, "I 

think you've overlooked the fact that I was only the committee chairperson.  There were other 

people involved as well; a lot of other people," he concluded, hoping desperately now that he 

would not be asked to name them by name.  "Besides," he thought of a bright spot in the gloom, 

"you must've approved it too.  Your name was on my copy when it came back to me, just like 

mine was."  He knew better than this, but Byrne was not to know that whereas his own name had 

undoubtedly been stamped on in his absence and ignorance by an overzealous secretary, Dresart 

had at the very least conspired to give the English Program Revision Committee carte blanche 

with his name ahead of time.  They were both taken advantage of, but Dresart at least knew who 

had done it to him and why, whereas Byrne had obviously been blindsided.  That this was part of 

his grievance came out in his next sentence. 

     "You see," he took the risk of confessing, "I was out of town for a few days, before taking up 

again with all my committee and fiscal work, and when I came back it wasn't immediately 

apparent that anything had—well, I mean—" he looked down at the table for words and fingered 

his silverware, not being a man who relied on others much for inspiration when stuck in a verbal 
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bind.  He apparently decided to make a clean breast of his own difficulties.  This was good; it 

meant he was ready to forgive and forget, or at least to make common cause, though Dresart had 

already decided only to make alliances with Byrne on the outside, and to stick to his own 

constituency on the inside.  "I was only alerted to the fact that there was anything—unusual—" 

he paused while looking significantly at Dresart about the elephant in the room and tapping his 

knife carefully on the table twice on the first and second syllables of the isolated word—"as I 

say, unusual—when I got an enthusiastic memo from the Finance Committee about your—

your—" 

     "Directive, I believe you said," Dresart helped him out.  There was no reason not to now.  He 

was stuck good and properly between the English Department's enthusiasm and that of the 

Finance Committee, a straw man.  He couldn't stand up for pragmatism of scheduling and 

academic realities and the like when the Almighty Dollar had once entered the picture to join 

with the English Department's long overdue self-aggrandizement. 

     "Yes, well—" continued Byrne.  "At any rate, when I got back the—the damage had been 

done, because the Finance Committee has, as you are no doubt aware, been on my back and that 

of Eustacie Allen for years to find a way of making the English Department budget reconcile, 

and they are—well, they are—businesspeople—" he paused again to let this sink in, a word of   

disapprobation spoken in code to signify "money-grubbers."  "They see no reason why it's odd to 

require so many English Department courses of humanities majors and non-majors alike." 

     Another bold stratagem occurred to Dresart.  "Nor do I," he responded, beaming what he 

hoped was a cheery smile. 

     Now it was his turn to hear someone strangle on what was probably yet another piece of 

lettuce (why would the Faculty Club serve such limp lettuce in the salad?  It was distinctly off-
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putting).  "Don't you?" asked Byrne, turning a bright shade of crimson until he had cleared his 

throat, and then reverting slowly back to his own priestly-pale waxy complexion.  "If that's true," 

he had obviously decided to challenge the assertion, "then why hasn't it been done before?" 

     "Innovation comes along in its own good time," Dresart vouchsafed urbanely, drinking more 

of the dreadful wine and doing his best not to make a face.  "I'm not after all the only person 

who's had this idea, and I'm not even the originator of it this time round," he tried to sound 

modest and honest at the same time, modest as if humbly taking credit for something stupendous, 

honestly telling Byrne that he couldn't be held responsible, because it wasn't his doing primarily.  

He wasn't sure whether his success at this ploy had been indifferent or good, because Byrne 

merely waved a hand in the air and then abruptly placed the hand back on the table surface near 

his knife.  Dresart wondered briefly if more displacement activity was in the offing, but Byrne 

didn't tap his knife this time. 

     "What I want to know," Byrne said, "is what you're going to do about it." 

     "What, in your opinion, should I do?"  Dresart elected to play along the safe route for a while, 

pretending to take advice of a man who was clearly in a hot seat no one else would want to 

occupy. 

     But Byrne just as suddenly decided to riposte by using the cut direct.  "You should've thought 

of that before you signed it." 

     "I see no problem, and saw no problem when I signed it," Dresart thought he would be brave.  

After all, if the man wanted cooperation, he was going to have to spring for something more than 

inferior wine and old salad leaves at the Faculty Club.  He expatiated.  "When it comes down to 

it, what are we really asking students to do?  Develop fluency in the primary language of their 

country and acquire a little culture and learning by the way.  That surely is not too much to ask."  
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And it wasn't, was it?  Of course not.  The logic wasn't the problem, the logistics were, which he 

knew quite well.  But as Byrne was the Dean of the Humanities, what could he do but agree?  

Someone else had belled the cat for him, the cat that none of the other English Department mice 

had wanted to stand alone long enough to bell, and that Byrne had let them down about in the 

past.  The least he could do was to go along with them now that the deed was done, and the 

Finance Committee backing it.  Oh, he could if he wanted embarrass himself enough to admit to 

those "businesspeople" that he had been enough of a duffer to let a directive from one of his most 

troublesome departments get past him and get stamped with his moniker in his absence, but in 

reality both Dresart and Byrne knew that that wasn't likely to happen.  Byrne had been playing 

for sympathy even to tell Dresart that he too (and he a dean!) had dared to be out of town for a 

brief span of time during the early summer, a time when it was surely allowable to goof off a 

little, but a time in which in the past many a dean (including him) had used others' absences to 

put through coups of their own.  So what in effect was Byrne asking him to do? Dresart 

wondered.  Probably just stand by him and take the heat, he thought. 

     "Let's not count pterodactyls before they hatch," he said brightly.  "For all we know, the 

whole thing will pass by with only a minimum of mumbling and grumbling." 

     Byrne's face was sullen, glum.  "For you, maybe.  But I have to go into the Deans' Meeting 

two days from now and present my plans for the Humanities.  How do you think the Physics 

Department, for example, which wants to insist on more stringent guidelines for science majors, 

including a 6-credit pass-fail course in beginning physics, is going to react?" 

     "Well, they're just crazy," murmured Dresart before he could stop himself.  He came up with 

a quick save at the last minute by saying, "Six credits are far too much for that kind of thing.  But 
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that's not my concern, I'm in English," he craftily added.  Let each man defend his own castle, he 

thought. 

     "Yes, but the other deans!"  Byrne looked desperate himself now.  "They're not going to be 

happy with me.  And I thought, since the chairman—chairperson, actually, Phoebe 

Wankanabe—is going to be coming in to defend the Physics Department request before the 

deans—and note that with them it's a request, because it didn't get stamped in anyone's 

absence—well, I thought that maybe you could come in and justify what's already a fait 

accompli by the English Department committee.  It's the least you can do, since no one can really 

take it out of the Financial Office's hands now that it's already in the approval stage." 

     "Who would've thought that they would move so fast to approve something!"  Dresart played 

for time, feeling rather like Lady Macbeth, amazed at "how much blood the old man had in him." 

     "Well, will you do it?  You'd really be useful to me if you would.  At least you could possibly 

come up with some justifications for why English is suddenly so important." 

     Dresart was wary.  The last thing he wanted to be was one of those sorts of academics who're 

always useful to some petty kingship or other.  He was often useful, did good committee work, 

and it had given him a bellyful of bad sensations for the time being.  And he knew of no new 

reasons why English was "suddenly so important."  The reasons were the same as they had 

always been, and they had gone by the boards before.  "Look, Byrne," he said.  "I don't mean to 

be difficult, but you yourself know why English is important.  Why not present the latest 

prizewinning student essays on 'The Importance of English Studies in a Young Person's Career'?  

I understand Randall Feydonck proctored that essay contest this year, and I've heard that he had 

some really outstanding essays.  Let our students speak for themselves!"  This was an inspiration 

sprung straight from the mind of Zeus like the goddess Athena.  Because, of course, Randall 
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Feydonck was a horse's ass who was always out for self, and he'd been heard to brag of the 

essays he was assessing, and it would just serve him right.  Give the people what they ask for. 

     While Dresart was pondering whether or not he really should've had so much bad wine with 

lunch (it seemed to be making him irresponsible and tipsy, and he already had a headache), 

Byrne was staring at him.  "That's all you've got?" he seemed to be thinking.  Dresart made his 

mind up, though, that he wasn't going to go in before any meeting of deans and be intimidated in 

Byrne's place.  That was what Byrne was paid to do and be, let him do it and be it.  But Byrne 

appeared the next moment to have taken him seriously.  "I suppose it might work," he said.  "Just 

how old are those essays, anyway?" 

     "Oh, I don't know, I don't suppose you'd be interested in the advanced placement student 

essays from this summer.  There were some written in the spring semester—the proctor was 

Randall Feydonck, as I said.  He's over at Smithson Hall; give him a call, why don't you?" 

     Seeming determined to stick him for at least part of the responsibility, Byrne said, blotting his 

lips with his napkin in a way that seemed to signal the end of their conference and therefore of 

the meal, "I'll mention your name, shall I?  And fill him in just a bit as to what I want."  It didn't 

seem to be a question, however, merely a threat from someone in no position to make threats. 

An attempt to forge an alliance with someone determined to keep away. 

     But it was no time to be small, when he was so close to getting out of this uncomfortable 

situation.  "By all means, let him know I remember his work," retorted Dresart, keeping the 

subtext of that remark to himself, in which he recalled that Feydonck had on more than one 

occasion gotten him involved in things he didn't appreciate being involved in, whether in gossip 

networks or on one infamous postmodern works panel as a judge of postmodern poetry that he 
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still remembered for the bitter acrimony of the contestants and other judges.  His day was 

suddenly brightened:  who'd have thought this would be a chance to pay off old scores? 

                                                                               2 

     Bertilde frowned and dug her toes into the pale gray-buff color at her feet.  Obligingly, some 

lake water rose and filled the hole in the sand in a way she'd thought only ocean water did.  But 

then, she reasoned abstractedly, she was right at the water's edge.  Scuffing the sand aside 

roughly and impatiently at her own interior thoughts, she stubbed her toe on a rock, swore, and 

glanced up the face of the slope at the house, where she could see at a distance that Robert was 

still mowing the lawn.  She grimaced again, called to him, and gestured at him to put his shirt on:  

he was getting sunburned, she could see even from where she was.  He paused, pulled the ear 

buds from his ears and shut off the MP3 player in his fanny pack.  He called something 

inquisitive back to her, and she motioned again, and shouted to him to put his shirt on, but he still 

didn't seem to understand.  Finally she gave up and waved him on.  He waved back cheerily and 

went on with what he had been doing.  He would never know what hit him if she didn't 

intervene. 

     Yet, if she had understood Adam Byrne correctly—how could she intervene?  Be disloyal and 

more, in order to be the epitome of loyalty?  Throw herself and her marriage (possibly) under the 

wheels of the bus to keep Robert from being run down?  And how dare Byrne presume upon old 

acquaintance!  (His constant use of her old nickname, Bertie, from when she had been four-eyed 

and flat-chested, before her blossoming into the lovely woman everyone acknowledged her to be, 

made her furious these days!)  She should never have admitted to Byrne that she knew anything 

about the English Department Program Revision Committee, that Robert had even confided in 

her.  It was a serious misjudgment on her part to get involved in department politics even so 
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much as to discuss well-known incidents with other insiders.  And apparently, Robert's tactic for 

managing the committee wasn't known to many people, even now.  How was she to know when 

she'd spoken that Byrne was not an insider, but a snoop, a spy, an enemy?  Robert hadn't told her 

that, only that Byrne had asked him to come in before the deans and speak, and that he had 

gotten out of it.  Of course, any time she saw her husband puffed up like a stuffed fish with self-

importance, she had always interrogated him for his own good, because in that eventuality he 

needed a hint or two as to being his usual modest self.   But she'd been busy with her own 

troubles (trying to get her son Gustave to date the niece of an old friend whom she owed a favor, 

a charming girl appearance-wise that the old friend was in despair over finding a date for because 

she was painfully shy).  When the department "do" had been held two weeks ago at the 

Cabottstown cottage, where they were now, she had felt at the top of her form, and when Adam 

Byrne had approached and initiated a sidling conversation about how her husband had gotten 

involved with the English Program Revision Committee, her blithe rejoinder had been made over 

a tray of hors d'oeuvres she was passing around, something to the effect of "Yes, it was a stroke 

of genius that he just had the notion to hand them his stamp and let it go at that.  I blush to think 

how much more trouble they might have been to him if he'd really been deep in that committee's 

doings." 

     She had spoken in the understanding that Byrne was on her husband's side; she'd assumed that 

the stuffed fish look on her husband's face was one of satisfaction at having gotten the dean on 

his team.  But now, she was being blackmailed about possible revelations coming to light, about 

people rebelling and students protesting, and in short about just what Adam Byrne wanted in 

order to keep quiet.  Why he wanted it, she couldn't begin to fathom.  His own wife was a raven-

haired beauty of a particularly sultry sort, one who carried on flirtations here and there but had 
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never been rumored actually to cheat on him.  So why did Adam Byrne want to bed someone 

he'd known in high school, his old baseball teammate's former girlfriend Bertie, with her own 

knowledge of his awkward days firmly intact in her memory?  Of course, it hadn't improved his 

temper when he made the first pass at her that she'd laughed at him, purely and simply because 

she was sure he was making a joke about not ratting her husband out:  hadn't they had lunch over 

it and come to a compromise?  Why should she be involved?  But the piscine look on a male face 

didn't mean the same thing with all men.  Whereas with her husband it meant that he was 

experiencing an overload of self-satisfaction and was in danger of the "pride goeth before a fall" 

nostrum coming true, with Adam Byrne it meant that he was feeling horny, as she had found to 

her cost.  After her ill-judged laugh, he'd glanced around to be sure no one was watching them 

and then had pulled her into the front closet amidst the shoes and jackets, hors d'oeuvres and all, 

and tried to grope her.  In her lighter-hearted moments, it still made her feel like laughing, 

though a bit hysterically now, at the thought of how true it was that one half didn't know what 

the other half was up to:  evidently, Adam Byrne had been nursing a grievance for years now, 

which was a refusal of hers to go out with him during one high school hiatus (when both had 

been separated from their erstwhile partners); this had operated as a slight he was still 

remembering and seemingly vowing to redress. 

     He'd vowed quite solemnly, in the darkness looking behind his rounded tortoiseshell 

spectacles like an owl all of a sudden rather than a fish, that if she wouldn't have him he would 

know what to do about it.  Still not getting the point, she'd said, fascinated with this change of 

front and personality and just a bit tipsy herself, "Oh really?  What?  Can you really see me 

having an affair with you, Adam Byrne?  What would your wife say?"  But even this wasn't 

pitching it too strong for him. 
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     He retorted, "What would your husband say if he knew that I knew he just gave the 

committee an unconditional go-ahead to operate without him, and if he knew how I knew?  And 

what are the deans as a whole going to demand be done with any academic who acts so 

irresponsibly on an important, no, a vital committee?  And what are the students going to do?  

How many of them do you figure will take his classes when they perceive him as a do-nothing 

sort of Machiavelli who doesn't really care as much about them as he does about not being 

bothered by them and their concerns?" 

     "Oh, you're full of yourself!" she spouted back angrily, pushing her way out and trying to get 

away from the area of the front closet and back near saner people further into the room. 

     "Don't change the subject.  I can ruin him."  He did, with this, lower his voice and speak more 

furtively, the word "ruin" however coming out in a sort of ghastly groan which made two people 

near them briefly look around. 

     Realizing she had nothing to bargain with except what he'd asked for, she still did not believe 

he had it in him to make good on his threat.  "You wouldn't dare—for one thing, there's your 

own position to be considered.  What are the other deans going to say about you, for not 

supporting your own constituency?" 

     A hollow laugh like that of a man trying out for the role of Hamlet's father's ghost rose up in 

his chest, and it issued forth in a mini-bellow.  "They know!" 

     "Know what?" she asked, perplexed now. 

     "The same thing your husband knows.  I was out of town at the time.   I didn't want them to 

know, but they finally wormed it out of me in a closed session." 

     "Yeah, you need to be wormed!" she'd murmured angrily, half to herself.  "How can people 

worm something out of you if you just won't tell them?" 
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     "I had to explain why I had just stamped it without at least querying Robert about it.  I don't 

like to be revelatory, but it just came out." 

     "Some dean you are!  I thought deans were supposed to carry protocol secrets to the grave!" 

     "I saw no reason why I shouldn't point to the real culprit.  One of them, anyway," he intoned 

meaningly. 

    "The real culprit being?" her voice quavered; she was wondering if he had perhaps already 

spilled the beans about Robert. 

     "At least nominally, the secretary who stamped it without checking with me first, and passed 

it along to the Financial Office and Committee." 

     "Shame on you, Adam, making a secretary a whipping boy!" 

     "There are others available," he responded.  Then he drew his finger casually along her hand 

as he reached onto the tray for an hors d'oeuvre, dipping his voice down melodramatically again. 

"If you can't find it in your heart to honor my request.  The Finance Committee, as it turned out, 

really liked the directive, but they had questions about your husband," he concluded. 

     "I can't talk about this now," she temporized. 

     "My door is always open, my phone line is always active.  Get in touch with me soon."  He 

smirked maniacally.  "I wouldn't like to lose faith in you, Bertilde.  It's bad enough if your 

husband must, I suppose, but it's your choice." 

     At that she had whirled around in such tight formation that she had nearly dumped the tray of 

bite-sized foodstuffs onto a much shorter male academic who was reaching up towards it and 

smiling in a friendly fashion.  Who was he?  her mind drew a blank.  Oh, it was Joe Oschka, the 

new medievalist her husband was taking a special paternal interest in because they were working 

on a new verse translation of "The Wanderer" together.  From that point on, her evening two 
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weeks ago had been a blur; it had passed with odd conversations here and there in which she had 

been aware that people were staring at her blankly for some of her stranger responses to what 

they said, but she persisted in smiling brightly and patting and touching arms and shaking hands, 

and devoting every second thought to what to do about Byrne, to no effect. 

      And now, she was pondering the problem again, because just before she had come down to 

the beach, they'd received a call from Byrne, who'd talked to Robert, and had more or less passed 

a subliminal message along by telling Robert to let her know he was fondly remembering his last 

presence in the cottage and was asking after her.  She couldn't, just couldn't, could she? let 

Robert know how perilously close he himself was to a steep slope like the one he was mowing, if 

not an outright cliff, a tall, high, dangerous cliff….Then she thought, of course she could, she 

should tell him that he had an enemy of Byrne's ilk, who was trying to force her to place her own 

sexual loyalty in the balance and…but Robert had a tendency to overthink things, and she didn't 

want to worry him, and in fact, she had no real belief, she told herself, in Byrne's ability to carry 

out what he had threatened.  She didn't think he would do it.  Probably not.  He was already in 

disgrace, apparently, what would be the point of dragging down someone else after the fact? No, 

he probably wouldn't.  But what if he did? 

      Now, she realized, she was the one overthinking things, not Robert.  Damn and blast those 

two women anyway, what were their infernal names?  Eustacie Vane and…no, that wasn't right, 

Eustacie Allen was the department chairperson.  Penelope Vane was the other one.  The long tall 

sally with the goose beak for a nose and the whining delivery.  Penelope irritated her more, for 

some reason.  Not fair to hold her appearance against her, but Eustacie tended to chirp like a 

bird, which was at least cheerful.  Why couldn't she count on them for backup?  But that would 
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just be weird, to drag them in.  Penelope.  Now, what was it about Penelope?  There was 

something about the name…. 

     That night, when she and Robert were propped up in bed, each with a personal bedside book 

of the moment and really only reading and quoting passages to each other in a desultory fashion, 

a pastime that had long been a staple of their mutual affection, she said to Robert, "Robert, what 

does Penelope mean to you?" 

     "Penelope?"  He reiterated.  When she didn't respond but kept waiting, he glanced across at 

her, peering over his half-spectacles and then peering again.  "Penelope?  Do you mean Penelope 

Vane?" 

     "Is there any other?" 

     "Look here, my dear—" he snorted, guffawed, and then looked at her again, this time with his 

specs off and holding open his book where he had left off.  "Are you actually asking me if I'm 

having an affair with Penelope?  Penelope Vane?"  His eyes glinted now with fun and humor, 

and she saw that he'd gotten off at the wrong stop, but she enjoyed him like this, so she didn't 

answer right away, but let him enjoy himself. 

     "What would you say if I were asking that?" 

     "Well, first of all you didn't phrase your trick question in quite the right way.  I think the way 

it works is that there is a liar at a fork in the road, and in order to force the truth out of him about 

which way is the road to Brighton, you point down the left road, for example, and say, "If I were 

to ask you if that is the road to Brighton, would you say 'yes'?  If it is the road to Brighton and he 

answers truthfully that he would say 'no,' because he is in essence a liar, then you know that it is 

the road to Brighton and that he is lying about it in the second instance--" 
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     She interrupted him.  "Okay, now you've had your fun, but that wasn't really what I meant.  

And I think you're getting it jumbled up anyway." 

     "No, but wait, it works, you see—" 

     "No, I don't want to see, I want my question answered." 

     "Which was what?  What does Penelope Vane mean to me?" 

     "Well, that, or—start with that." 

     "A royal pain in the arse, for one thing.  I'll never understand how she came to be a scholar of 

the Enlightenment.  She dresses and acts so much more like a late Victorian!  Or even an early 

modernist.  I never know whether I'm supposed to be imagining some blessed damozel with lilies 

all around her or someone in a cloche hat and trailing scarf, which she wears often enough to 

look like a reincarnation of some old dressmaker's dummy.  No, she's just—" He suddenly 

realized that he had been steered off course by his own thoughts from following the rather odder 

track his wife's thought seemed to be taking.  "But what on earth made you ask that?  Was it 

because she put her stupid arm around me at the party?  I don't know what came over her.  She 

was getting very friendly with everyone, not her usual, because as you know, she's rather chilly- 

natured and aesthetic.  What's come over you, for that matter?  It's not like you—" 

     "No, it's not like me to ask, perhaps, but that wasn't really what I was asking you.  I was 

asking you if Penelope, the name Penelope, means anything to you." 

     "Is it some student's name?" he guessed, trying his hardest to fathom her thought process. 

     "It's very likely that it is some student's name, Robert, in fact quite a lot of them are likely 

named Penelope if they are of the female persuasion, though I don't suppose it's as popular a 

name now as it used to be.  You used to hear it a lot more often, somehow.  But now I'm getting 

off-track the way you do.  What I mean is, what does the name mean to you?  Anything?  I've 
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been racking my brains all day for what it is, something that it reminds me of, an old story or 

something." 

     "Ah!"  Now he was in his element.  "Yes, it does remind me of something.  An old story 

indeed, one of the oldest!  In Homer's Odyssey, if you recall, Odysseus's wife Penelope, who was 

being courted in his absence by many suitors wanting to take over his kingdom by marrying her, 

developed the strategy of pretending to do a bit of weaving and saying that when it was finished 

she would choose a suitor.  But in reality, every night she would undo the weaving she'd done 

during the day, so as to remain faithful to her husband.  And fate was favorable and for a time 

her stratagem worked, and then some other things happened, but she's basically a heroine 

because she was still unmarried when Odysseus returned.  Is that the one?" 

     "Yes!  That's it!  Thank you."  And trying to avoid further conversation about that point, she 

retreated with her gem of information back behind her book, and attempted to distract him a 

second later by saying, "Oh, listen to this, Robert—" 

     "Well, wait a minute!  Was that all there was to it?  You just couldn't remember who 

Penelope was?" 

     "That was it.  Listen—" 

     "No, but I'm really surprised!  Don't you remember that dramatization of The Odyssey that we 

watched a few years ago, that really bad one, on one of the movie channels?  And you couldn't 

remember who Penelope was?  Why, I remember you saying something to the effect that in her 

place you would just have had all the suitors beheaded, and then we argued about ancient 

kingship structure—" 

     "Robert, if you recall, my major in college was landscape design and in graduate school it was 

marketing.  I run a gift shop which specializes in—" 
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     "Yes, I know all that, but you took undergraduate English, I can't believe you didn't 

remember—" 

     "Well, I think I had her confused with Ariadne or Arachne or some such.  Anyway—" 

     "Oh, never Ariadne or Arachne, surely.  Why, they're nothing alike!  I'll loan you my copy 

of—" 

     She decided to cut this short before he had too much more time to wonder why his wife was 

so curious about Penelope, all of a sudden.  "You shouldn't remind me, Robert, that my classical 

education wasn't the equal of yours."  She lowered her head sadly, and her voice dropped a 

register.  "It's really not generous of you." 

     He sighed, placed his spectacles on the table on his side of the bed, then cozied up to her with 

his head on her shoulder, where he placed a little kiss.  "Forgive me?" he asked, though now his 

voice was empty of argument and resonant with other meanings. 

     Feeling a touch of post-coital sadness, oddly before anything had happened, she thought that 

it must be because she was worried about losing him if anything went wrong and she couldn't 

manage to defang the cobra Byrne, as he now seemed.  Luckily, there was that bright, valiant 

heroine Penelope solidly in her mind now.  She would get in touch with Adam Byrne the next 

time he applied his none too subtle pressure.  Yes, luckily now there was Penelope. 

                                                                              3 

     It was fall.  Robert Dresart scuffed along, his feet disturbing a few early fallen leaves, 

thinking to himself that there certainly was something wrong with the climate, given the fact that 

only three weeks before, there had been nary a leaf on the ground.  Why, it was only late 

September, for God's sake!  Climate change and global warming aside, though, he was feeling a 

bit more than pleasurable melancholy at the change of seasons today.  Pleasurable melancholy, 
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he reasoned to himself, occurred because you were aware of changes once again happening, like 

fall, which you were just as certain would revolve around again in due course, and put you back 

in the pre-change condition and state of mind.  And on and on, until you died.  And it's true that 

he had not yet again fallen into that dark, black frame of mind he'd been in at the beginning of 

the summer when he'd been trying to avoid all other commitments than his task of working on 

the Naomi Kierkegaard article.  No, that had been odd, but he attributed it partly to the influence 

of the poetry itself, at least one book of which was exceedingly somber and hard to make your 

way through with undisturbed equanimity.  He grinned unselfconsciously, startling a passerby 

when he happened to meet the man's glance, and then readjusting his expression to a more 

suitably blank one.  He had seemingly thrown Martinson for a bit of a loop by quoting poetry 

and Eastern mysticism to him, at least according to Breyal, who had finally confessed to him a 

week ago that back at the beginning of the summer, they had been wondering where he was and 

if something "untoward" (as Breyal so glancingly put it) had happened to him.  They had been 

concerned!  If only they knew that a week before quoting the I Ching to Martinson he had taken 

the Princeton edition of the book out of the hands of his teenage son Gustave and pooh-poohed 

its influence, before settling down with it to give himself a good chuckle at the oracle.  But he 

had been surprised to find that however unreliable the average oracle was, the book itself was 

nicely poetic and contained some serious philosophy.  Yes, he had felt himself suspended over 

an "abyss," likely to be scoffed at if he said he had too much to do to take charge of that blasted 

committee, and thus "having words to say which would not be believed."  And though he was 

not a "middle son," he too after a long spring semester had been experiencing "oppression" and 

"exhaustion," though he had not cast sticks or coins to get the reading from the oracle in his 

casual way, but had instead just opened the book at a random page and pointed at a passage, the 
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way old people used to use the Bible or The Aeneid for divination.  It was all hooey anyway, 

because he had thought his way out of that one quickly enough.  But Martinson had obviously 

been worried enough to mention the matter to Breyal when Dresart had added T. S. Eliot to the 

quotation mix, along with a few other choice bits of poetry and prose that he had been wallowing 

in for a while.  Just went to show, you should never tell people what you were really thinking:  

they'd have you locked up in a loony bin inside of a month!  But then, his thought momentarily 

softened, they'd been worried about him.  He beamed again; that was nice!  And he went back to 

thinking about sadness, and what caused it, and how many different kinds there probably were, 

and wishing that he had the experience of having read Burton's The Anatomy of Melancholy 

safely behind him, although it was an infernally thick book, and one he had never managed to 

bring himself to read.  Because now, aside from these few moments of glee with which he was 

trying to distract himself, he was feeling both anxious and somehow sad, and not within the 

confines of pleasurable fall melancholy. 

     He tried to locate the source of his feelings, but as with many a man who thinks for a living, 

or who thinks and writes about what others think and write about for a living, his emotions were 

at a few removes from the immediacy of analysis, and required to be dwelt upon before he could 

come up with just what was bothering him.  Something….He had heard Bertilde on the phone 

this morning, talking to someone, he couldn't decide whom, though she had said it was her friend 

Alice, and he had been in a hurry, so he hadn't asked her more, really, had just half-queried 

"Kind of early for a phone call," on his way to grab his briefcase from the area by the door.  She 

had mumbled something indistinguishable, and then bestowed on him a very lavish kiss, said 

"Never mind," and patted his rump as he passed her in the hall.  He had been startled, and more.   

When he didn't click! with her oddly amused mood immediately—or was it amusement?  It 
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almost looked like nerves—she had said "Always remember that I love you, dear."  He 

remembered pausing at that, trying to gauge her mood, but she had all but shoved him out the 

door and shut it behind him.  Frowning, but on his way, he had gone on to his car and made his 

careful, street-threading way to campus, and that had been that.  Now why should that bother 

him? 

     "No more Anglo tyranny!" yelled a fresh-faced young Asian, sticking a sign in his way that 

read "DROP ENGLISH COURSE REQS NOW!" 

      Annoyed, he muttered, "Nothing to do with me," and shoved his way politely but none too 

gently past. 

     "JOIN THE WORLD COMMUNITY—PRACTICE SCIENCE!" shouted another student, 

this time one who looked more like a blond Dutchman with sideburns attached to his bowl-cut 

hair.  He stepped aside for Dresart, but stuck his sign above Dresart's head and waved it in the air 

a few more times before deserting attentions to him in favor of those performed around the next 

passerby. 

     "SPLIT HAIRS AND ATOMS, NOT INFINITIVES!" screeched a young banshee endowed 

with an ample bosom to the other side of him, whose shirt under its curves seemed to read "LIFE 

AND NUCLEAR SCIENCES."  As he looked up, another Valkyrie beside her was taking careful 

aim and a second later, a wet splooshy red mess of overripe tomato was all over the front of his 

coat.  He halted in disbelief; but just as he was feeling totally bewildered, a thought occurred to 

him, at the same moment as the Valkyrie bustled forward, a towel oddly enough in her hand. She 

wiped him down without physical shame or embarrassment all over the front of his coat. 

     "I'm terribly sorry, sir, that tomato wasn't meant for you!" she apologized. 
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     He sighed heavily.  "I'm afraid it was," he said, trying his best to shield his lower portions 

from being wiped off by this young woman, who seemed to have boundary issues.  For this was 

clearly the fallout which Byrne had feared and predicted would happen when the students got on 

to the fact that they had to take more English courses this year. 

     "Oh, no, sir!" she protested vociferously.  "You see that white-faced jerk over there behind 

you?  The one with the round glasses?  That's Dean Byrne.  The tomato was for him.  Here, 

here's my number," she scribbled a phone number on a miniscule piece of paper.  "I'll clean your 

coat for you, free of charge, honest!  My father owns a dry cleaner's."  She thought a minute.  

"Or if you're a professor, we can pick it up at your office.  What's your name?" 

     A film passed before his eyes, and he babbled, "Oh, no, that's fine, you just give me the 

number and I'll be off.  Good luck to you!" 

     "Sir, can we have you to sign our petition?" edged forth another student, this time a weedy, 

dark-complexioned lad with a sprouting mustache.  "Sir!  Sir!  Our petition?" 

     But he was off, racing in quick double-time trot past the last stragglers, and making for the 

front door of the English Department.  Then he thought.  The quickest way in wasn't always the 

best way in:  he ducked around the building, which shared an alleyway with the Linguistics 

Complex, and went in through the back door, where he was unlikely to meet anyone who wasn't 

already part and parcel of the students' dislike.  He was just lucky that he had no classes today, 

not again until Wednesday, by which time most of the registration procedures were supposed to 

be complete.  He couldn't think why he'd never run into the protesters before, except that he 

hadn't been taking the route along College Avenue where the computer cubicles were set up in 

the gymnasium for scheduling.  But if he had to take the longer route, then he couldn't park on 

the Humanities lot, but would have to park on the Faculty lot, which was smaller and more 
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crowded and for some reason seemed short of the essential number of spaces.  And he hated 

jockeying for position with his colleagues over something as insignificant as a parking place.  It 

was hardly worth it.  He ducked into his office and tried to put the protest out of his mind, 

succeeding well enough that he was soon deep in a first set of student introductory essays from 

the initial class, which had been on Monday, yesterday.  He had forestalled the problem of 

identifying himself then by darting in a few minutes late when the students were already deep in 

conversations, saying "Please take out your laptops or paper and write me an essay on the 

importance of a liberal education.  That doesn't mean politically liberal, incidentally.  Mr. 

Wentworthy—" he addressed his teaching assistant, who had half-risen to introduce him, and 

was nervously trying to swallow his Adam's apple, apparently, "—please take up the papers and 

bring them to me when they're done.  For all you who brought laptops, your papers are expected 

in at the same time this morning, 11:10 sharp, at this e-mail address."  And he scrawled his e-

mail address on the board and ducked back out before anyone could say anything to him, though 

when he got halfway down the hall he could hear through the open door some deep male voice 

saying, "Rdresart@campmail.edu. "  Then the same voice asked, "Isn't that the guy who—" 

     He didn't wait to hear more, but when he got to his office, he suddenly did an about-face and 

made his way toward a perpendicular corridor where the Faculty Lounge was.  No sense in 

courting disaster; he'd just wait them out. 

     He found out, however, that it would be necessary to hide from more than one contingent of 

annoyances.  For example, in the Faculty Lounge, spacious though it was, the air seemed 

unnecessarily close and breathless when he stepped in and all faces in the room turned in his 

direction.  Martinson looked up and acknowledged him with a nod.  "Robert."  Good ol' 

Martinson!  He would always be the same!  Some others were eying him warily, however, as if 
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he were some strange feral animal on the loose, whose predations might be expected to begin at 

any moment.  He tried to reassure himself that in fact they were just naturally cautious about 

openly taking sides on an issue likely, it seemed, to cause them all a certain amount of 

inconvenience, if nothing else.  But that didn't help.  Damn it, they had most of them been 

kissing his arse this summer, and giving him a hero's welcome—could a small crowd of 

protesters make such lily-livered cringing cowards out of them?  They all looked back down 

studiously at whatever they had been doing when he stepped in the room:  the answer was 

apparently "yes." 

     And now on Tuesday as he sat in his office, there came an authoritative knock at his door, and 

outside he heard a gentle but persistent murmur of voices.  He almost audibly moaned.  Then, 

twitching his coat at a different angle on the coat-rack so that it wouldn't show the tomato stains, 

he tiptoed quietly towards the door and looked through the wavy glass, listening intently.  He 

couldn't see just exactly who was there, but for some reason, he didn't think it was students.  

Opening the door a crack, he peeked out.  Relieved to see only Eustacie Allen there, though that 

could be bad enough, he opened the door further and waved her in, but the next moment made an 

instinctive move to shut the door as someone darted towards him and followed her in, as smooth 

as you please. 

     As undisturbed and seemingly gratified by this sudden appearance as a mother hen with one 

chick when her chick finally catches up with her, Eustacie patted Robert's arm, effectively 

pushing him a little further away from the door so that Randall Feydonck's entry was a complete 

success.  "We've come to talk about the situation, Robert."  And she picked up a bundle of 

computer printouts from one of the chairs, placed them on the corner of his desk and sat down, 

gesturing impatiently for Feydonck to sit in another seat across from her.  Giving Dresart a steely 
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glance of warning, she said, "I'm sure you'll admit that the situation this week is certainly better 

than it was last week.  Last week before The Clarion-Recorder had the student's essay from 

Randall to publish, that is, you know the one that the Financial Office received this summer as 

justification for our—our—doings."  The word was weak for what she was trying so obviously to 

prove, which seemed to be on the surface that Feydonck was privy to the innermost workings of 

the English Program Revision Committee, and which was really as far as Dresart could tell that 

she was offering him Feydonck as a substitute sacrifice for himself.  But she carried it off the 

next minute with a high hand by plopping a copy of last week's student newspaper on the desk.  

"I assume you saw it, of course."  Meanwhile providing him with the goods just in case he 

hadn't. 

     "Ah!  Er—yes, hem, the article.  The essay," he lied obligingly.  He picked up the student 

newspaper and thumped it back down twice and grimaced brightly for good measure, hoping he 

looked enthusiastic.  "And uh—things are better now, you say."  While he wanted to be grateful, 

he didn't feel sure he knew just what to be grateful for; his mind went back to the morning, and 

surreptitiously he glanced over at his stained all-weather coat. 

     "Oh yes, you know that they are," she persisted, reasoning it out.  "Well, before the Student 

Council was simply aghast and was calling Byrne's office nearly every hour on the hour, and he 

was calling us, and even the Finance Committee—" she paused just infinitesimally, to let that 

one key piece of information get directed his way—"was beginning to wonder.  Well, Clarence 

Huffington called me twice, anyway, asking if we were sure we had English Department 

community support about doing it.  But then, things started to improve—" her eyebrows wiggled 

in an "I'll tell you later" manner—"largely due to the publication of Randall's essay, and now 

things are much better." 
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     "Much better!" he said heartily in echo, hoping he sounded convinced.  "And uh, what would 

you point to as the best sign of that if you had to define it?" 

     "The fact that the student are protesting outright," she said stanchly.  She waited for a 

response, but since this was exactly what he would have pointed to as a bad sign, he could think 

of nothing to say, and just continued to grin broadly at the two of them until his face ached. 

     "Yes," he finally said weakly, less in agreement than because it seemed what she wanted him 

to say. 

      "I mean," she continued, and he realized just how bravely she was going on when he noticed 

that Randall was looking at her a bit doubtfully now too—"the students are engaged.  The 

students are engaging with us!  Why, they haven't done that for years and years, not since—oh, I 

haven't seen student activity like this since probably the seventies, when I was a young thing 

myself!  I can still remember being a teenager and watching the college students march for things 

they believed in.  Well, once they're engaged, it's easier to make them see reason, don't you see?" 

      He got hold of himself mentally.  After all, he'd said he'd stand for it, he couldn't let her 

continue to take all the heat.  He was the one who'd said it didn't have to be a "reasonable" 

solution.  And now here were the recipients of their collective wisdom, the students themselves, 

letting them know quite audibly and vocally and even physically (that tomato!) that they didn't 

find it a reasonable solution. 

     "Okay, so granted we're better off than we were last week—what still remains to be done?" 

He spoke encouragingly.  It was his way of saying politely, "If things are so fine and dandy, then 

what the hell are you doing in my office with this dolt?" 

     She looked at him with a certain amount of caution, then nodded.  He would do.  "The 

Financial Office wants to see you."  And that was all she said. 
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     "Wants to see me—how?  Why?"   Was it the end of something like his career, or just the 

beginning of something like an almighty big butt ache? 

     Glancing at Feydonck very briefly, she answered.  "Why, to understand your rationale a little 

better.  Surely you remember your rationale."  Her repetition of the word sounded a little 

desperate, but he also knew a determined woman when he saw one, and she was determined to 

make him bear the utmost he had agreed to, which was to be almost solely responsible for what 

she and Penelope Vane and unknown others had done.  He still didn't know if they had actually 

involved anyone other than him; and Randall Feydonck, of course. 

     Now he looked over at Feydonck, and as if in answer, she said cheerfully, "Of course, as the 

donator of the student essay, Professor Feydonck—Randall, if I may—will go in with you.  They 

may well want to talk with him too," and she swiveled her eyes back around at Dresart with 

meaning.  It was as if she had said, "And if you're smart, you'll let them make a meal of him 

before they get to you." 

     "What sort of thing—what do you think they want to hear from me?  Oh, right, my rationale.  

Well, I suppose my rationale was based strongly on the things I'd heard from Randall about his 

excellent student essays.  If I remember correctly, you had me read one of them last spring, 

Randall.  I mean, it's rather hard luck on the students who are prepared to work hard and who 

take their English classes seriously to have their courses and campus disrupted by a bunch of 

know-and-care-nothings who just want an easy pass."  That seemed to be the right thing to say, 

and Eustacie nodded with approval. 

     "Good, and maybe some background research from campuses where financial offices have 

strong support for English studies.  I have one such report here," she waved a document at him, 

but when he eagerly reached out for this straw in the whirlwind, she didn't hand it to him right 
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away, but instead placed it on the edge of his desk with the newspaper.  Message:  read 

Feydonck's essay.  Do your homework.  He sighed.  It was only what he should've expected.  

And it wasn't as bad as it could be.  Maybe with a little fancy footwork and a few facts flourished 

around as Allen had just done with that report, right in his face, he could get the agenda past the 

Finance Committee for a second time, because after all they'd have a vested interest in 

continuing a policy they had already passed once. 

     "Okay," he said.  "When do we meet?" 

     "Call them and set up an appointment by the end of next week.  That, as you no doubt know, 

is the last date to add or drop regular classes, other than special-credit stuff.  I leave it in your 

capable hands; you and Randall."  Her expression added, "And Godspeed!" though all she did 

was stand and motion Randall to go out before her.  They spoke a few random words at the door, 

then just before she headed out, she turned to Randall and said, "Randall, dear, would you go 

down to the Faculty Lounge and pick up my mail?  I hate to ask you, but I need to talk to Robert 

here about a student and I'm almost out of time before my next class.  You remember, it's right 

next door to your next class, in the Wallace Building." 

     "Sure thing, Eustacie," Randall said, clearly flattered to be an errand boy for such a senior and 

well-respected academic.  He disappeared down the corridor whistling. 

     "'Eustacie' indeed!" huffed Eustacie Allen, just as clearly annoyed by the role she'd been 

forced to play before Feydonck.  "Anyway, Robert, what I wanted to tell you was that your task 

won't be as hard as I thought it was going to be when I first got the request for your meeting from 

the Financial Office last week." 

     "You've had it since last week?" he was a bit awed.  It wasn't every academic who would've 

had the strength to sit on the request that long before responding. 
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     "Yes, but that's not the point.  The early statistics they sent me suggest that we're not having 

as much trouble with the four-course people (you know, the other humanities majors) as we are 

with the three-course science majors, business majors, engineers and other assorted folk.  The 

humanities students have protested, some of them, but only within the confines of their own 

departments, and they don't seem to be much in evidence in the crowd on College Avenue.  So 

what that means is that we have a large number of the people we need number-wise already 

signed up and not yet withdrawn.  All you have to do is hold the line to force the non-humanities 

people to knuckle under, and we've got it in the bag." 

     "Yes, I know all about the crowd on College Avenue.  I got hit with a flying tomato today, 

though the student later offered to have my coat professionally cleaned for free, because after all 

the tomato had been aimed at Byrne, not at me." 

     "Are you all right?  But of course you are, strong man, not a bruise on you anywhere that I 

can see!  By the way, that reminds me, one of the protesting business students, whose father 

owns a dry cleaning company, also has an uncle on the Finance Committee.  You'll want to take 

care around any topics to do with business students in front of the committee.  The last name is 

Ponderby, I think.  Ponsonby.  Something like that." 

     Digging the tiny piece of paper that the tomato-wielding student had given him out of his 

pocket, he looked at it and said, "Ponsonby." 

     But Allen was already on her way out the door, and merely confirmed, "Something like that." 

     "Well," he said in farewell, deciding to make the best of what had already become a lousy 

day, "thank you for the preparatory material, Eustacie.  I mean of course the information, the 

essay, and the business school article.  I'll make the best use I can of them, God knows how."  
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This last remark was almost sotto voce, but Eustacie heard him.  She patted his arm yet again, 

this time with real warmth. 

     "Don't worry Robert, I'm sure you'll come up smelling like roses.  I have faith in you, you see.  

No one can turn a phrase quite like you."  And then she too popped out the door, and bustled off 

down the hall. 

                                                                              4 

     Not long after Robert Dresart was safely out of the house and down the block that Tuesday 

morning, Bertilde sank into a chair and had an attack of "nervousitis."  At least, that's what she 

called it to herself when she cried, for basically she was a strong-minded woman who didn't like 

crying, however often it happened, to her or anyone else.  True, she was tender-minded about 

young things and puppies and kittens, but she drew the line at extending mercy fucks to men like 

Adam Byrne, even if for some other woman his continued fascination with her from the time of 

their adolescence, which had recently become apparent to her, would have operated as a 

powerful aphrodisiac.  He wasn't at all young, and making sheep's eyes at her did not establish 

his tenancy in the adorable puppy and kitten category—rather, she had the instinct to give him a 

swift kick in the rear and call him "Puppy!" in quite another tone of voice indeed.  She thought 

over their recent conversation that Robert had almost been privy to, and tried to plan her nascent 

plot accordingly. 

     For the last two weeks or so, they had been free of calls from Byrne, probably because he 

was, like them, deep in the beginning of the semester and all the paperwork that resulted 

therefrom.  Bertilde had often typed things and formatted papers on the computer for Robert, 

who had skill enough to do it himself, but no patience with machines, which she in her training 

from marketing classes could tolerate better.  But this morning, Byrne had called early, while in 
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fact she was typing something up for Robert and not at a time when Robert was out, as Byrne 

often did, usually seeming to have a keen instinct for it. 

     She now had the caller i.d. hooked up (Gustave had put things back in working order again), 

and she knew who it was, but even though she thought of herself as a brave woman, she also 

knew that for a while at least—until she found a way to scotch his plans—she had to regard 

Byrne as a loose cannon, who might do anything, say anything.  So it was necessary to answer 

the phone and act as if she were considering seriously what he had said to her. 

     It was also necessary, however, to keep Robert from wondering who was calling, and in order 

to do that she had to invent something for him to do. 

     "Just a second, Alice, I need to say something to Robert," she said quite loudly, loudly 

enough for Robert to hear and take note from where he stood across the room and behind the 

computer, his coat on and drifting irresolutely from foot to foot, waiting for the last sentences to 

be typed.  "Robert, you said that you could submit that paper tomorrow, and you're going to have 

to, because I still have to proof it, and Alice has a problem I have to solve right now.  Why don't 

you go on ahead to work, and I'll have it ready for you tonight?" 

     And after a further exchange of marital civilities and affection, which she could tell had for 

some reason taken him aback, he had.  And she had said in a deceptively mild tone down the 

phone line, "Now what can I do for you, Byrne?" 

     Responding to her tone, which he wanted to hear, instead of to his last name, which seemed 

much less friendly, Byrne said, "Don't you think you should call me Adam?" 

     She swallowed.  It was now or never.  Luckily, he couldn't see the venomous expression 

which accompanied her gentle words.  "Well…Adam…I've been thinking." 
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     She heard his smug tone, oily and sure, though she also couldn't see him.  "Yes?  And you 

thought?"  He was obviously going to make her work for it, to make her crawl, if he could. 

     "I don't really think there's any need for you to tell the Financial Office anything about 

Robert's involvement with the English Program Revision Committee."  She paused. 

     "You mean his lack of involvement," smirked Byrne. 

     "Yes, well—be that as it may—there's no occasion to let them know."  Again she hesitated, 

wondering just how to hook him good and properly without promising too much. 

     "And why shouldn't I?  What's to be my motive for keeping still?"  Byrne was the silky one 

now, cooing like the proverbial turtledove. 

     "Well, it won't do you any good, and it would at least potentially do Robert a lot of harm." 

     "Why should I care about Robert?  He didn't take me into his confidence, you did, and that by 

accident."  She was silent.  He continued, "You've got to give something to get something." 

     "I know you don't mean to sound so callous." 

     "Oh, really? Callous?  He was just going to let me get stuck with the whole thing without 

telling me anything about it.  Callous is a matter of opinion."  He waited a second, and then said, 

"Isn't there anything else you want to tell me?  Or have I wasted my time giving you this 

opportunity to save his hide?   The semester has begun, you know.  Next week is the last 

opportunity for a major Finance Committee meeting before the semester is well underway, and 

Robert will be expected to be there." 

     "He will?" she panicked, and hoped it didn't show in her voice.  This threw her notion of 

continuing to string Byrne along indefinitely in some disorder. 

     "He will.  And I have to call this week and do a sort of final wrap-up with them on how I see 

things developing for the future.  As regards your husband and his committee, that can go well, 
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or badly.  It depends on you, you see."  Now he had gone back to being oleaginous.  He was 

aware of having her in a final seconds’ clinch. 

     "Well…as I was going to say when you called—I don't suppose there's any reason why you 

couldn't give me lunch sometime—so that we could discuss it."  It was hard for Bertilde even to 

go this far, unaccustomed as she was to being on the manipulated end of things, but she felt she 

had at least to preserve Robert's position for him until the next Finance Committee meeting was 

over, now that she knew about it.  She considered briefly what might have happened if Robert 

had answered the phone instead of her, and shuddered. 

      "Oh, you're going to do a great deal more than discuss it, my dear."  Byrne really was 

revolting goods.  "But we'll start with that.  Meet me at The Stag-at-Bay today, say around 

twelve noon?  If you're not there by twelve-fifteen, I might begin to get just the smallest bit 

impatient, Bertie, love." 

     "No, wait!  That's too public a place!  That's almost on campus!" 

     "And where else for a respectable dean and an old school friend to have lunch, especially 

since they have a friend in common; you remember him, don't you?  Your husband?"  He 

chortled down the line, and she longed to slam the phone down, but instead murmured something 

indistinct, she could not herself afterwards have said what. 

     Silence reigned for a moment, while the issue hung in the balance.  Then he said winningly, 

"Come along, Bertie, you'll start to care for me, I feel sure.  I can be a very generous lover; all I 

expect is generosity in return." 

     She couldn't restrain her indignation and contempt.  "All you expect is for me to cheat on 

Robert!" 
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     "Play nice, now, Bertie.  You win a few, you lose a few.  Take a risk to save a risk.  Things of 

that nature.  So, do we have a deal?" 

     There was really nothing else to say.  She agreed, and after listening to as much more of 

Byrne's self-congratulatory writhings as she could stomach, which wasn't much, she got off the 

line with him and called her gift shop, letting her assistants know that she wouldn't be there to 

cover for them at lunch, and that they would have to sub for each other.  Oh, if only Robert had 

told her that Byrne wasn't on the inside track about the English Department Program Revision 

Committee!  None of this would have been necessary, at least not the part involving her.  Or if 

she hadn't known anything about the whole situation at all—no, she wanted to have a role in 

Robert's work life, even if it was just listening and offering the stray opinion.  One thing that was 

certainly going to happen if she and Robert emerged from this situation with their marital 

chastity intact, however, was that she was going to give him a stern talking to about trusting 

other women, like those two shrews in the English Department who'd gotten him into this.  Oh, 

she knew if he became aware that she had pulled his fat out of the fire (if she only could!) that he 

would probably draw his favorite moral from the story, pointing to the fact that if two women 

had gotten him into a mess, one had gotten him out:  he was very fond of quoting his favorite 

aphorism from an old professor, which was "Where a man's hell is, there also will his salvation 

lie."  But that was only if she could pull things off without disgracing herself and their marriage 

and without starting any rumors.  She sighed at this tall order, and went off to get dressed for the 

day, trying to decide whether to select her least flattering outfit so as to curb Byrne's enthusiasm, 

or whether to use her clothing rhetoric to the utmost and overwhelm him with color.  She finally 

chose a somber green and brown tweed, horsy-looking, a skirt and jacket combination she had 
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never liked.  Let any would-be seducer try to find a willing female form underneath that get-up!  

She glanced at her watch and sped up in her preparations; it wouldn't do to be late. 

                                                                              5 

     Friday had come, at long last.  Shrugging into his second-best overcoat (which normally he 

kept in his office, where now the disgracefully tomato-stained new coat hung in its place), 

Robert Dresart was preparing to leave for the day.  For the second time that week outside of 

office hours, however, a determined tap-tap-tap! sounded at his door.  He looked at his watch 

and frowned; it was four o'clock. Who could be here now expecting to take up his time?  He 

dithered for just a moment, then decided to get it over with.  Whatever it was, it was the last day 

of the week, and surely no one could expect much on the last day of the week, at nearly the last 

hour of regular office hours.  Stepping over to the door and opening it with a flourish, he saw in 

front of him a gangly young woman with pink and green close-cropped hair, and multiple skin 

piercings on her brows and nares.  Not one of his regular students, he didn't think; he would've 

noticed her.  No, nothing much to fear in the way of questions about assignments and requests 

about late papers from this one; on the other hand, he faced the unknown. 

     "Yes?" he prompted.  "What can I help you with?" 

     Apparently by way of answer, she reached a hand up to her chest and tapped a rather dingy 

card which hung there.  It said, oddly, "Press."  For a moment mentally discombobulated in an 

Alice-in-Wonderland sort of way, he got the impression that the word was a verbal imperative, 

and that he was supposed to participate in some sort of odd street theater in the corridor by 

reaching up and pressing the card, as Alice had made use of containers with "Eat me" and "Drink 

me" on them.  His head began an unwitting negative swing of opposition, inasmuch as he was 

not in the habit of fondling strange-looking students; in fact, he had never, he realized, fondled 
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any student since he'd been married, except for the odd handshake or encouraging pat or hug of 

the shoulders, and this peculiar specimen wasn't where he wanted to begin anyway.  Then 

suddenly his mental picture shifted, and he realized that this was a reporter, and that dirty and 

weathered though the card looked, it was as official as it could be under the circumstances of her 

evidently being some sort of student reporter:  sure enough, lettered underneath the word "Press" 

were the words in Gothic stencils, The Clarion-Recorder. 

     Grinning at his own misunderstanding, the grin itself seeming to operate as permission for the 

student to enter the room in front of him though he hadn't invited her in yet, he said, "Ah!  Press!  

Indeed!  Well, what can I do for you?"  Too late, he realized what she probably wanted, which 

was to grill him about the English Program Revision for the student newspaper.  If only he'd left 

half an hour earlier, as he had started to do, planning to drop off the tomato-stained topcoat on 

his way home!  He'd called the number Gwen Ponsonby, the tomato-wielder, had given him, 

only to find that she was on her way to the dry cleaner's itself for her work shift, and that she 

would be delighted to receive it from him there and mark it for free cleaning.  She'd given him 

the street address and he had been just that bit too slow which meant that now he would have to 

hurry to get home in time for dinner if he still wanted to drop off the coat.  But then, maybe his 

fairly reasonable luck so far would hold, and he would be able to get rid of the reporter sooner 

than he thought.  "Are you sure you have the right office?" he asked, hoping as a last-ditch 

attempt to get rid of her with little or no fanfare. 

     "If you're Professor Dresart I do," she responded laconically, chewing gum at an alarming rate 

as she talked.  "I'm Phoebe Del Ray." 

     "Yes, that's who I am, Robert Dresart," he said, feeling regret but having no way to deny his 

identity in such a public forum as his own office. 
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     "What I’m here for," she pursued, as he sat on the edge of his desk and waved her to a chair, 

and hoped that by perching like a bird he would be able to fly away all the sooner from what was 

likely to be an uncomfortable inquiry, "is to find out why you are forcing students to take so 

many English courses this year.  And did it have anything to do with Greenborough College's 

new literacy requirements?" 

     He thought quickly.  One:  pass the buck, at least in part.  Two:  alter the nature of what his 

position covered, as chairman of the English Program Revision.  Three:  Greenborough College's 

new literacy requirements?  Ah-hah!  A pristine angle, handed to him quite unintentionally, as it 

seemed.  He embarked very cautiously upon his statement.  "Well, first of all—" 

     "By the way, I hope you don't mind if I run this tape recorder.  It's an old piece of crap, but it 

makes it easier for me to take notes, since I don't type very fast.  Just hunt and peck stuff, really.  

'Zat okay?" 

     "All right," he agreed with some internal apprehension, thinking that it was not going to be 

easy exactly to monitor every word he said, knowing how the average reporter, never mind a 

student, might get things twisted.  And things were in reality twisted enough.  But some students 

brought recording devices and cell phones into class and so far he'd not made a major misstep. 

     "Okay, go!" she said. 

     "Well, first of all, the English Program Revision was a decision made by a committee 

representing the entire English Department." 

     "But several professors have said they didn't agree, or had reservations when they heard the 

revision had been put through." 

     Making a mental note to tell Eustacie that she'd have to flush out the renegades and snap the 

whip over the others, or so he saw it at the moment in the heat of his verbal battle with his 
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captor, he came up with what seemed like the logical rejoinder, "It's like everything else, it's a 

matter of 'majority rules,' you know."  Trusting her not to know, or at least to believe that 

"majority rules" was the dictum of all organizational life, he went on as she nodded sagely.  

"And as far as my role went, I'm merely the English Department factotum for the Revision 

Committee, you see." 

     "Factotum?" she squenched up her face at him.  Good.  He had used a word she didn't know, 

in spite of her journalistic status, and with any luck, she would get distracted by the process of 

learning a new word. 

     "A factotum is a sort of errand runner, someone who does the work of others in multiple 

capacities.  A sort of human Xerox machine, sometimes, I'm afraid."  He grinned at her broadly 

again, trusting his winning smile to get her on his side.  Or at least, his wife had told him his 

smile was winning. 

     "So, you didn't have anything to do with the actual decision.  If not, then who did?" 

     He saw then that he had gone too far, too perilously near the truth.  "Well, no, I didn't actually 

mean that.  It is a matter for the majority, though, so by the time it gets to the committee 

chairman—" 

     "Don't you mean 'chairperson'?" she corrected him in a pinched tone of voice which told him 

that he was in danger of overstepping the bounds of proper decorous newspaperese, and that she 

would penalize him for it if he did. 

     Airily, he waved a hand and sacrificed a few English Department reputations.  "Oh, yes, I 

may mean 'chairperson,' and you may mean 'chairperson,' but my dear young friend, when that 

paper came to me for my signature, and this is possibly only because the others involved knew I 

am a male and not a female, it said 'chairman' by my name." 
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     "Really!" she looked suitably shocked.  He had gotten credit for letting something slip which 

was really nothing much at all; meanwhile, in the cordiality of sharing a faculty member's 

confidences, she had let "dear young friend" go by without a murmur.  "So, you were saying—" 

     "I was just commenting, I suppose, that though I had the final deciding vote, with so much in 

favor of it and so little against it—" he was careful not to say "so many" and "so few," because 

he didn't want her asking how many faculty members had actually been on the committee, or 

who they were—and he let his sentence end in mid-air with yet another hand-signal of an 

ambiguous nature standing in for words.  "And as to Greenborough College—" he remembered 

to shift to an important topic-changer at the last moment, the one she had providentially provided 

him with, only he was going to have to be careful of how he used it, because he didn't know just 

what Greenborough College's new "literacy requirements" were.  "Well," he continued in a fruity 

stuffed-shirt sort of voice, appropriate between a professor and a student who were mutually 

congratulatory on the school under whose aegis they were grouped—"if unimpressive little 

Greenborough College has come up with new literacy requirements—" he paused meaningfully, 

trying to guess by her manner whether he should assume that Greenborough College had eased 

or strengthened their requirements.  Luckily, he didn't have to wait for long; she was after all a 

bright student, who could take a hint. 

     "We should have even stricter ones than their new ones, if they are so very strict," she 

concluded in a proud little voice.  And thereby gave him an additional important advantage to 

use in his upcoming meeting with the Finance Committee.  God, if Greenborough College was 

upping their English requirements, then his position was much improved, because this university, 

Hallowsdale University, had more than once debated the advisability of subsuming 

Greenborough and two other smaller colleges as satellite campuses, though so far nothing had 
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come of it.  He was glad now that he had not missed the visit of Ms. Phoebe Del Ray, and he 

waited patiently for her to ask another question, feeling fairly sure that he could answer it.  But 

all she said was, "I guess that's all I need to know for now.  This is just sort of a 'Spotlight on 

Faculty' article, with the added interest of the topic of the new course requirements.  We've 

already researched your course offerings, and we have a copy of your c.v. on file in the office, 

the same as we do for all faculty.  Unless there's anything new you'd like to add to it—?"  He 

gave a quick negative headshake, and she added, "Thanks a lot for taking my questions." 

     Feeling fairly sure that he could only be selected for a "Spotlight on Faculty" article once a 

year (and let next year take care of itself!) he said in a composed tone of voice, "Not at all!  Any 

time!  Do you have a coat?  No?  Thank you for stopping by!"  And before he could really form 

even one regret, or come up with one minute of apprehension lest he'd said something wrong, 

she was gone. 

     He thought about what he had learned from her on the short drive to the Ponsonby Dry 

Cleaners; he actually knew someone who worked at Greenborough College, a former student of 

his own.  With a flattering invitation out to drinks and a certain amount of judicious pumping, he 

felt that he would probably be able to get the gist of the Greenborough changes from Kevin, his 

former student, and with an equal amount of tact he might be able to pass some version of what 

he had learned on to the Finance Committee with the other things he was to use as persuasion.  

Really, considering that they had already passed the English Program Revision and were 

favoring it because it solved a perennial budget problem for them, it was highly likely that they 

would just decide to leave well enough alone.  It was even quite likely that they already had a 

handle on the news about Greenborough College’s changes, which had passed him by due to his 
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own difficulties this summer.  Despite student protests, some faculty grumbling, and the fear of 

innovation, he was beginning to feel a bit of reassurance. 

      Getting out of his car and holding the tomato-stained all-weather coat carefully away from 

his other coat so as not to spread the crimson blight, he made his way across the sidewalk and 

into the dry cleaner's, whose windows were covered with posters of sale prices and pictures of 

suits, and in between these were steamed up so that it was difficult to see in from outside.  

Dresart pulled the door open and the bells above his head jingled cheerily, startling him.  Behind 

the counter was Gwen Ponsonby, looking into a heavy textbook, highlighter in hand; there were 

no other customers in the store, and she was obviously catching up on her homework.  He 

watched her as she glanced up at him.  She smiled apologetically and stuck the highlighter in the 

textbook as a place-holder.  She was actually rather a pretty girl, dressed now as she was in a 

crimson sweater and tight blue jeans, though he had his reservations about the way all the jeans 

these days were necessarily ripped and striated with tears to look like old rags.  At any rate, she 

looked much better smiling at him and saying, "Oh, hi, it's you!  Is that the coat?" in a repentant 

tone of voice than she did yelling at the top of her lungs and slinging rotten vegetables. 

     "This is the coat, yes.  Please do a careful job, it's a brand-new coat.  And thank you for the 

free cleaning," he concluded, knowing that while he didn't have to thank her for doing what she 

should, it was these little grace notes of conversation that kept civilization rolling, and that might 

mean all the difference between a half-assed and a thorough cleaning of his coat.  Though of 

course she wouldn't be doing the cleaning herself, it never hurt to be nice. 

     "Of course, sir, and sir, I'm so terribly sorry.  We'll have it done by Monday or we could have 

it done by tomorrow afternoon, if you can pick it up before five." 
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     "No, I've got a better plan.  Why don't you call when the coat looks the way it did before, 

Monday isn't too late, tomorrow afternoon isn't too early.  Where shall I write my number?" 

     "Oh, yes, that's better.  We have a book.  Here, write your name here, and your number here, 

and I'll give you the receipt." 

     "Okay."  Cautiously, he wrote his first name, "Robert," and left off the possibly more 

compromising name "Dresart."  "And this is my landline, so don't worry about calling too much 

or leaving too long a message, all I care about is that the coat looks the way it did again."  She 

looked truly conscience-stricken now, and he realized that he was being unnecessarily grim over 

an all-weather coat.  "It's a good thing, I suppose, that you're so passionate on the subject of your 

studies."  He tried to smile at her in a friendly way, and she responded immediately. 

     Looking down at his name, she said "Oh, yes, thank you for saying so, Professor Roberts.  I 

am quite seriously involved in things to do with student politics as well, and I often take part in 

things on campus.  Well, you know, I have an uncle on the Finance Committee, and if I didn't 

care anything about politics on campus, people might think I was just living off my family, but I 

earn my tuition and book money, or a lot of it anyway, even though it's a family business." 

     "Well, that's fine!  I approve of your attitude and your resolve.  And as long as you get my 

coat clean again, there'll be no one the wiser, as far as I'm concerned."  He gave another 

encouraging smile (he somehow couldn't remember smiling so much in a month as he had in the 

last week of getting through this school crisis), and she said brightly, 

     "Will do, sir!  And thanks for your custom, Professor Roberts, even if it didn't come about in 

quite the traditional way.  Maybe we can clean some other things for you some time." 

     "Maybe.  Give me a call when the coat's ready, don't forget!  This old ragbag you see me in 

isn't my first choice of outside garment."  As he went out, he heard her giggling, an infectious, 
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healthy sound, and he thought that if only she did that more often and spent less time worrying 

her head over politics, she might—but then, he approved of political action!  He always had 

before, anyway.  He frowned at himself.  Getting into the car, he wondered when he had become 

part of "the Man" and lost his status as a tomato-thrower, or at least as an involved individual.  

Of course, there were different ways of being involved, he told himself as he drove on home.  

While he pondered this, he gradually reached his own driveway, where his wife's car was parked 

to one side, yet not enough to one side to allow him to park alongside, since she had parked 

crookedly.  What the hell?  Normally she was such a good and careful and considerate driver. 

He would have to go in and get her keys and re-park for her, or else roust her out to do it herself 

before he could park his own car, which he left standing at the curb momentarily. 

     As he opened the front door, he heard her saying to someone on the phone, "No, it's out of the 

question!  I can't!  It can't be until Monday.  He isn't home yet, but that's not the point!  If you 

want cooperation, you're going to have to cooperate a little too!  Tomorrow?  But…. okay, 

tomorrow.  Fine, the usual place.  I can't.  I can't promise ahead of time.  Give me more time."  

Then, she seemed to be aware of him coming in the door.  "Hello, Robert!" she called, a tone of 

near-agony in her voice which sounded totally alien to the act of wishing someone hello.  He 

realized that she was letting her fellow conversationalist know that he was home.  Evidently 

someone she was trying to get rid of.  But who could it be?  Who would be intimidated or at all 

bothered by knowing that he was home for the evening? 

     She was off the phone by the time he had his briefcase on the floor in its usual spot, and he 

told her about her car, but she responded with only half-attention, her eyes wide and her 

expression vague and seemingly traumatized.  "What is going on around here?" he said irritably.  
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"You leave your car crooked in the drive, and I come in and you're having some mad 

conversation on the phone.  Who was it, the plumber again?" 

     But no, that didn't fit, she didn't talk that way to the plumber.  And what did she mean by "the 

usual place"?  Incredibly, though, she said, "Yes, the plumber." 

     "Well, then, what did you mean by 'the usual place'?  What usual place?" 

     "Oh…he just wanted to know what was wrong." 

     "And you told him it was the usual place?" 

     "Well, no, I thought it was at first, but then—now I'm not sure." 

     "Look, I'll look at it after dinner, but you've got to calm down!  You were carrying on like a 

mad woman!" 

     "Oh, Robert!" she said mournfully, a tear or two sliding down her face.  To his bewilderment, 

she buried her face in his coat and not sure of what else to do other than the obvious, which was 

to hold her, he did so.  After a minute or two, she looked up, puzzled.  "What are you doing 

wearing this old thing?  Where's your good coat?" 

     "It's a long story, my dear.  I'll explain later, but I've got some research to do this weekend for 

something upcoming, and I want to have a good stiff drink before dinner and relax for a few 

minutes.  It's been a long week." 

     "Research?  This weekend?  Oh, for your meeting."  Her face cleared in understanding. 

     "Yes, for my meeting."  The next moment, his face was clouded in confusion again.  "My 

meeting?  How do you know about my meeting?  I don't think I mentioned it." 

     "Oh, didn't you?  I could've sworn you did.  I just assumed, I guess."  She had made a 

mistake, or nearly, almost revealing something that Adam Byrne had told her, that Robert had an 

upcoming meeting. 
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     "You're very astute," he said in doubt, trying to remember.  No, he was fairly sure that he 

hadn't told her since Tuesday about being requested to make an appointment to talk with the 

Finance Committee.  He had only made the appointment this morning around eleven-thirty, and 

he certainly hadn't talked with Bertilde about it before that.  And they hadn't talked all day, 

either.  No, maybe she had just guessed that he had something impending like a fateful meeting; 

she was intuitive that way sometimes. 

     After moving the cars, he came back in and poured himself a generous Scotch and soda and 

went to sit by the study window while she put the finishing touches to the meal that Ethel, their 

lady-of-all-work, had left them.  The plumber.  That meant another fat bill to come this winter, 

and—"What's going wrong with the pipes?" he called out.  Silence.  She hadn't heard, or at least 

hadn't responded. 

     Sure enough, the next minute she popped her head in the door and said, "What were you 

saying?  I didn't catch it."  He noticed that she was dressed for work and hadn't had time to 

change into her lounging clothes yet, though she must've been home long before he was; Friday 

was usually a short day for her.  He also saw with surprise that it looked as if she hadn't been 

sleeping well; there were pouches under her eyes.  She must really be worried. 

     "Not to worry about the pipes," he said soothingly.  "I'm sure we can afford it." 

     "The pipes?"  She looked blank.  "Oh, the pipes!  Just that rattling noise again, and what 

seems to be a small leak under the sink, though maybe that was just from the garbage bin.  I'll get 

it taken care of next week."  Her manner was bright, but she ducked back out again quickly 

before he could apply more gentleness and affection.  He frowned.  She thought too much. 

     For the rest of the evening, his mind was taken up with various ways and means of getting his 

mission with the Finance Committee next Wednesday—the day appointed—across.  He assented 
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absent-mindedly to Bertilde's occasional conversational ploys, and went on thinking.  If he'd 

been his usual noticing self, he might have become aware that she looked rather despairing and 

desperate, that she was aching to tell him something, perhaps to seek his help.  But he was fully 

involved with what Eustacie Allen had asked him to do; he knew he had one shot at being 

convincing, and he wanted to put his full persuasive strength behind the effort. 

     First, he read the article which had been sponsored by Feydonck in the student newspaper, the 

student essay on the importance of English studies.  Fair enough, as far as it went, though a 

student's desires and aspirations were not likely to have more weight with the Finance 

Committee than just possibly to apply balance in the scales against the opposite student opinion 

of those students who'd been protesting.  And this essay had come first in time, so at least the 

English Department could look as if it had been genuinely responsive to student opinions and 

concerns.  That was good. 

     Then, he perused the study written jointly by a business faculty group at a small liberal arts 

college in Indiana which he'd never heard of, the article Eustacie had told him showed strong 

support for English studies.  It did, but the school was after all a relatively unimportant liberal 

arts college in the cultural wasteland of Indiana, so how much weight could the study have?  (He 

dutifully told himself that nowhere there was a college was truly a wasteland, and that he himself 

was a culture snob.)  Dissatisfied, he finally dragged out his computer and started searching 

websites and links to find more material he could use on the infernal "importance of English 

studies in the college curriculum."  Several times he redefined his search terms, but he seemed to 

find an equal number of studies which played down English studies as being less significant than 

science and technology, or of decreasing importance in comparison with studies in other 

languages.  He would have to rely on the few studies he'd unearthed so far, seemingly written by 
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idealists of a pronounced stripe, which emphasized the role English studies played in support of 

ideas as old as Matthew Arnold.  Hell, why not use some altered quotes from Culture and 

Anarchy itself?  Nothing like the old canon "hit parade" to drive a few points home, especially 

since the members of the Finance Committee were likely well enough educated to have a fleeting 

recognition of the tone of the original without being able to identify it precisely; he was likely to 

get credit for the eloquence himself, though of course he would take care to tag it with the 

phrase, "as our great Matthew Arnold said."  But could he say "our"?  How many old Anglophile 

farts were there on the Finance Committee versus how many radical feminists and what a 

colleague of his had denominated "nouveau studies types"?  And was it necessarily true that the 

feminists and the gender studies and aboriginal studies people would throw out the baby 

Matthew Arnold with the bathwater of antiquated ideas?  Had he perhaps better say "the once 

illustrious Matthew Arnold" and "has given us an idea which despite other changes still holds 

true today"? 

     Finally, around nine o'clock, he gave a call to Kevin Zuro, his former student who now taught 

at Greenborough College.  Yes, Kevin was free tomorrow afternoon.  This Saturday was in fact a 

free day for him, as his young son's soccer practice was cancelled this week.  Why, he'd love to 

have drinks and a quick lunch with his former supervisor—what time?  One o'clock was fine!  

Where?  Yes, he remembered perfectly where The-Stag-at-Bay was—how many times they'd 

had bull sessions over his thesis there!  And before that, when he'd only been one of Robert's 

graduate assistants, how many times they'd met for drinks and a quick bite after classes!  He'd be 

there at one o'clock sharp.  It was so nice to hear from Robert again. 

     At eleven-thirty, Robert turned in.  Bertilde was creaming her face at the dressing table when 

he went in their bedroom, and wiping the excess off with baby wipes pulled from a large plastic 
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container which he'd more than once accidentally knocked off as he brushed past the table on his 

way to the closet to get his pajamas or nightrobe.  She didn't seem to have much to say, but then 

he was preoccupied with all the facts marching through his head and the preliminary 

organization he'd applied to them, and when she did say something, he didn't at first hear her. 

     "What was that, Ber?" he asked, looking up at her and waiting for clarification. 

     "I just said that I won't be here for lunch tomorrow.  Meeting an old school friend for lunch," 

she mumbled. 

     "Oh!  Anyone I know or have met?" he asked, just to be sociable. 

     "Oh yes!" she said, but didn't elaborate, seeming bored with the topic.  He frowned, but she 

was already out of the room and on her way to the landing toward the bathroom before he 

noticed how quickly she had moved.  Something was clearly bothering her, though he couldn't 

decide what.  Surely, unless she'd overspent her budget and was fixating on that, a mere 

plumber's bill for a rattling or a leak couldn't be on her mind as much as it seemed it was. 

     The next moment, though, she was back in the room and smiling at him radiantly.  "So, did 

your research go well?  Do you have everything in hand that you need to have?" 

     "Oh, I don't know.  I'm having a few difficulties.  As a matter of fact, I'm meeting a former 

student of mine for lunch tomorrow, you remember Kevin Zuro, to get some facts from him 

about their new guidelines at Greenborough College.  It seems they've recently started to 

strengthen English requirements there too, and I came across that fact today and decided to see if 

I could maybe use it in my meeting.  You know, as justification for why we're doing what we're 

doing.  Face it, if that little hole-in-the-wall is giving their English reqs. more teeth, then we can 

easily afford to do so.  As to the rest of the stuff I've put together, I'm afraid it's going to have to 

have a cumulative force rather any one thing sticking out emphatically." 
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     "Tell me about it," she invited, managing to hide that she had any vested interest of her own 

in the success or failure of his mission other than that of a good wife. 

     That night, he snored loudly and soundly, whereas she was fitful and intermittent in her rest, 

just as it had been for a few nights now.  God knows his snoring had been getting worse in the 

last month or two, but it had never really disrupted her own sleep much before.  At one point, she 

irritably gave him a shove over so that he was no longer lying on his back but instead on his side.  

He drew a deep breath, said "Wha?" indistinctly, and then went back to sleep.  She looked at the 

clock; it was five o'clock, and she was weary and unrested.  Never mind.  Who knew but that 

seeing her look haggard and older might not curb Byrne's enthusiasm for bedding her.  She had 

nearly run out of stratagems for stalling him, protesting again and again during their phone 

conversations first that there was plenty of time for their acquaintance to develop before they 

need take it "to the next level," the stereotypical phrase which Byrne had dragged out of his 

intellectually depleted vocabulary, and then insisting that she was ill with a slight cold and didn't 

want to pass it along.  It was hard to believe that it had only been a few short weeks since Byrne 

had begun blackmailing her.  She had gradually had to allow greater degrees of interference and 

intimacy, and had been livid with anger when this week in a public situation, at a café not very 

far off campus in fact, he had taken her hand in his own and paid her the clumsy and outmoded 

compliment of carrying it to his lips in the presence of a full complement of patrons.  One or two 

had even smiled at them knowingly, apparently assuming them to be old courtly lovers.  She had 

felt rage, but had had to choke it back and master her expression, because while she wanted to 

grab Byrne's chestnut locks (his one good feature) and bang his head down on the table in front 

of them, she knew that an outright rejection even of a much simpler variety could put the 

situation in jeopardy. 
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     She rose and quietly began to get her clothes ready for the day.  It was hard to believe that 

she'd managed to delay even meeting Byrne in public until this past Tuesday, when he'd been 

content merely to take her to lunch and make himself verbally obnoxious; but he was getting 

restive and impatient, and had already proposed a trip into the country some fine fall day to look 

at the leaves, a situation she didn't want to be caught in with him lest he take good advantage of 

his opportunity of having her alone in a vehicle.  In any case, in order to make up for the time 

she'd already spent away from work, where she had a few books to reconcile and some business 

matters to attend to, she was going to go in to work early this Saturday morning, before even the 

early rising Robert was up, so as to have no further explanations about what she was doing with 

her time.  Then she would meet Byrne at The-Stag-at-Bay, where he insisted on meeting, though 

at least she had to admit that when he had met her there near where he was known on campus, he 

had kept his hands to himself.  If only she was able to stall him until after Robert's meeting on 

Wednesday, a deadline which now that she knew about it, she realized was part of the motive for 

Byrne's increasingly fervent requests.  It might just be that if things went well enough for Robert, 

Byrne wouldn't have a leg to stand on in making any sort of trouble for them.  If only she could 

stall him!  She carried her clothes into the bathroom and started to get ready, trying to be as still 

as possible so as not to wake up Robert.  When she last glanced in on him before leaving, he was 

on his back again, though not snoring this time.  "May you sleep always unaware and in peace, 

my love," she thought, and headed out to go to her shop before meeting Byrne.  As a final 

thought, she scribbled an affectionate note to him and left it on the kitchen table where he would 

see it at breakfast.  Then, making her way out the door, she shut it quietly behind her, and went 

and got in her car. 

                                                                              6 
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     Dresart was late.  He'd asked Kevin Zuro to meet him at one o'clock at The-Stag-at-Bay, and 

it was already gone one-thirty, and he was still a half block away.  He picked up his pace and 

darted in between strollers and loungers on the sidewalk, who looked at him askance for hurrying 

past them in such quick time on a leisurely autumn Saturday.  As he got to the plate glass 

window on the side nearest him, he glanced at his watch and saw that it was one thirty-five—if 

only Kevin hadn't given up on him.  It didn't look good, to invite a man for lunch and then be 

late, but Kevin was easy-going, and Robert had had trouble finding a particular lightweight 

jacket he wanted to wear suitable to the warm day, and—but through the glass he saw Kevin's 

friendly hand signal from a good table near the center of the floor.  He was preparing to dart in 

when he got held up by a slight crowd in front of him entering from the opposite direction as 

others were coming out the far door of the restaurant, and what he saw there caused the actual 

physical sensation he had heard of as someone's jaw dropping:  for he saw Bertilde exiting 

accompanied by Adam Byrne, who moreover had his arm just at her waist behind in a protective 

gesture, the immemorial protective gesture of a man guiding a woman who might or might not 

actually need guidance, past a crowd of people.  He stood there speechless, watching them walk 

away in the opposite direction. 

     Oh, it was true, Bertilde gently moved out of the reach of Byrne's arm as they walked, though 

he was obviously trying to maintain contact as long as possible, but it was equally true that they 

were still together as they reached the crosswalk at the light.  Byrne looked up and down the 

street and then tucked his arm through Bertilde's and started to cross.  Dresart caught just a 

glimpse of Bertilde's face and noticed with a certain vindictive satisfaction that it looked out of 

sorts and that she quickly disengaged her arm again once they were across to the opposite 

sidewalk.  But they continued to walk away from him down the opposite sidewalk as he paused 
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and got in people's way outside the restaurant pub, and he calculated quickly as to where they 

could be going.  What was in that direction?  There was a parking building there, true.  And 

some small stores and a juice bar and—he glowered—and a hotel, somewhat on the inexpensive 

side.  He was instantly jealous, though he also reasoned that after all, Byrne was an old school 

friend of his wife's, and that she therefore hadn't exactly lied about whom she was meeting or for 

what.  But she'd never been known in Robert's experience to go out with Adam Byrne before, 

had in fact made a certain amount of gentle and sometimes not so gentle fun of him when she 

and Robert discussed him back in the pre-English Program Revision days.  And what could she 

possibly be doing with him now, with things as they were between Dresart and him?  Was she 

interfering in some way, trying to—but there was that hotel in his mind, and Byrne's touchy-

feely attitude, though it hadn't been really anything out of the ordinary between two civilized 

adults in a public situation, just sort of chummy.  Chummy!  Byrne getting chummy with his 

wife!  He'd kill him if he so much as—but suddenly Kevin was in front of him and saying,  

      "Hi, Robert!  I didn't know if you'd seen me.  Trust me to get the time wrong—I thought you 

said one o'clock, not one-thirty," and Robert had to explain and apologize, and acknowledge that 

he had said one o'clock, but that he hadn't been able to find an overcoat or jacket to wear that 

looked decent.  He had to forget about trying to catch up with the pair he'd been observing.  He 

looked back to Kevin, in a really quite abnormal amount of distress, for him.  Well, it was like 

this:  and by the time he was through with his second Scotch and soda—and he realized that he'd 

have to eat well to balance out even that much alcohol before he could drive home—he'd taken 

Kevin into his confidence, not about how the committee had been formed and run, but about 

nearly everything else professional, including the tomatoey overcoat and the upcoming meeting 
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with the Finance Committee and his need to know what had been the impetus behind the 

decision to make the Greenborough English requirements more stringent. 

     No one was more taken aback than Dresart himself by this turn of events.  It would never 

under ordinary circumstances have occurred to him to confide in Zuro outright; he would 

normally have reached, or maneuvered, or outright connived to get the information without 

letting Zuro realize that he was being pumped.  But as it turned out, Kevin Zuro had been in the 

main decision-making group of young academics who'd put the Greenborough English 

requirements together, and he was both flattered and eager to be confided in and asked for help.  

This was truly fortunate for Dresart, who realized that he sounded a trifle incoherent as he tried 

to tell the tale in proper form and sequence, distracted as he was by wondering and speculating 

and fretting and fuming internally about his wife's apparent rendezvous with Adam Byrne.  Or 

could it be that they had just met up by accident, after she had finished lunch with her "old 

school friend"?  He tried to believe this intermittently, but finally had to admit to himself that no, 

they had clearly been together, and Byrne's attitude had been that of a man who was the chosen 

escort of a woman in public. 

      By three-thirty, he was already on his way back home, having eaten faster than he ever had in 

his life and having made Zuro, who was trying to fathom his former advisor's degree of distress, 

do the same in order to keep up with him.  He realized that he was not practicing the best 

manners, but he would make it up to Kevin, he really would have him over for dinner some 

night, or ask him out again some other time.  But he had to get home; he wanted to see if Bertilde 

was back yet, or to be there when she got there. 

     In that light at least he was to be gratified, because when he got home, her car was in the 

drive, and no Byrne in sight.  Maybe, though, he thought, she wasn't home yet.  Maybe she was 
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in Byrne's car.  But when he burst in through the front door, calling out "Ber?  Bertilde?  Are you 

here?  Ber?" he got a choked and strangled response from a slight distance.  She sounded like she 

had been crying again.  God, what was he, a wife-beater or something?  Was she so unhappy 

with him that she had to take up with jerkwads like Byrne for her amusement?  Just as he met up 

with her in the hallway, however, where she had come toward him, her face contorted with an 

expression which didn't look happy, but which was so unfamiliar in its tenor that he was unable 

to decipher it, the phone rang.  He sighed.  She went into the study and picked up the phone, and 

he jealously asked himself why she had not picked it up in the closer living room where he could 

hear her.  Couldn't she stand to be away from Byrne for even a few hours? 

     For her part, Bertilde was in an agony of apprehension in case it was Byrne calling back and 

applying a final threat or pressure because she had in fact refused to go to bed with him at a 

cheap hotel that day, one just off-campus and a few blocks away from the restaurant where 

they'd eaten.  It was a hotel which students often frequented for their illicit trysts with professors, 

and had an unenviable reputation.  But the soft, young female voice on the other end of the line 

was in fact a welcome relief.  Moreover, as her eyes caught sight of the name on the caller i.d. 

and she saw that it was some dry cleaner's, she felt sure it must be a wrong number, and she 

released a strongly indrawn breath. 

     "Hello?  Is Professor Roberts there?  This is Gwen Ponsonby."  The young voice waited, as if 

that name meant something. 

     "Professor who?  I'm afraid you have the wrong number.  There's no Professor Roberts here." 

     "Oh, yes, I'm sure that he said his name was Roberts.  At least, he wrote it.  And this is the 

number he gave me.  No, wait—it says 'Robert.'  Is there a 'Robert' there?"  Her voice was so 
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dove-like, so young, so uncertain-sounding and so very, very appealing, that Bertilde became 

suspicious in spite of herself. 

     She quelled her reaction and called down the hall, "Robert, you have a student on the phone.  

At least, I think it's one of your students."  She turned back to the phone and asked, wanting to be 

sure she got the name just right, "What did you say your name was, dear?" 

     When Robert got to the phone in his study, asking himself why he hadn't just taken it in the 

living room, and answering that it was because he wanted yet another candid look at Bertilde's 

face, he asked, "Do you know who it is?" 

      Acting to the very top of her form like a woman with a right to have a grievance when sexy-

voiced young women called her husband on the phone instead of like a woman with something 

on her own conscience, Bertilde said with a hint of asperity in her voice, "Do you?  I've never 

heard you mention a Gwen—what was it?—Ponsonby before, and I don't recall the name from 

the roll you had me type for you.  Someone new?" 

     He responded first by glaring at her and then his face cleared and he said in a quick eager 

murmur to himself, "Oh, Gwen!  Surely!"  The next second he had possessed himself of the 

phone without a further word of explanation to his wife.  "Hello, Gwen?  Yes, how are you?  Ah, 

that's good!  And how's the studying going?"  He felt like making some conversation with her to 

disguise the anxiety he felt now that Bertilde was watching him so carefully, for all the world 

like a woman who had a right to be suspicious, and also to cover up his concern about how his 

coat had turned out.  There were a few more lines of desultory dialogue, and then he said, 

"So…how did the, uh—the coat turn out?" 

     Bertilde tapped her foot on the floor.  She folded her arms and stood there.  She looked like a 

woman who was thinking the worst.  She had her nerve! he thought, suspecting him of 
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something when he knew something she didn't know that he knew.  Or anyway, he thought he 

knew something she didn't know that he knew.  Only, of course, he had to hope it wasn't true; or 

not yet.  Or that she would change her mind about carrying it out.  It must, however, be her own 

guilty conscience that was making her act this way. 

     "Oh, the coat turned out beautifully!" answered Gwen.  "It's done now.  You can pick it up 

anytime today before five, or on Monday."  She waited for his response.  When he didn't answer 

right away, she queried in a tentative tone, "Is that all right?  Professor Robert?" 

     "Oh, yes," he heard his own tone, and thought it sounded unnaturally conspiratorial, 

especially since he was the one person in the room who wasn't guilty of anything!  Abruptly, that 

made him angry at Bertilde, who after all was the one with some explanation to offer.  "Ah, that 

will be fine, my dear, I'll be along in the next few days," he said in a lofty tone.  "Thank you so 

much for your cooperation and attention."  That for Bertilde and her haughty attitude!  He said 

goodbye and put the phone back in its cradle.  When he looked into her eyes, she was clearly still 

waiting for him to clarify the situation, but he refused to play her game, he thought.  She was 

probably just trying to get him in the wrong to excuse her own conduct.  The silence became 

long and awkward between two people who had never had difficulty talking to each other before.  

He cleared his throat.  Finally he said, "I have work to do."  He had to edge past Bertilde 

sideways to go back to the front door and hang up his jacket, and she didn't make it any easier for 

him by making room; instead, she stood there stock-still and stared straight ahead of her while he 

went past. 

     When he came back to the study, she was in the kitchen, and he heard her murmuring 

something, strangely sing-song, then silence.  He shut the study door firmly and started to work 

again on what he now thought of as his presentation for the Finance Committee, but 
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concentration was hard to achieve.  To make matters worse, about twenty minutes later, an 

apparently repentant Bertilde tapped on his door. 

      "Come in," he said in a thick voice, thinking "here it comes." 

      But all she asked, in a very timid and cautious tone, was "Dear—what was all that about with 

that young female?"  "Female" rather than "student" of course told the whole story; she was still 

on the wrong track, and one he supposed he would have to correct in order to get out of her 

whatever had been going on with Byrne.  At least, he hoped she would tell him the truth 

eventually, before too much damage was done.  Damn her anyway!  How dare she be suspicious 

of him! 

     "She slammed me with a tomato," he said, gruff and onery. 

     Her voice was edgy and tense.  "Is that a euphemism for something?" 

     "No."  That was all he said, feeling like she should have to answer some questions from him 

now, though he couldn't think exactly how to frame his accusation. 

     Meanwhile, Bertilde was asking herself why he was so stern and monosyllabic.  Slammed 

him with a tomato?  Whatever could he mean?  But she tended to clear him of the worst charges 

associated with disloyalty to herself and their household.  "We need to have a talk," she said. 

She waited. 

      He paused, but he obviously wasn't ready to end the fight yet.  If that's what it was.  He said, 

"I'm busy." 

     "Surely you can stop for a little while.  It's only four-fifteen." 

     "Four-fifteen."  He hesitated.  But his pride was hurt.  Let her wait for a while.  Let her 

wonder where he was and what he was doing.  He thought of something to do to keep her 

waiting just a short amount of time, just to make her pay for worrying him.  She didn't act now 
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like a woman who'd been cheating, did she?  He didn't know; he wasn't sure.  "I have to go pick 

up my dry cleaning.  They close at five." 

      So that's how he had met Gwen—what was her name?—Ponsonby!  She was a young woman 

who worked in a dry cleaner's.  Somehow, it didn't seem like Robert to pick up a girl who 

worked behind a counter.  But then, he had asked her about her studies, so evidently she was a 

student too.  The iron entered Bertilde's soul.  There was one sure way to prevent Robert from 

continuing any infatuation with a young woman who worked behind a counter, and that was to 

get involved herself.  She said, trying hard to keep the hurt out of her voice and sound merely 

practical, "I usually pick up your dry cleaning.  Let me pick it up for you and you can go on 

working.  They close at five, you say?  I'd better get going.  Where did you put the receipt?" 

     He thought quickly.  Well, at least if she was picking up his dry cleaning, she wouldn't be 

carrying on any passionate dialogues with Byrne.  He asked himself if maybe she was trying to 

think of a way to get out to see Byrne again, but had to tell himself to reign in his imagination:  

no woman, no matter how smitten, would be driven to see Byrne more than once in a six-hour 

period if she knew she had to be back at home to help her husband fix dinner.  Byrne wasn't that 

intriguing, surely.  "Okay, here's the receipt."  He handed it to her. 

     "Tell me," she queried, "why did you go to this dry cleaner's?  Normally, we go to the one up 

on Third." 

     Already thinking of his work again, he answered absently, "Because Gwen said she could 

clean my coat for free there," he responded. 

     "Robert!" she mouthed at the back of his head in a stricken tone of voice.  He heard her, and 

said, 
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     "No, I didn't mean—I mean, she's just—Bertilde, I can pick up the coat.  I wasn't just being 

some cheap Lothario!  Cheap Lotharios, by the way—" but he felt unable to bring up the topic of 

Byrne in that particular way.  Even though he deserved it.  Taking her to The-Stag-at-Bay, where 

the whole university ate from time to time!  Not that it was cheap, but he was cheap, to have so 

little concern for her reputation as that.  But then, he asked himself, what would I have thought 

of it, of him, if he'd taken her to some little expensive out of the way restaurant far off-campus?  

At least this way, maybe it would look like just some typical academic sweetness-and-light of 

colleagues and colleagues's wives being sociable.  If it didn't go any further.  She was waiting, 

but he continued to leave his sentence unfinished. 

     "Well, I'd better go.  This address on the receipt—this is where it is?"  She was a bit appalled 

herself by the publicity attendant upon her husband's sudden new taste in taking a fancy to a 

cleaner's, if not to a young woman, so close to campus.  They had always kept their private 

monetary and practical arrangements separate from campus businesses.  She didn't wait for an 

answer, since it seemed that none was forthcoming.  But something was wrong.  As she made her 

way downtown, she thought that if things were so bad that Robert had started making up to what 

had sounded like an undergraduate, then they had more problems to solve than hers with Byrne.  

So what was the answer, couples' therapy?  She could hear Robert scoffing in her imagination 

now. 

     Traffic was slow, and by the time that she got there, it was nearly closing time.  As she got 

out and made her way to the front door, she was met there by a semblance of a reflection, the 

appearance of a young woman there, preparing to turn the "open" hanging sign to the side that 

said "closed."  Tapping gently on the frosty glass with her receipt, she made a wistful and 

appealing face at the apparition, who grinned and nodded, turning the key and letting her in. 
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     "Thanks so much, I won't keep you long," she said in a calm and soothing voice, handing over 

the receipt and following the other woman to the front counter. 

     "Oh, Professor Robert's coat!" the other said.  "Oh, I hope he'll be happy with it!  I made them 

do an especially careful job of it." 

     "Well, wasn't that good of you!" she kept as much irony out of her voice as she could, and in 

any case, the young woman, Gwen herself apparently, seemed impervious to it.  "Tell me," she 

continued smoothly, "How do you know my husband?"  She made the words "my husband" 

particularly emphatic, but all Gwen said was, in a tone of evident delight, 

     "Oh, you're Mrs. Robert?" 

      "Mrs. Robert Dresart, actually.  And you met him how?" 

     "I threw a tomato at him.  Student protest, you know, over the English Program Revision, you 

see, only it wasn't meant to hit him.  I was really aiming at Dean Byrne."  She looked suitably 

ashamed and apologetic, but then was puzzled at the unaccountable brightening of the otherwise 

frozen expression on the older woman's face. 

     "Oh really?  Dean Byrne?  Do tell!  And did you hit him?" 

     "No, I missed.  Your husband got the tomato." 

     "Oh, bad luck!" responded the older woman, seeming to enter fully into the spirit of the thing 

in a way which seemed unlike what Gwen would have expected a faculty wife to manifest.  But 

something else had caught Gwen's attention. 

     "Excuse me—but did you say your husband's last name was 'Dresart'?" 

     "Yes, I did.  Why, you didn't know that?"  If she didn't know Robert even well enough to 

know what his last name was, why, things were looking better and better all the time, thought 

Bertilde. 
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     Gwen was clearly a bit confused, and then she giggled a little self-consciously.  "I guess it's 

just as well that I didn't know who he was that day of the protest, or he might've gotten a tomato 

too.  Well, after all, he did anyway.  But somehow, he seems like a really nice guy, nothing at all 

like what I would've expected, knowing that he's part of the reason we all have to take extra 

English courses.  So, I guess the tomato wasn't wasted after all.  I'm sorry, I just meant—" 

     Feeling as if at least half of her world had had its balance restored, Bertilde could afford to be 

generous.  "My dear, the best of men sometimes need a tomato thrown at them.  But you know, 

my husband was only the chairperson of the committee that made the decision.  He took part, 

true—" she wanted to help Robert keep up the fiction he'd been so careful to maintain, that of his 

participation in the committee's doings—"but basically, it was a group decision.  He just signed 

it, and you know that's a chairperson's role.  I guess he fulfilled his role, after all.  It's more or 

less the role of a chairperson to take the tomatoes."  She smiled magnanimously.  Gwen giggled 

again.  By the time she was headed back home with Robert's coat, Bertilde was satisfied that he, 

at least, had nothing on his conscience, and Gwen was possibly only guilty of some quite 

generalized form of hero worship.  Now, what was she to do about Byrne?  And for heaven's 

sake, why did Robert have to be having a fit of the sulks just when things were otherwise so 

difficult for her, and on his behalf?  Nothing had occurred to her by the time she arrived back 

home, so she did the best she could with what congeniality she had, which given Robert's sour 

mood—only partly mollified by her not entirely selfless act of picking up his coat for him—

wasn't much. 

     The fact was, he was watching her and saying odd things that made her feel self-conscious, as 

if he had somehow become aware of another man in the picture.  But how could he have?  She 

wasn't sure, but he was grumpy and unreasonable for all of Sunday as well, and blew up at her 
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angrily when she asked him, after she had dared to take a short walk alone for air, if anyone had 

called while she was gone.  She almost thought the answer must be "Yes," and that Byrne had 

called and betrayed her to Robert, so irritable did the question seem to make him.  Finally, 

though, he said in a thoroughly disagreeable way, "No, and I'm the only one here right now, so I 

guess you'll just have to make do with me."  His eyes gleamed at her then, as if he was 

challenging her to say anything about his anger, and though she wanted to get it all out in the 

open, she also wanted to leave him alone to work on his presentation until after Wednesday.  

That was all she had to do, was just to hold back the information about Byrne until then.  She felt 

sure she could make Robert see her point of view, but it had to wait.  Slowly, she turned away 

from him and made her way to bed, only whispering "Goodnight, Robert," as she passed him, so 

softly that he couldn't be sure he heard it.  Sadly, he turned back into his study and sat back 

down.  He had hoped she would retaliate, that they would have a cleansing quarrel, but she 

hadn't.  Now, did that mean she was protecting him from Byrne, or Byrne from him?  He wasn't 

sure, and being unsure, he went back to the one thing that had to be done, the work.  The work 

had to come before everything else, unless she left him tomorrow and the world therefore fell 

apart. 

                                                                               7 

     Gustave was perplexed.   Staying at his cousin Rhoda's while he put together her new 

entertainment system and helped set up her home office equipment, he hadn't really talked to his 

parents for a week or two now, and he was amazed at how much things had fallen apart in his 

absence.  Just this morning, when he'd stopped on his way to high school by Bouquets and 

Baskets, the gift shop his cousin ran with his mother, he'd been taken aback by his mother's 

appearance.  She was pale and had no make-up on, and furthermore was wearing old jeans and 
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an old sweater with snags pulled out on it, and looked as if she had had trouble sleeping.  To his 

sympathetic but tactful query (it wouldn't do to tell his mother she looked like the back end of 

Thursday), she said she supposed that she wasn't sleeping well because his father was working 

too hard and wasn't in the best of moods.  And that was all.  He couldn't get anything else out of 

her, and he knew better than to try. 

     It was Monday, so Gustave had no late practices or meetings at the end of the day, and on a 

chance of catching his father in at office hours  he headed down to campus (and Gustave had 

kept careful track of his father's Monday office hours, because he had found it a good time before 

now to stop by for a loan, when his father was in that determinedly jovial mood he often 

assumed with his students).  As he passed a newsstand just on the edge of campus, a rattletrap 

dark van pulled up to the curb, coming perilously close to side-swiping him where he stood 

waiting to cross.  A slightly older version of Gustave himself, thin but well-made and with the 

same dark brown hair and chocolate eyes, jumped from the driver's seat and ran around to the 

back of the van, pulling the doors open. 

     Feeling a bit irritable at nearly being hit, Gustave yelled out, "Hey, why doncha watch where 

the hell you're going?  You almost hit me!" 

     "Sorry, mate," responded a cheery Cockney voice, an unexpected sound which took Gustave 

off his guard.  "Here, chum, have a free paper.  On me."  The young man pulled the plastic tab on 

the strip of plastic cord bound around the papers and flung them, with the same sort of careless 

abandon he'd shown in his driving, onto the ground at the bottom of the newsstand.  He pulled 

out a paper from the stack and handed it to Gustave, apparently assuming that they were now 

square. 
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     "Your driving sucks," called out the newsman behind the counter, nevertheless waving a 

friendly hand at Gustave's double, and giving a broad smile to the young female who sat in the 

passenger seat of the van. 

     "C'mon, Garry, we're late," she prompted.  "We've got five more stops before we're done.  

Breakfast wasn't that important.  You made us late for the whole day!" 

     "Breakfast is always important, love," answered the insouciant Garry, climbing back into the 

van, starting it up, and once again careening uncomfortably near Gustave as he pulled away from 

the curb and rejoined traffic. 

     "Doesn't drive too well, does he?" the newsman inquired of Gustave as proudly as if Garry 

had been his own son and had achieved something noteworthy.  "His name's Garrick, named 

after the famous actor.  Or so he says." 

     Ignoring the personal history, Gustave said, "No, he doesn't drive very well at all.  Do you 

want to sell this paper?  I don't really have any use—" Gustave began, then suddenly the 

headlines on the bottom half of the front page caught his eye, and he drew his hand back with the 

paper still in it. 

     "Ah-hah, student paper just found another reader!" said the newsman knowingly.  "What are 

you now, first year, second year?" 

     "Actually, I'm not in college yet," confessed Gustave.  "Yeah, I'll hold onto this paper.  See 

you later," he said, and started to cross when the light turned red. 

     "We sell it once a week, every Monday!" the newsman called out after him, but he was 

already on the opposite curb, scanning the story which had attracted his attention and nearly 

running into other pedestrians himself as he looked first down at the paper and then back up in 

rapid succession. 
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     The headline which had caught his eye was a long one, a two-liner in fact, and appeared to 

have his father as its subject.  "Dresart Forgives Colleagues' Sexism; Sees Students as 'Young 

Friends'" it read.  The story came under the heading "Spotlight on Faculty," and temporarily 

mesmerized by the difference between what others knew of his father and what he himself had 

heard his father say at home, he continued to read the article.  It seemed that some colleagues of 

his father's had called him a "chairman" instead of a "chairperson," and at least half of the first 

part of the article was taken up with a sort of sermonizing which capitalized on this error of 

judgment instead of really being about his father, though his father's "forgiving attitude" was 

praised.  That was funny; it seemed that instead of getting annoyed with his father for not 

lambasting his colleagues' verbal misstep, the reporter had extended to him the proverbial olive 

branch because of his "wide-reaching and humane tolerance of others' faults."  Then, the article 

capitalized on his father's having called the reporter a "young friend," which designation the 

reporter evidently decided was meant to indicate his perspective towards all students (probably 

in error, thought Gustave, since he knew that his father's attitude toward some students had at 

least in private been adversarial).  Taken all in all, the article was laudatory in the extreme, and 

seemed to be a puff-up, including some remarks about what classes his father taught and where 

he had gone to school as almost an aside.  At the end, the besotted reporter had added the rider 

that "any student who values the process and spirit of education would be well-advised at least to 

look in on Professor Dresart's classes.  His work is indeed proof of the importance of English 

studies in our curriculum."  Wondering whether the student was one of his father's, had actually 

sat in on his classes as a part of the reporting assignment, or was just ending the article on a high 

note based on some sense that the high note in a basic bit of puffery was required, he tucked the 

paper under his arm and went on into Brasilis Hall, where the English Department was housed 
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and which he had just now reached.  Whimsically, he thought that the article had been written 

deliberately to allow him to pass the time from the news kiosk to the door of Brasilis Hall, and 

that he was now in possession of something that had been happening on campus, which was the 

canonization of his father.  He would have to say that to him, he grinned, just as a joke.  

Reaching his father's door after walking up two flights of smooth, worn marble stairs in the 

antiquated building, he knocked briskly and heard his father's voice talking, yet not inviting him 

in.  He waited patiently. 

     After a few seconds, he heard two people moving back chairs and his father continuing to talk 

in a serious, even tone, advisory but not too patronizing, and then the door opened in front of 

him, and he saw a tubby young man in tweeds and a sweater vest and tie, full academic attire, in 

fact, standing in front of him between his father and himself. 

     "Russell, this is my son, Gustave," said his father, performing the introduction in a quiet and 

competent manner.  The two young men dutifully shook hands, and after a few more graceful 

bits of information had passed amongst the three of them about Russell's upcoming 

comprehensive exams, and Gustave had wished him the best of luck, Russell made his way off 

down the hall, and Gustave was alone with his father. 

     "So, what're you doing here, Gus?" his father ran his hands through his thick brown hair and 

went to sit behind his desk again, leaving Gus to find his way to a chair.  "Rhoda not feeding you 

well enough?  You look a little thin.  Or is it money again?  You've had your allowance for this 

month in advance, so I hope it's not money.  Your mother is worried about the plumbing—" he 

started, then frowned, suddenly remembering that quite possibly there was nothing at all wrong 

with the pipes and that the subject of the plumber had merely been a ruse to cover a phone call 

with Byrne. 
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     "No, it's not money.  I don't need anything, I just wanted to see how you were.  But I notice 

from the school paper that you've been canonized."  He laughed at his father's puzzled 

expression. 

     "Pilloried or burned at the stake, more like.  What do you mean, 'canonized'?" 

     By way of answer, Gus flopped The Clarion-Recorder on the desk in front of his father and 

sat quietly, a smirk on his face, while his father read it. 

     "I guess at least some of the time I do come up smelling like roses," his father remarked under 

his breath, and passed the paper back to Gus. 

     "Oh, it's yours, for your collection," Gus joked.  "And what do you mean, smelling like 

roses?" 

     "It's just something Eustacie Allen, you know, the department chair, said to me." 

     "So, Dad, what's been happening?  Mom, though I didn't tell her I thought so, looks really 

down and out, and you look a little pissed off or something.  Or maybe just tired.  What have you 

two been up to?" 

     "Well, I've been up to trying to get some new English Department regulations past the 

Finance Committee.  Or really, since they've already instituted them at registration a while ago, 

to making sure they don't change their minds and—but you're not interested in this." 

     "Sure I am!  Tell me all about it.  You know I'm as close as the grave." 

     "That's true," allowed Dresart.  "Well, just make sure that you don't say anything to anybody.  

We're right at the cusp of getting things straightened out."  He began to tell his son about his 

professional difficulties, with the added incentive that since he could be frank, or could even 

exaggerate to someone whose sympathy he had but who wasn't directly involved, he could vent 

his frustrations verbally without fear of consequences.  He'd talked to Gustave like this before 
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once or twice, though usually in Bertilde's presence.  At the momentary thought of Bertilde, he 

stopped, but soon resumed and finished by telling his son about the upcoming meeting on 

Wednesday. 

     "Ah!  So that's what's wrong with you two!  I thought Mom seemed worried and not herself." 

     "That's another question," muttered Dresart grimly. 

     "How do you mean?" Gustave asked, his brow furrowed so that for a moment Dresart was 

taken aback at an image which looked so like his own when he was angry; it was like seeing a 

younger self in the mirror. 

     "You'd better ask your mother."  He was done talking, he thought. 

     "I did, sort of, but she just made excuses that even I could tell were excuses, though I haven't 

been around much lately.  What gives?" 

     Under the scrutiny and implied sexual solidarity of his son, Dresart melted a little.  "Oh—

your mother and I are having some troubles.  Nothing to bother yourself about.  But—" he 

paused, then the words all came out in a rush.  "Your mother may be having second thoughts 

about me."  He looked up to see how Gus was taking this, to be met with a look of total 

incredulity.  It made Adam Byrne seem very far away; his son's disbelief made him feel good. 

     "You've got to be kidding, Dad!  You've been married for eighteen years!  Why would Mom 

suddenly have second thoughts?  You two are as steady as—as the rock of Gibraltar."  He 

searched in his mind for something else to compare them to, but stopped because he was all of a 

sudden distracted by trying to remember if Gibraltar was owned by Spain or was independent.  

Impatiently, he dismissed the thought and waited for his father's response. 
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     Not wanting to say too much, yet feeling the balm dropping onto his aggravated pride from 

his son's skeptical attitude, Dresart said, "Well, sometimes there are—other things.  Other 

people.  Outside influences that take effect." 

     Taking the hint but still not believing what his father was telling him, Gustave said, "Oh, 

c'mon, Dad!  Who else?  Another man?  Mom worships you!  Don't be stupid!  Talk to her, why 

don't you?  If I know you, you're sitting sulking in your study, or burying yourself in work, and 

she's getting all sorts of melodramatic notions in her head and worrying a lot.  Her theatrical 

imagination and your stubbornness!  Why don't you make the first gesture?  I know she usually 

does, but it doesn't have to be that way." 

     Wanting to be convinced, Dresart answered doubtfully, "I know.  But the other person is kind 

of involved in this mix-up on campus; I can't really go into it—" and sure enough, he was unable 

to continue, because three students arrived all at once for his office hours, and Gustave had to bid 

him a quick goodbye. 

     Just before going, though, Gus stuck his head back in the door and said over the students' 

heads to his father, "Just you give that female student what-for, Dad, for creating such 

confusion." 

     Pondering this, his father realized that this was code for "talk to Mom," and nodded, said 

goodbye, and turned to his students, who at hearing Gus's advice were put on their mettle not to 

create problems or situations that might cause such a fire-eating insider to advise against them 

too.  Gustave went on his way, whistling merrily and disrespectfully through the otherwise 

solemn halls of one of the oldest buildings on campus, feeling that he had done a good 

afternoon's work. 

                                                                               8 
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     Bertilde lingered just inside the door of Bouquets and Baskets, nervously tapping her 

fingernails on the front counter, and waiting for Rhoda to come and relieve her, since the two 

assistants were both out for lunch.  It was Tuesday before what she had come to think of as 

"Robert's Wednesday," and she was upset because Rhoda was late, and she wanted to get away 

before Byrne called again, or assumed she wasn't coming.  He'd never called her at work before 

yesterday morning, but yesterday, just missing a visit from her son by twenty minutes, Adam 

Byrne had called and been connected to Rhoda's office in the back mainly because Rhoda was 

waiting for her own husband to call and had been quick to grab the telephone.  The caller had 

faced down Rhoda's curiosity after he told her that his name was Adam, and that "Bertie" would 

know who he was and what he was calling about.  What made a man who functioned as a Dean 

at a large university like Hallowsdale at least some of the time so sleazy personally the rest of the 

time?  Bertilde had taken the call up front and had been dismayed to find that Byrne was still 

quite serious about his blackmailing attempts.  He vowed that if she didn't meet him before 

Wednesday at least once, he would be sure to "blow the gaff" about the way the English Program 

Revision Committee had been constituted during his subsequent meeting with the Finance 

Committee at the end of the week on Friday. 

     "You're going to blow the what?" she played for time, though she was fairly sure his threat 

hadn't changed. 

     He gave a falsely jolly chuckle, which sounded hollow and creepy over the telephone.  She 

shuddered.  "'Blow the gaff' means to reveal the scam.  And it is a scam.  And if you want your 

husband to remain well-respected and in a position of responsibility, you'll pay your lover some 

much-needed attention." 

     "You're not my—" she began vehemently.  "That is—" 
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     "Yes, that's right, you'd better learn to curb that temper of yours.  Or at least save all that 

passion for a more appropriate venue."  He chortled again. 

     "Isn't there anything else I can do for you?  What about your wife?" 

     "What about her?  She lives her life, I live mine.  In any case, as protective as you are about 

not starting rumors, I feel sure you'll be tactful and not cause any gossip that need worry my wife 

and me." 

     "Is that all you think this is about?  Rumors?  I love my husband!  I don't want to cheat on 

him!" 

     "Then prove it.  It's not really cheating, to protect his career.  And you may come to find that 

you like me better than you think.  So, shall I expect to see you at the Windsor Hotel today?  Say 

around four o'clock?  It's just gone ten now.  That gives you plenty of time to get there.  I'll meet 

you in the lobby, and of course I'll already have the room.  I hope you thought to wear something 

slinky underneath." 

     She thought quickly.  "No, I can't come today.  There's not time enough.  I have to be back 

home by five-thirty.  And I have to stop by the grocery store before that."  She shook with 

aversion, but then said, her voice faint even to her own ears, "It'll have to be tomorrow."  Surely 

she could think of something by then, or somehow save the situation. 

     "I think you're just stalling." 

     "No, I swear it!  I'll have more time tomorrow."  She felt vaguely nauseated, but told herself 

that if she got out of this situation without sacrificing her honesty, that Robert was really going to 

owe her; and if she had to—had to—well, she tried not to think about the worst case scenario.  

There must be a way out of it! 
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     "Okay, fine.  Tomorrow.  Let's say at one o'clock.  That'll give us plenty of time to get past 

your—quibbles and qualms and modesties."  He laughed cheerily, sounding weirdly boyish and 

playful.  "Windsor Hotel.   Tomorrow at one.  Don't forget, because I'm a gentleman, and I don't 

want to forget that.  Goodbye, my sweet!" 

     She murmured "Goodbye," wishing that it really meant that she wouldn't be hearing from him 

again. 

     So here it was, Tuesday, and she was going to be late if Rhoda didn't get here soon, because it 

was already twelve-fifteen and she knew by her previous walk down that way with Byrne on his 

earlier abortive attempt to lure her inside the Windsor Hotel that the parking was crowded on that 

street.  The whole morning had had an aspect of unreality to it.  She had asked herself if she 

couldn't just tell Robert and get him to go with her and punch Byrne in the nose or something, 

but then she thought that a dust-up in the very public and notorious surroundings of the hotel 

involving a dean, a faculty member, and a faculty wife would surely be just the sort of thing she 

was trying to avoid. 

     One of the most unreal things about the whole early morning episode after leaving home had 

been going into a local pharmacy to buy a small box of condoms.  She was filled with revulsion 

the moment she touched them, but since she hadn't been able to bring herself to converse on the 

subject with Byrne and she wanted as much latex as possible between herself and him, she had 

finally selected the most durable and boring brand on the market, flushing with shame at the 

curious, appraising look the middle-aged male clerk gave her when she checked out.  She was 

still wearing her wedding ring, of course, it hadn't occurred to her to hide that, and she was 

clearly not a young person, though possibly still capable of getting pregnant; he had finally just 

checked her purchase out and wished her a jovial "Have a good evening," which sounded 
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revolting to her, since she was not able to think of anything good about it.  After all, maybe by 

the time the evening rolled around, she would be back at home after—but she tried not to think 

about that, tried simply to think of what she could do to get out of the situation, though nothing 

occurred to her. 

     At twelve twenty-five or so, Rhoda dashed in the door with "Sorry I'm late, the traffic was 

awful.  Go on ahead, just go on out, I'll put my coat in the back later."  She folded up her outer 

garment and placed it under the front counter while Bertilde stood there looking at her, 

undecided about whether to go or stay all of a sudden.  "Go!" urged Rhoda, not clued in as to the 

real trauma of the day and imagining only that Bertilde was being polite or hesitant about leaving 

her alone.  "And if you go to Kaplan's, be sure to get the vegetable stew—it's really good today!"  

She waved her hands at Bertilde like someone shooing poultry, and it was all Bertilde could do 

not to confide in her and seek sympathy.  They had known each other all of their lives, and 

surely Rhoda would be able to think of something to do about Byrne. 

     Just at that moment, however, a customer stepped up and started asking for a price sheet for 

multiple gift basket orders, and Bertilde wandered slowly on out of the door.  Byrne wasn't 

Rhoda's problem, he was hers, and she was already going to be late.  He'd tolerated lateness 

before, but who knew if he would today?  Her mind was suddenly filled with a wrathful, burning 

hatred of him, and a wish that something heavy would fall on his head, or that he'd be run over 

by a car.  Although, she told herself, if he were run over by a car, she would not know it unless 

she saw it, but would be herself sitting in the lobby at the hotel waiting for him to show.  Proof 

positive was the more desirable outcome. 

     Shaking her head, she got into her car and drove the five blocks or so to the vicinity of the 

hotel, parking at a judicious distance away where she fortuitously found a good spot, and 
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stepping forward into the intersection with reluctance.  She had taken care to wear an old red pea 

coat of a dull shade that she never wore anymore, and after leaving the shop, she'd stuck all of 

her hair up in a round knit hat and put on her darkest dark glasses.  With any real luck, no one 

would recognize her.  Should she fake a limp, or let one arm hang longer than the other?  No, she 

thought, for that might make people more likely to notice her.  She just had to hope that none of 

Robert's professional acquaintances were carrying on any secret liaisons at the hotel today and 

that she wouldn't run into any of them on her way over.  Anyway, if they were there, they would 

have something to hide too, although often people who gossiped didn't think that way about their 

own liabilities. 

     When she got to the revolving door of the Windsor Hotel, she peered through it at first to see 

if she could see Byrne anywhere, but he was nowhere in sight.  She checked her watch:  she'd 

made it with five minutes to spare.  Stepping into the lobby, she looked around her to make sure 

there was nobody there she knew, and her luck had obviously held, because the room was mainly 

full of clusters of young people, both on the wooden benches around the tall pillars that 

supported the mezzanine and near the small liquor and wine store which was doing a booming 

business at the left-hand side of the lobby.  The check-in counter was at the right-hand side of the 

room, but she shied away from inquiring there; it wasn't her idea, let Byrne come and find her.  

She looked at the liquor store again.  She had an impulse to buy some Dutch courage, and maybe 

she could get Byrne drunk and—but wasn't it appearing overeager for her to buy alcohol?  He 

was the man, he should think of it.  She hesitated again; it would be just like Byrne to assume 

that he was thrilling enough on his own without benefit of alcohol.  Finally, she ducked in and 

bought a bottle of Bushmill's, hiding it in her bag with all the guilt of someone with a secret 

drinking habit, and was just on her way back out past the group of young men gathered close 
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around the door of the store when she heard a rough whisper. 

     "So slip her a roofie!" the voice said. 

     She froze in place.  A roofie? 

     "Man, I can't, she's my cousin's girlfriend!" 

     Trying to look inconspicuous, she continued to eavesdrop on the three young men behind her, 

feeling that she had indeed descended to the lower depths of the criminal world. 

     "She agreed to come and meet you, didn't she?  Trust me, slip her one!  And then slip her the 

other thing!  You know she wants it, or she wouldn't have come!"  They guffawed, and in an 

attitude of shock and genteel horror, Bertilde made as if to move off away from them and back to 

the comparative safety of the wooden bench in the middle of the floor which surrounded the 

central pillar of the once luxurious hotel lobby. 

     Then, she stopped.  She stood in place again, trying swiftly to recall everything she had heard 

or read or seen on television about rohypnol.  She was out of time!  she panicked.  There was no 

farther to retreat, Byrne had her now!  He would probably be here any moment! Whirling round 

to face the young voices which were still debating their own situation over her shoulder, she 

growled vehemently in a deliberately lower voice so as to disguise her normally dulcet tones, "I 

want to buy some roofies from you!" 

     There was a sudden silence from the three young men.  While they tried to scoff and laugh it 

off, she got a good look at them.  Two of them were a bit older, about nineteen or twenty, and the 

third, the young crewcut blond whom they'd been encouraging in their own peculiar way, looked 

a couple of years younger.  She almost lost her nerve when one of the older ones said to her, in a 

threatening tone, "What do you want with us?  You should be minding your own business, lady!" 
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     She trembled, but knew she didn't have much time.  She had to stick to her guns.   "No, really!  

Even just one!  I'll give you twice what they're worth!  I mean, how much do they cost?  I can 

surely afford just one!  Please!" 

     Abruptly, the two older ones exchanged a glance and then one of them said, "How many do 

you want?  You understand this ain't legal, right?  You better keep your big mouth shut." 

     "I'll give you all the cash I've got!  Just give me some of them, please, before—before anyone 

else comes in."  She glanced around behind her, but didn't have time fully to scan the room to 

make sure Adam Byrne wasn't there yet.  Pulling a wad of bills out of her wallet without 

counting it, she shoved it into the hands of the young entrepreneur, who counted it, his eyes 

widening slightly. 

     "Okay, lady, okay!  For this amount, you can have some pop or some blow too, just for kicks.  

What'ya say?  Wanna make a whole day of it?" 

      "No, just the roofies.  What do I do with them?  Is it true you can put them in alcohol?" 

     "Yeah, yeah, sure, just drop 'em in and they'll dissolve.  But you didn't get them from me." 

     He handed her a whole card full of small white pills with lines across the top, pocketing her 

money while moving away from her warily.  His friends edged away with him, and they made 

for the front door.  She put the pills away in her bag, and as the young men moved away she 

heard one of them say, 

     "What'ya bet she's a queer?  Waiting for a girlfriend?" 

     The youngest one jeered.  "Well, she's sure not going to be able to get any action from a man 

that way!"  They all laughed loudly and went on out the door to stand on the front pavement, 

obviously waiting for someone themselves in a less prominent spot. 
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     She had just had time to sit back down circumspectly on the central bench, noticing 

apprehensively that one of the clerks behind the side desk was visually keeping tabs on her, 

when she saw Adam Byrne come out of the central elevator door at the back of the room. 

He glanced around.  Evidently it took a few seconds for even his predatory gaze to penetrate her 

disguise.  When he did see her, his face did something particularly reptilian which in a mammal 

might be described as brightening.  It was as if he saw his prey.  Stalking forward, he came up to 

her and without saying much, led her back to the elevator and stood there, his arm around her 

waist in the same protective manner he had adopted before, only now it was a little more of a 

clutch, as if to prevent her getting away. 

     Once they were on the elevator, he said tenderly, "Now you're going to see, dear Bertie, just 

how nice I can be, how well I can treat you.  I bought some champagne." 

     "Oh, I bought some whiskey," she said quickly.  "I think I'd rather have whiskey." 

     "I thought you'd find champagne more romantic, but if you want whiskey—" 

     "It'll be a long day," she sighed as convincingly as possible, allowing him to press a warm 

kiss to her jawline, though he had been aiming at her mouth and had missed as she had just 

turned her head very slightly away.  She had to convince him just long enough to get him 

drugged.  And of course, she had to hope it worked, and was really rohypnol, and not some 

poisonous off-brand of some other drug; she didn't want to be up on murder charges.  Even if I 

do wish he'd just drop dead, she thought.  Of course, she told herself as they gradually 

approached Room 30, the old-fashioned key of which he had in his hand, she had had gloves on 

while handling the alcohol, the drugs, and the money, though she'd probably left fingerprints on 

the money on the day when she put it in her wallet, if money could take fingerprints.  Absently, 

she tried to think of detective shows she'd watched and also tried to think of a way to justify 
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wearing gloves while pouring him a drink, but decided that maybe she'd just have to find the 

time and opportunity to wipe fingerprints off the glasses, so that no one would get suspicious.  

She had a feeling that any hint or indication that she was planning to double-cross him would 

definitely put Adam Byrne in a vindictive mood, but as long as he was the only one who knew 

that she had left before he did, it might not occur to anyone including him that he'd been 

drugged. 

     Once they were inside, he shrugged out of his tweed jacket, eased off his tie, and said, "So, 

where's this whiskey I hear you speak of?  Let's loosen up a little, shall we?"  He approached her 

with a smarmy, loving expression on his face, but she ducked out from under his arms and said 

in as authoritative a voice as she could manage, 

     "A—Adam, dear."  He positively glowed.  She continued.  "I'm sort of shy.  So, it would help 

me if you let me take the—the initiative some, my dear.  I mean, let me fix you a drink.  Why 

don't you—don't you relax?  Maybe take your shirt and—and things off, get the—the bed—

comfortable." 

     "You're still wearing your coat and hat and sunglasses!" he protested, nevertheless taking his 

shoes off and putting them by the side of the bed.  He pulled back the covers and sat down on the 

edge of the bed, smoothing the sheets with a hand that moved as if it were offering endearments 

to the fabric. 

     Taking her coat and hat off and putting them to one side on a dilapidated yellow and brown 

plaid chair just under one of the two tall windows, she took one last look at the room through her 

dark glasses:  it was an average hotel room of the cheaper variety, with a small bathroom to one 

side and the double bed on the wall alongside the door.  The plaid chair was accompanied by two 
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others, two backless bench-style seats at the dressing table to the side of the windows against the 

bathroom wall. 

      "I got some ice," he said.   "Over there in the bucket with the champagne.  Are you sure you 

wouldn't rather have some bubbly?  More celebratory.  You know, this could get to be a regular 

thing with us."  He spoke coyly. 

     "And you like whiskey on the rocks?"  She concentrated on keeping her back in between him 

and what she was dropping into the bottom of one of the two clunky large glasses; she hoped two 

roofies would do the trick.  She tried to remember how long it was supposed to take before it 

would act, and knew it might be a close thing unless she could slow the seduction down, keep 

him enjoying the tease. 

     "Ah, you read my mind!  Come here, give us a kiss!"  Unwilling, but trying to assume the 

same coy behavior he was affecting, she brought him his doctored drink where he sat on the side 

of the bed and answered, 

     "Now, dear, a drink and then a kiss.  A drink and then a kiss.  I don't want you getting shy 

too!" 

     He threw back his head and roared with horsy laughter very unlike his normal carefully 

modulated tones.  It came to her suddenly that he was probably almost as nervous as she was, 

though God knew why, and she felt an involuntary compassion for him, "jerkwad" that he was in 

her husband's opinion, and her victim-to-be.  She patted his arm and firmly put the drink in his 

hand, sitting by him on the bed and wondering vaguely what Lucretia Borgia had felt about 

poisoning people. 

     He took a sip, looked at the drink, sipped again, said "What whiskey is this?" 
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     "Bushmill's."  She thought quickly.  "The lid was a little bit loose.  I mean, it was still good, 

but—" 

     "Yeah.  Well, I guess it's okay.  Aren't you going to have any?" 

     "Oh, yes, but I'm sure I don't have your tolerance."  Forcing herself, she kissed him on the lips 

gently, and drew away before he could get a hand on her.  "Let me go get mine." 

     He sat there and sipped again.  She watched him surreptitiously in the dressing table mirror.  

Maybe this wouldn't be too hard after all.  Then she thought, "Damn!  It'll be much better if he 

thinks something happened!  How am I going to bring that about?" 

     Trying her utmost to act at least incipiently willing, she said persuasively, "You know, maybe 

it would be easier for me if I could see—could see your chest." 

     Choking on his drink, he asked "My chest?  What about my chest?" 

     "Well, it's just that a man like you—of your build—must have a nice chest."  She had realized 

she couldn't say what she really thought of his hollow chest and his concave belly. 

     "Kesra likes it," he avowed, mentioning his wife's name and then frowning the next moment 

as if perhaps something else about Kesra had displeased him.  Kesra couldn't like it that much, 

Bertilde thought, or he wouldn't be trying so hard to seduce somebody else.  She once again felt 

a tinge of sympathy for him, but then hardened her mind against him and started to help him 

unbutton his shirt. 

     "Wait a minute," he said, "what about you?  When do I get a look?"  First, he removed his 

shirt.  Then, he grinned and put his glass down.  She stole a glance at the drink and noticed that 

about three-fourths of it was still there.  This wasn't going to work unless she took a few greater 

risks. 
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     "Okay, I'll make you a deal," she tried to sound vivacious.  "A kiss, a drink, a garment.  A 

kiss, a drink, a garment.  I'll go first." She kissed him on his lips again but avoided the tongue 

which came whipping out at her.  Then, she took a miniscule sip of her whiskey, remembering 

that she had to get to her car and drive home after putting him under.  Next, she removed her vest 

and provocatively unbuttoned her blouse without removing it.  She smiled at him. 

     "Now you're getting in the right mood!" he gloated.  "I always knew we had something 

between us, if only you'd just let it happen." 

     "A kiss," she said, kissing him again but finding her head pressed to his this time by one of 

his hands that she'd been too slow to evade.  His tongue pushed its way into her mouth, and she 

pulled away and hid the fact that she was near to gagging.  "A drink," she said, taking his drink 

in her own hands and tipping as much of it down his throat as she could, causing him to choke 

and cough.  "Whoops, that was only half a drink," she said, aiming the glass at him again and 

pouring some more down his throat. 

     "Okay, okay," he said.  "Now a garment."  And he unzipped his pants and took them off, 

sitting there only in his boxers, socks, and undershirt.  "The way you're acting now," he observed 

wryly, "you'd think I was the one who started out with cold feet.  Now another kiss, and then it's 

my turn to touch something more than your lips." 

     "There'll be plenty of time for that," she said soothingly. 

     "Not if I get drunk before we get in bed," he said a bit irritably. 

     "A kiss," she said, kissing him slyly on his shoulder, which he evidently accepted as an 

escalation of friendly hostilities, because he made a successful grab at her and managed to slip a 

hand inside her blouse for a quick fondle before she got away. 
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     "A drink and a garment," he insisted, and with no enthusiasm she slipped off her blouse and 

stood there in her jeans and brassiere, tipping her glass at him in salute, but in reality taking only 

a tiny drink again.  It was starting to hit her, even the small amount of alcohol she'd had so far, 

because she had had no lunch and she felt her stomach rumble. 

     "Why are you standing up in front of me instead of sitting on the bed here with me?" 

     Mentally giving herself a pat on the back for quick thinking, she said, "My sweet man, I 

always understood that men like to watch women—you know—" 

     "But you wanted to look at me too, you said.  Why don't we just get naked and get under the 

sheets and go on from there?" 

     She was feeling rather despondent, and even angry at the boys who'd sold her the roofies, 

suspecting that they'd just sold her some sort of fake drug, when she noticed that his eyes were 

looking a bit vague and that his head, incredibly enough, was already nodding.  He must've not 

had much lunch either.  She glanced at his glass.  He still had about one-fourth of his drink, and 

for all she knew a lot of the sediment of the drug had settled to the bottom. 

     "I tell you what," she decided to strike another bargain.  "I'll take off everything but my 

undies after you finish your drink." 

     His face cleared for a second, but then he said in a pettish tone, "I don't care for Bushmill's, I 

don't think.  It has a funny aftertaste." 

     "C'mon, man up, Byr—I mean, Adam.  Dear.  You've just got a little bit to go.  And here go 

my jeans."  She unzipped her jeans, but waited until he had swallowed the rest of his drink 

before she actually removed them. 
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     "Let's stretch out," he said thickly, drowsily, "come over here and lie down with me."  With 

one awkward hand, he pulled off his boxers, and she was greeted with the rather odd sight of a 

man in socks and undershirt reclining on the bed with an erection pointing up at half-mast. 

     She waited a second or two to see if he was going to pass out, but he didn't seem to be doing 

much but watching her blearily, so she grabbed his glass and made off with it to the dressing 

table where her bag and the Bushmill's were.  Stirring up another pill in a half-glass of whiskey 

swiftly poured, she was on her way back to the bed with it, when she heard Byrne ask as if 

mildly annoyed, 

     "What was that you put in my drink?" 

     Once again, she froze.  "When?  Just now?" she prevaricated. 

     "Yes, of course!  What are you trying to pull?" 

     "Oh, my dear, it's nothing!  Just some Viagra sort of stuff, you know, to help things along.   

You don't mind, do you, my love?" 

     "I don't need Viagra!  And anyway—" his voice became wavery and a little fainter. 

     She hastened over to the bed and sat down beside him, holding his head up and tipping it back 

to pour a little more whiskey down his throat.  Unfortunately, she partially missed his mouth in 

her haste, and poured some of it onto his shirt.  But he was at that very second out like a light, his 

head turning uneasily and he murmuring something in a querulous tone of voice. 

     Staring at him just to make sure, she noticed that his erection was ever so slowly deflating; 

she looked at it with her head turned to one side, and in whimsical relief said, "Sorry, not today, 

you sad little soldier." 

     "What?" he said, for a moment giving her a thrill of horror lest he was coming back to 

awareness.  "How was I?" he then murmured, and seemed to pass out again. 
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     After a moment of doubt, she moved close to his ear and said, with as much feeling as she 

could muster, "Oh, darling, you were wonderful." 

     A slightly more relaxed expression than the quite quiescent one he already wore moved 

across his face.  "That's good," he mumbled.  

     Before he could wake up, she raced quietly around the room, making sure to wipe fingerprints 

off anything she even remotely thought she might have handled in the event that someone 

figured out about the drug.  She rinsed his glass out and poured a little more alcohol in it.  If he 

remembered anything, he'd probably remember that she'd slipped him Viagra.  Too bad she 

didn't have any to put in his glass.  She had to hope that he didn't remember his suspicion itself. 

     Dressing as quickly and as carefully as she had in order to go to the hotel, making sure that 

her hair and figure and eyes were all hidden beneath the hat and pea coat and dark glasses, she 

wiped off the whiskey bottle but poured most of the whiskey out and left it there, a possible 

explanation for why the resident of the room was passed out.  Just in case Byrne didn't lose as 

much memory as he should, though with any luck he'd think they'd made love and she'd just left 

so as not to be late getting home.  She pondered briefly as to whether or not she should leave him 

an affectionate note thanking him for a wonderful afternoon, but decided that it was too big a risk 

to take for an uncertain amount of gain.  Finally, she drew a deep breath and took the elevator 

down to the lobby, glancing only once over to the desk.  She was glad to observe that the clerk 

that had previously noticed her so particularly wasn't on duty, and no one paid much attention to 

her.  Nor were the young drug sellers there anymore either. 

     On getting to her car, she suddenly felt very, very hungry, and just a little hungover in a very 

funny way from the quite small amount of alcohol she'd had.  She drove straight to Kaplan's, so 

that she could justifiably tell Rhoda she'd tried the vegetable stew, and after eating an enormous 
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pastrami with rye along with her stew and having a huge steaming cup of latte, she felt much 

better.  She was just a little bit anxious about what Byrne was going to do, and she realized that 

in order to pass off her charade she was going to have to pretend from now on out when in his 

company that there was something between them.  But then, she would just have to take care not 

to be in his company much in the future.  And the main thing was, she hadn't let Robert down in 

any way whatsoever.  She had saved his bacon and also remained faithful.  She had done well. 

     There was one thing, though.  She had on reaching the car tossed the coat into the back seat 

where it wasn't so noticeable, and shaken her thick long hair out from its hat, also putting away 

the dark glasses.  And now, she felt the impulse to get rid of the evidence, just to be sure.  She 

could, of course, drop the pea coat off at a Goodwill store, but it was rather ratty, and she'd 

always made a habit of donating only things that were still good to wear.  Oh, well! The coat had 

had a good run.  She'd throw it out when she got home.  Robert would never notice its absence 

anyway, she hadn't worn it regularly for years.  She left the glasses and the hat at Kaplan's, 

knowing that they had a lost and found box where the two might remain safely ensconced for 

ages before anyone gave up and disposed of them.  And unlike Rhoda, she didn't eat there often 

enough that they would remember them as hers. 

     When she got back to Bouquets and Baskets, it was three forty-five, and Rhoda, grinning 

broadly at her, said "Well, I guess I’m paid back for coming back late from lunch.  Where the 

hell have you been?" 

     "Oh Rhoda," she said dramatically.  "I ran into an old school friend and we chatted for a 

really unconscionable time, and then taking your suggestion I went to Kaplan's for the vegetable 

stew.  You were right, it was heavenly!  Only I also had the pastrami on rye and a latte, and now 
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I'm simply stuffed!  Ethel will have something good for Robert and me tonight, probably, and I 

won't be able to eat a bite!" 

     "It's really okay, I'm just hassling you.  Both of the other girls were here, so there was no 

problem, although it did get a little rushed about an hour ago.  So, you had a good time!  Good!  

You've been looking a little peaked lately.  Oh, by the way, we got those new white wicker 

baskets in, and you're right, they won't be appropriate until the spring.  But we've got some extra 

storage space in the back so I guess it's okay.  Though it'll have to go on our inventory at the end 

of the year." 

      Bertilde gratefully got involved in her business and all of its angles and problems, and until 

five o'clock, when the store closed, she nearly forgot all of her other recent activities.  At five till 

five, Gustave came by to bum a ride home to Rhoda's with Rhoda, and was obviously glad to see 

his mother's now happy face. 

     "You're looking great, Mom," he said.  "You look like you just inherited a million dollars." 

     "I feel great," she said jubilantly, then toned it down a bit because he might ask her why.  "I 

can't explain it, I just feel better than I did the other day.  It's good that you care and pay 

attention, Gus," and she patted his arm. 

     Giving her a quick hug, he helped them with the chores he was familiar with relating to 

closing up shop, and before long all three were standing out on the sidewalk in the gradually 

chilling autumn evening, saying their last goodbyes for the day. 

     When she pulled in the drive at home, wincing slightly because she just barely missed 

Robert's fender where he was already parked on his side, she hastened to the side of the house 

and stuffed the incriminating red coat in the top of the garbage can; that took care of that. 

     "Robert, dear, I'm home," she trilled at the top of her lungs as she stepped in the house. 
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Where was Robert, anyway?  She heard the kitchen door slam, and thought he must've just 

stepped out for fresh air for a moment, or perhaps to take out— 

     "Oh, no!" she thought.  What if the garbage hadn't been quite full when Ethel left for the day, 

and—And sure enough, when he came back into the kitchen where she was peering into the 

empty garbage bin that he had just removed the full bag from, he had her red coat in his hand and 

was looking at her in an odd and querulous way. 

     "What's this doing in the garbage?" he asked.  He tossed it onto a kitchen chair. 

     "Oh—I just got tired of it.  It's old, and it isn't much use any more.  Threadbare, you know.  I 

decided to throw it out." 

     "You just wore it out to work this morning.  I saw you leave with it on." 

     "Fashions come and go, Robert.  That coat's at least fifteen years old." 

     "I'm not such a dolt as all that.  It's a pea coat, and I've seen women perpetually wearing them.  

What's the matter with you anyway?  What are you up to?" he glared. 

     "Well, maybe you shouldn't be inspecting what other women wear so closely," she said, 

trying to sound jealous.  But the next minute, she was aware of having grossly overplayed her 

hand. 

     "You're one to talk," he argued back, his voice rising dramatically.  "I'm not the one who's—

who's—" 

     In spite of herself, she had an impulse to quarrel with him, with someone, with anyone.  It 

was a leftover response from the stress of her day.  "What?  Doing what?  Supporting your 

career?  Working all day in a blasted gift shop where snotty rich women come in and condescend 

to me just so that you won't have to work harder than you already do?  Putting up with Rhoda's—

Rhoda's—moods—" but her voice broke, because even Robert knew that Rhoda was one of the 
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most cheerful and pleasant people on the planet, and one of the easiest to deal with.  "And then I 

come home, to a grumpy husband, and can't even be allowed to dispose of my old worn-out rags 

in a way that suits me!  I guess I'm supposed to wear just any old thing until it falls apart just to 

suit your parsimony!" 

     "My parsimony!  I didn't buy the blasted coat, you did!  And you used to wear it all the time!  

I'm not a mind reader, how am I supposed to know just what suits you and for how long?  

Women!"  And he made as if to walk away. 

     "Well, if you're not a mind reader, then why do you assume you know what suits me to 

wear?" 

     "I just said I didn't.  I don't!" 

     "Then why are you scolding like a fishwife because I threw it away?" 

     "Maybe because you don't act like yourself anymore and I happen to know—to know—" but 

now it was his turn to falter, since he wasn't exactly sure of what he knew, except that she had 

been seen by him leaving The-Stag-at-Bay with Adam Byrne, and he wanted to ask about it but 

couldn't think of a pretext. 

     "What do you know?" she challenged boldly, but then stopped because in all likelihood she 

would have to end up telling Robert some version of the day's events anyway, to make sure that 

they didn't invite Byrne to any unnecessary social gatherings where he might attempt a repeat of 

what, with any luck, he would think had happened that day. 

     In a thoroughly miffed tone, but one which demonstrated that Robert wasn't entirely sure 

what was going on with her, he responded, "I know that you're up to something, my girl, and 

you're lying to me about it by omission."  He finished sadly, "I feel very far away from you, Ber, 

and I wish you would just out with it and let me have it between the eyes.  What's that line from 
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Oscar Wilde about the coward dying a thousand deaths, the brave man just one?  Or no, Wilde 

said 'Each man kills the thing he loves—'" 

     "Never mind about Oscar Wilde, Robert.  You're not going to die, I'm not going to die, well I 

mean, with a bit of luck not before we're old, anyway, and I'm not the one who's up to 

something.   That is—" she thought hard about how to tell him what was bothering her, but 

realized that now it was no longer bothering her—but then, she had to tell him.  It's just that the 

impetus to confide was partially gone, and it was in essence because she felt so proud of herself 

for having been so crafty and competent, and all in one day.  She thought, however, about 

revealing her ingenuity to Robert and hearing him praise her foresight (her disguise, for 

example) and her quick on-the-spot thinking (taking Destiny by the forelock and buying roofies 

when the opportunity presented itself), and was immensely cheered. 

     Drawing close to him and planting a kiss at the slight gray patch of hair over his left ear, a 

place which had receive many tendernesses of the like before, she was wounded when he pulled 

away very slightly as if he thought she might be planning to hit him or spit at him.  Things 

must've gone badly for him indeed, though she thought she had in the main been hiding her own 

difficulties well.  Maybe he was just having additional troubles at work. 

     Making her voice as musical and loving in its tones as possible, she prompted him gently, 

"Would you like to have a little talk after dinner, love?" 

     As gusty and despondent-sounding as the East Wind, he said, "Why not?  Might as well get it 

all over with.  I guess it's a good thing that Ethel left sandwiches and soup for this evening; I 

can't say that I have much appetite." 

     "Oh no, sandwiches and soup!  Well, never mind!  That's what I had for lunch.  Bit boring to 

have it twice in one day.  But I suppose it's some of her good chicken salad and split pea soup." 
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     "I don't know, I didn't look.  The sandwiches are there on the table."  He heaved a huge sigh.  

"You ate at The-Stag-at-Bay, didn't you?" 

     "Don't be ridiculous, why should I eat there?  That's all the way down near campus.  No, I ate 

at Kaplan's.  You know, that deli up on Fourth."  Now, why should he assume she'd eaten 

somewhere on campus?  It almost suggested that he did know something, possibly something—

well, but he was nodding slowly and looking blank.  Probably just a lucky guess. 

     To himself, Robert was thinking that if the two lovebirds had broadened the scenes of their 

rendezvous to include somewhere all the way up on Fourth, that he had no hope of keeping up 

with them, of knowing just what—but then, she was going to lower the boom after dinner.   How 

was he ever going to make it without her?  Or would she just break it off if he accused her, and 

give up the illicit relationship?  But did he want to be accusatory?  Could they repair the 

damage?  He sighed again. 

     Dinner was a meal that normally both of them enjoyed, since it gave them a chance to talk 

about their day and to make plans for whatever was left of the week.  This evening, however, 

Bertilde was abstractedly trying to organize her facts and think of how to tell Robert what had 

happened to her, and Robert was glum and monosyllabic as was usually the case when 

something bad or untoward happened in his life.  They both ate lightly, fitfully exchanging the 

usual conversation, but without much spirit.  By the time they were finally done, Bertilde had 

determined that the best way to tell Robert what had been going on in her life was doubtless to 

start at the beginning and come forward in time until this evening.  Any attempt to tell him the 

day's events without the prefatory material of why she had done so much in her effort to save his 

career, or what had prompted her to go to the extreme of drugging Byrne, just wouldn't fly. 
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     When they finished, she picked up the plates and gave them a quick rinse at the sink before 

stacking them in the dishwasher; as opposed to his usual activity at dinner, however, Robert 

didn't take it upon himself to wrap up the food and put it away, but wandered slowly out of the 

kitchen saying, "I'm going to have a drink.  A good stiff drink." 

     She didn't answer, but started to put away the food herself, and he became abruptly angry.  

She obviously thought she was going to be able to pull the wool over his eyes; or was it just an 

affair in the incipient stages, one that he could persuade her out of?  But he didn't see that he 

should have to beg—she was the erring partner, she should have to plead and ask to be taken 

back into the marital fold.  Of course, she might not admit her wrong-doing.  But if not, what 

was it she wanted to talk about?  Was she really thinking of exchanging a dean for a mere 

English Department faculty member, and one who moreover was in a ticklish position at the 

moment with his own colleagues?  Or was he? he wondered, wandering off-topic for just a 

moment.  This week at least, and part of last week, his colleagues had seemed to be getting used 

to him again, not avoiding him and not staring at him as if he had suddenly sprouted three heads.  

At any rate, it wouldn't do to be too forgiving; he at least had his pride, if nothing else. 

     "Do you want to talk in your study, dear?" she asked, getting close to him and touching his 

arm a bit timorously.  Now that the time had come, she felt as nervous as if an accusing "ghost of 

Byrne" were hovering in the room and listening to what she had to say.  And she couldn't expect 

Robert to make common cause with her unless she could convince him that her actions had been 

justified.  After all, though he had poked fun at some of Byrne's mannerisms before when he and 

she were in private, Robert was an average respecter of the hierarchy and might have qualms 

about poisoning a dean.  Yes, it was definitely better to start with Byrne's outrageous demand of 

her back near the end of the summer, though it would also necessitate revealing that Byrne had 
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heard from her that Robert hadn't really seen the "manifesto," as Robert privately called it, ahead 

of time.  Robert wasn't likely to be sympathetic to her blabbing, even unintentionally.  She 

decided to start with a gentle accusation of her own, against Robert.  That would help put matters 

on the right foot. 

     "No, not in my study!" he was quite emphatic as to locale for their conference.  "I don't want 

to have the air of my solitude and my work poisoned with—what you have to say." 

     Now it was her turn to be hurt.  She had a particular sensitivity to that word "poisoned," 

which she reasoned to herself was understandable, but it was odd that he had chosen just that 

word.  "Where do you want to talk, then?" was all she asked in response. 

     "Let's talk in the living room," he was his gruff and sullen self again. 

     By way of having some form of soothing activity to resort to while she talked,  she picked up 

her crochet hook and yarn and headed into the living room to her favorite old chair.  He went to 

sit in his customary position facing her, and said, "Well?  You have something to say about all 

this—this—?" he left his question unfinished and swigged back a generous portion of his Scotch. 

     "Robert," she assumed a smooth and reasonable tone after making a few stitches, "dear, you 

really have developed a bad habit of not telling me everything necessary to allow me to be a 

good and efficient hostess." 

     "What the hell?" he responded.  "I don't tell you things?  What the blazes do you mean by 

that?  What did I forget to do, tell you just how much Byrne makes, so that you can be sure you'll 

be provided for?  Damn nerve!" he growled. 

     She swallowed apprehensively.  So he did know; or at least, he thought he did.  "Well, it's 

interesting that you should mention Byrne—" 
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     "Yeah, I'll just bet it is!"  He took another deep drink, then got up and poured himself some 

more. 

     "Robert, try to hold onto your temper and everything will be explained.  And don't drink too 

much, because remember that tomorrow's your important meeting and you need to be in tip-top 

shape.  Also, I want your attention; I want you to understand what I'm going to tell you."  And 

she took another few stitches, just to calm her nerves, though she wished that she too could have 

a drink.  But somehow, the Bushmill's she'd had that day had temporarily sated her appetite for 

any form of Irish whiskey, and she didn't want Scotch either.  "You didn't tell me that Byrne 

didn't know that you hadn't read the directive before it was sent in to his office." 

     "Sure I did!  Must have done!  And it's clear you've been hanging around with him:  he's the 

one who calls it a 'directive.'" 

     "Yes, but never mind that.  You can call it a 'manifesto,' if you want, but it was some sort of 

program revision, wasn't it?" 

     "And it's been nothing but trouble!  But what does that have to do with you and Byrne?  Is he 

consulting erring faculty wives on his business now?" 

     "Try not to be so unpleasant, Robert.  You're nearer to the truth than you think.  As a matter 

of fact, because I didn't know that he didn't know you hadn't seen it, I accidentally mentioned it 

to him.  Back at that party we had at the house at Cabottstown this summer."  She waited to see if 

this would penetrate the slight alcoholic haze of one and a half stiff Scotches. 

     Sure enough, after a moment, this got his attention.  "You did what?  You mentioned to Byrne 

that I hadn't seen the revision before it went to his office?  What in the hell were you trying to 

do, ruin my career?  Why on earth would you do that?  I didn't realize you were so besotted with 

the man!"  He got up to pour another drink. 
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     "You've had enough, dear.  Stop drinking now, and I mean it."  After a slight hesitation, he 

put his glass down on the table by his chair, sat down, and just looked at her.  He apparently 

could think of nothing else to say; he just waited.  "I'm not 'besotted' with him, Robert, I loathe 

and detest him." 

     "Oh yeah, I believe that!  Is that why you go out to lunch with him, and let him touch and 

maul all over you?" 

     "I don't know what you're talking about—" 

     "Oh, yes you do!  I saw you on Saturday, when I met Kevin at The-Stag-at-Bay—" 

     "For goodness' sake, Robert, it was just a lunch!  Believe me, I didn't want to go!" 

     He thought of how he had seen her pull away from Byrne ever so slightly, and attempt to 

disengage her arm from his once they were across the intersection.  "Well then, why did you?" he 

persisted, realizing, however, that he had been roped into consideration of her deliberations and 

choices, and that down that road lay rhetorical defeat.  Never mind, she was his wife, he thought.  

Whatever mistakes she had made were swiftly becoming his mistakes too. 

     "Because," she got rid of it all in one quick rush, "he was blackmailing me for sex, and had 

sworn that he would tell the Finance Committee about your dereliction of duty, I think that's 

what he called it, if I didn't go to bed with him!" 

     "Oh, how ridiculous!  How could you fall for a ploy like that?  And why didn't you tell me?" 

Now it was all becoming clear.  "I'm going to kill him!  Just how many times did you—I mean—

did you—well, how long has this been going on?"  He felt so sorry and sad and furious all at 

once, sorry and sad that she had felt she had to put his foolish doings with the committee ahead 

of their relationship, and furious that Byrne had managed to pull it off.  The bastard!  He'd often 
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thought that Byrne was a little too friendly with Bertilde.  "Bertie," was it?  They'd see about 

that! 

     "Not to worry, dear, he didn't get past the gate.  I poisoned him," she informed him in a blithe 

tone of voice, seeming sure of his approval. 

      "Past the—you did what?"  After a quick soar into the happy empyrean, his emotions 

plunged again.  "When was this?  Where?" 

     "Just this afternoon.  But we're missing a lot of details that I think you should know.  Let me 

tell you about the whole thing, from day one."  And she proceeded to do so, from the first time 

she was dragged and shoved into the front closet at Cabottstown to the final avowal to Byrne that 

he had been a magnificent lover. 

     "And the coat?  What was that all about?" 

     "I told you, Robert.  I put it on as a disguise, with my white knit hat and my sunglasses, which 

I also got rid of after leaving the hotel today.  Which reminds me, we've got to throw that coat 

back out again.  But this time, I'm going to put it in a black garbage bag to hide it from curious 

eyes."  And she watched him, looking down momentarily to take a few stitches here and there. 

     He didn't say anything right away, though from time to time his lips twitched, almost as if he 

was amused, but then his expression quickly became stern again.  "This is not good, Bertilde," he 

finally said.  "First of all, we have no assurance that he won't remember more than we want him 

to, or conversely that he won't decide to come back for more of whatever he thought he got." 

     She nodded wistfully, but had noticed with a certain amount of glee that Robert had said "we 

have no assurance" and "we want him to," and thus was taking her side and was prepared to help 

her through.  "But all we have to do is get past tomorrow.  For all we know, he may still be 

knocked out, and sleeping it off." 
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     "That's not strictly true; he has a final follow-up meeting with the Finance Committee on 

Friday, just to wrap up matters for all departments.  I figure we've got about a fifty-fifty chance 

that he's still knocked out, or groggy.  And if what I've heard of that stuff is true—" he 

frowned—"assuming that they didn't give you something totally noxious, and he's still alive—" 

     "Oh, Robert, I'd forgotten all about the meeting on Friday.  Do you think I've killed him?" she 

was horrified.  All she had meant to do was just make Byrne think his seduction had been 

successful! 

     "There's no telling with things bought on the street, or so I've heard, but do you remember 

what was written on the pills?  We can maybe look it up on the internet later.  But if what I've 

heard is true, he could still be knocked out tomorrow morning.  How many did you give him?" 

     "Well, I think there was a word on it, something like 'Roc' or 'Roch.'  I put two in his first 

drink, and he drank almost all of it, and he didn't seem to be getting dopey soon enough—" 

      Unable to prevent himself, he laughed aloud.  "You really are a lethal woman, aren't you?" 

      "It's not funny, Robert!  I've never killed anyone before!" 

      "And you probably didn't now, actually.  But blackmailers take their chances," he concluded, 

feeling that after all, there was nothing to be gained by worrying his wife too soon.  "Probably 

he's just sleeping it off, but anyway, you only gave him two—" 

     Almost hysterical with worry and the after-effects of so much stress, Bertilde said, "But no, 

when he didn't go under right away, I mixed up another one, and practically force-fed it to him, 

and remember, he saw me do something to his drink, and I told him it was Viagra, but he's not 

stupid, Robert—" 

     "Oh, yes he is, if he thinks I'm going to let him victimize my wife!  So what did you say 

happened again, after the third pill?" 
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     "Well, he must've been already going under, because I actually spilled a lot of the second 

drink-third pill combination on him, and he was suddenly going out fast." 

     He laughed again, his imagination taking over, thinking of how relieved his wife must've been 

when her enemy hit the deck.  "We'll look it up on the internet later, maybe tomorrow morning." 

     "No, you don't need anything to worry you tomorrow morning, before your meeting." 

     "I've heard more than enough about that blasted meeting.  If it doesn't work, it doesn't work.  

I've done my utmost to get everything in order, and be damned to them all and to the whole 

English Department if it doesn't go off okay.  And anyway, the meeting isn't until two o'clock." 

He felt light now, even buoyant.  She really did love him; she adored him!  She had faced down a 

man he had never liked but had only tolerated in a position of authority over him, and had done 

her best, God love her, to keep him out of the way of her husband's game!  Of course, he would 

never have asked or expected her to do it in the way she had, and he was truly sorry that she had 

felt she couldn't just tell him.  But Bertilde was funny sometimes; and he thought about her for a 

while in the companionable silence as she continued to sit there and crochet.  Yes, she was a 

helpmate; she had done her part, and more than her part, for his career over the years. 

     "Bertilde?" he opened the conversation again tentatively at around ten o'clock, after they had 

sat and had a good gossip about the other things they hadn't discussed at dinner, about all the 

small details they had neglected to mention in the tension of the last few weeks. 

     "Yes?" she sounded tired, but was clearly reassured by the time they'd spent together. 

     "My love, why don't we turn in early tonight?  We haven't—haven't—you know—had a good 

night for a while now.  I've been busy, you've been—worried—why don't we—" He didn't want 

to take advantage of a woman who'd already fought off one obsessed man that day, and yet he 

wanted to get close, that very night. 
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     "I'm just going up in a few minutes," she beamed at him; he had said the perfect thing.  Some 

women might feel that they didn't want any man to touch them after such a close call with a 

repulsive member of the sex, but for her, her husband was a far cry away from a vulgar 

womanizer, and she couldn't remember ever not being willing to go to bed with him, though 

some nights they had one or the other been too tired to do more than snuggle. 

     That night, they had a full and replete encounter, and when it was over, they slept like a 

couple of puppies or kittens, cuddled up in a single lump on the pillows, under the covers.  The 

next morning would perhaps bring troubles, or the afternoon at least would, but for now the 

world was calm, they were loving and alive, and that, as Bertilde had thought once earlier that 

evening, was that. 

                                                                               9 

      Ever after, or at least for a long time to come, Dresart remembered sitting in the domed 

antechamber of the larger domed committee room's hallway, waiting for Randall Feydonck to 

emerge from his grilling at the hands of the Finance Committee.  He remembered it now for just 

a second as he and Eustacie Allen sat waiting for Randall to come back to the table at The 

Corner Coffee Shop, and for Penelope Vane to show up with a short list of names she and 

Eustacie had garnered from those of the English Department faculty.  Key names, important 

names, a list of five names of people sworn to secrecy who wouldn't mind lying for the cause and 

pretending that they had been in on the committee from the start, instead of allowing Eustacie, 

Penelope, Robert, and Randall to swing in the breeze. 

     He remembered how Feydonck had come out of the committee room, with its austere and 

forbidding dark walnut paneling and sanguine red carpeting, and how he had all but wiped his 

brow in saying to Dresart, "Not too bad!" in much the tones, however, of one stand-up comedian 
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remarking to another "Tough crowd!"  He meant to be encouraging, of course, but his trembling 

voice had given him away.  It told Robert that it was up to him to get the committee on the side 

of the English Department, though he couldn't think just what the problem was.  They had 

already passed the course list, students were signed up for the courses and had been taking them 

for a little more than a week now; what would cause the busy and pragmatic Finance Committee 

to have any real questions at this late date?  Supposedly, they were just operating this time as 

another oversight committee, in the nature of committees at an institution where committees 

proliferated like rabbits.  Probably they were just holding the meeting because it had already 

been scheduled to run, and they did things in that certain way.  So Robert had gone in, various 

bits and snatches of poetry like "The boy stood on the burning deck," and "'Nay, I'm killed, Sire,' 

he cried" passing through his head. 

     He had been just a wee bit fluttery in the breadbasket going in after Feydonck, especially 

when Clarence Huffington, the Chairman of the Finance Committee—for no one, probably not 

even the most radical feminist going who wanted something from the committee, would have 

called him a "chairperson"—stood up as Dresart entered and came over across the room to shake 

his hand.  The abundant white hair, the stately gray suit, the highly polished shoes, the suave and 

debonair smile—What was this sudden joviality all about?  His only other encounter with 

Huffington had been during a disgraceful dismissal of a young professor in the History 

Department for incurring suspicion of participating in crimes against the state, when Dresart had 

been drafted along with others from different humanities departments to operate as a special ad 

hoc committee for the occasion, and Huffington had made the same irregular gesture, when no 

one could possibly imagine that he thought of the young potential felon concerned in a positive 

light.  Was his apparent friendliness then a "tell" that gave him away, or was it just the way he 
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always did things?  Dresart swallowed, got hold of his rampant imagination, and shook the 

chairman's hand. 

     As it turned out, the committee meeting was fairly peaceable; they were evidently just curious 

about Robert himself, about the man who had finally sorted the English Department budget out 

and given some teeth to the regulations, in what could have been defiance of the Finance 

Committee itself.  As it had turned out, with the inconsistency of a panel of monarchs they had 

decided to like him, and even though he was glad that he had had Feydonck to offer as a 

preliminary appetizer to the lions concerned, he was also suddenly glad that he had himself 

dressed up to the nines and buffed his best black shoes to a high finish.  They might've eaten him 

alive anyway, but it never hurt to look good. 

     After about half an hour of dialogue, during which Robert largely fielded questions about 

various English Department courses and procedures and remembered as well as he could what he 

had said, so as to be able to communicate the whole to Eustacie Allen at the first opportunity, 

Huffington looked at his watch and said, "Gentlemen—that is, gentlemen and ladies—we're 

getting close to time.  Are there any other questions for Professor Dresart?" 

     A few more desultory offerings were made, really more opinions and remarks than questions, 

then Huffington said, "Just for the record, Professor—for our records—we'd like to know the 

names of those who participated in this er—this especially forward-looking development.  If it's 

not rather a return to the good old days, when English Studies meant something!"   He looked 

momentarily swollen with his own importance, and Dresart realized that they had had an 

important ally all along in Huffington, who had presumably majored in English Studies and 

Letters back in the day when it was still called that.  Why hadn't they thought to capitalize on 
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what majors the Finance Committee members had had?  But the next moment, he was listening 

again to Huffington, and resigning himself to the fact that some response was required. 

     "A list of the committee members?"  Here it was, the most ticklish point of all, which he had 

hoped to avoid.  "Well, sir, gentlemen and ladies, if you don't mind, I'd like to get in touch with 

Eustacie Allen, our Chair, to supply that information to you.  She was instrumental in forming 

the committee, in fact, she drafted me as chairm—person of the committee, and frankly a few of 

the names are a little new to me, though of course I got to know the faces quite well while we 

worked together.  Very well indeed!" He was nervous again now, and thought he was babbling, 

but for some reason this modesty ploy worked quite well, and they were all smiling warmly at 

him. 

     "Certainly!  Professor Allen is one of our most talented and competent academics.  And of 

course, you're following correct procedure.  I'll never forget the community lectures Professor 

Allen set up on Poets of the Victorian Era for our Community Lecture Series.  And what eye-

openers those lectures were!" Huffington was the one who seemed to be running away with the 

conversation now, and in between letting him do so and thinking what an "eye-opener" 

Huffington would find it if he knew how Eustacie had actually set up her committee, Robert 

Dresart was content to let him hog the discussion. 

     He only said, after another minute or two of Huffington's verbal flatulence, "Ah, yes sir, 

Professor Allen is one of our best!"  He would have to remember to pass along information about 

her popularity with Huffington to Eustacie; she always knew what to do with a psychological 

advantage, he had to give her that. 

     In fact, two minutes after they had stepped out of the committee room and the committee had 

dispersed, Robert said to Feydonck in an urgent tone of voice, "Feydonck, why don't you head 
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down to The Corner Coffee Shop and reserve a seat?  If I can, I'm going to get hold of Eustacie 

and Penelope.  They are usually around at this time of day.  Under the circumstances, there are a 

few things about our committee that I think you'd better know." 

     Not that long on intellect for an academic, perhaps, but blessed with an ordinary amount of 

curiosity, Feydonck agreed to this, and headed on down from the heights of the meeting room, 

which had been on the top floor of one of the older campus buildings.  When he was gone, 

Dresart pulled out his cell phone and gave Eustacie's office a quick call.  He was lucky enough to 

find her in just as she and Penelope were parting for the day.  When he told her about needing to 

convene a committee after the need for the committee was already past, the situation 

Huffington's request for the significant names had put them in, she fumed. 

     "I thought this might happen!  Damn that prosy old woman Clarence Huffington!" 

     In the background he heard Penelope say something in a shocked tone of voice which 

contained the word "sexism," to which Eustacie replied in a swift aside, "Never mind about that, 

Penelope!  We've got a problem.  Luckily, Penelope has spoken to a few people this week who 

approve heartily of our committee.  Let me see if Penelope can get a few pretenders to go along 

with us, Robert.  Where are you, at home?" 

     "No, I'm on my way to The Corner Coffee Shop, where Feydonck is holding down the fort.  

We're going to have to tell him, ever so gently, Eustacie, that his essays are not the star 

attraction, and that the committee came about after the fact.  After all, he's already in deep up to 

his neck, he can't pull out now.  Can you and Penelope meet us there this afternoon, say 

sometime before five?  I'll try to bullshit around with Feydonck for a while, to keep him there." 

     "Agreed, but let's not tell him that his essays weren't the impetus behind the committee.  Just 

let him think that after you and I had a casual conversation about his 'marvelous' essays and 
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enthusiastic students, we came up with our committee idea.  We don't want to make any more 

enemies than necessary, even of Feydonck." 

     "Okay.  Let me give you the number of my cell in case you run into any problems.  You'll 

need time to brief our other 'members'." 

     "I'll do that later.  I can call people up from home or something.  But go ahead and give me 

your cell number, I'll give you mine, and Penelope and I will be there as soon as she finds some 

volunteers.  I can think of a quick three and she knows another possible two, which will make 

our committee of nine members, including you.  That should be enough, don't you think?" 

     He agreed, and as soon as Feydonck came back to the table with their coffees, he began 'ever 

so gently' to tell him how the committee had been formed, letting him think, however, that his 

essays had been the main inspiration all along.  Feydonck was suitably impressed with how 

sneaky they had been, and was obviously even more impressed with himself for being the cause 

of the older and more established academics' shenanigans.  "It's just like a book!" he enthused. 

That was seemingly a high form of praise with him. 

     "Isn't it, though?" Robert Dresart agreed, thinking that if it had been him, that's what would 

have made him wary from the start. 

     They sat for another three-quarters of an hour, Dresart doing his best to look interested in 

what Feydonck was saying, Feydonck (if Dresart had only known it) overcome with a strange 

species of humility-cum-pride that he, Randall Feydonck, was now consorting with some of the 

royalty of the English Department!  Just when they had been sitting there about an hour and a 

few minutes and Dresart was about to give up on Eustacie Allen, along she came.  Penelope 

came a few minutes later, and they burbled happily to themselves, Penelope's unpowdered nose 

shining like Moses's head in the bright lights of the coffee shop. 
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     "Well, Robert, I take it you've brought Randall up to speed?" Eustacie queried once she had 

Penelope had their drinks before them, which Randall had been officious in obtaining. 

     "Yes, Professor Allen—well, I suppose I can say 'Eustacie' now—" Randall cut in, "—and I 

just want to let you know how highly I value your confidence in me, and how hard I'm going to 

try to deserve it." 

     While this determined brownnosing struck even the normally composed Eustacie speechless, 

Penelope Vane was not so constituted, and remarked in a flat, nasal tone, "Yes, well, that's 

wonderful."  Her lack of emotional tenor affected Randall's own manner; he flushed and looked 

down.  The next moment, though, he seemed to recover, a mere sip of his second coffee having 

done the trick, apparently. 

     "Here's the thing, Robert," Eustacie continued, addressing her remarks predominantly to him 

in the belief that since he was the nominal and now genuine chairman of the committee, he 

should be the one she spoke to.  "I've got the solid three behind us, but when Penelope ever so 

gently sounded the other two out, they shied off a little.  I didn't want to tell them what was up if 

the mere mention of the committee made them nervous, so she went for your old buddies, Breyal 

and Martinson.  Martinson took it in stride, but that stupid skunk Ricardo Breyal went in about 

thirty directions to next Tuesday, and fell apart on her.  What's the matter with the man?  He 

deals with revenge tragedies all the time, you'd think a little rather tame academic intrigue would 

sit well with him, or at least not alarm him so." 

     "Yes, Martinson's a sound man, but Breyal is a real panic merchant.  Let Martinson talk him 

round; they're as thick as thieves, and it's probably best to let an accustomed hand deal with it." 
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Dresart sipped his large coffee and smiled in spite of himself.  He'd been witness to what he 

regarded as Breyal's effeminate hysterics before, he knew how difficult it could be to reassure 

him. 

     "I was thinking of your accustomed hand," Eustacie responded. 

     "Why does everything devolve on me?" he was beginning to get exasperated.  True, he had let 

himself in for this, or at least some of it, but babysitting Breyal shouldn't have to be part of it. 

     "Even Martinson wants to have what he called a 'short chat' with you, Robert," Penelope 

observed, just a touch of her hot chocolate bedecking the end of her most prominent feature 

where she'd stuck her face too far into the cup. 

     "Martinson is different," he responded, not wanting to sound surly but also not wanting to 

give way.  "I can talk with him any time, and he's reasonable and clear-sighted, and he doesn't 

have to be babied and cajoled—oh, what the hell?  How much longer can this go on, anyway?  Is 

this the last thing we'll be called upon to do for this?"  He later couldn't think of a reason for his 

abrupt capitulation, expect that all three of them had been looking at him with a certain "I 

wouldn't have expected this from you" look on their faces, and though he hated to admit it even 

just to himself, he hadn't wanted to look bad or disobliging in front of Feydonck. 

     "Splendid!  That's just wonderful of you, Robert, as usual!  So you'll speak to both of them 

tonight, then?"  He nodded in response to Eustacie's joyous celebratory tones.  "And Huffington 

is supposed to call me tomorrow with the final decision, though if what I know of the old—the 

chairman is true," she corrected herself quickly for Feydonck's benefit—"he's already on board.  

Well, at least to judge by what you've told me.  And then the only further thing that has to 

happen is for the Dean of the Humanities—" she looked over at Feydonck informatively—"that's 

Dean Byrne, Feydonck, I'm sure you remember him from other meetings—to go in on Friday 
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and get the last word.  And I don't think we need expect any guff from him; he let us down in a 

major way last year, and we've still come out ahead.  And anyway, he doesn't seem to have been 

around much in the last day or two.  His secretary called to cancel a meeting with me this 

morning, and I haven't heard anything from him." 

     While Eustacie Allen and the other two shone with successful plotting and obviously were 

patting themselves on the back for having handled things well, Robert Dresart was with some 

trepidation standing up to take their goodbyes and wondering just what was going on with the 

dean.  Was he really dead, or just ill, or perhaps fortuitously deluded?  Though even that 

outcome could have its drawbacks.  Well, there was no sense in worrying about it now; time 

would tell, soon enough. 

                                                                             10 

     Adam Byrne's cell phone was buzzing insistently on the night table.  Blearily, he rose up on 

one elbow and looked at it, then groaned and eased back down on the bed.  He somehow had the 

impression that it had been buzzing for quite some time.  In fact, it kept moving nearer and 

nearer the edge of the table as he watched; he wondered where he was.   Not in his own room, 

that was certain.  As some part of the previous day came back to him—he had been going to a 

hotel to meet someone—yes, the Windsor Hotel, which'd had some of his business before—yes, 

he thought he could remember something.  It had been a woman, in fact it had been Bertie 

Michaels, now Dresart.  So where was she?  The phone continued to buzz. 

     Reaching an arm up to what felt like an immense distance, he picked up the phone, pressed 

the button without looking to see who it was, and said, "Hello?"  His voice sounded strange to 

him, like it was coming out of a barrel.  Suddenly everything happened at once.  He heard his 

wife's voice on the other end of the line saying in an irate contralto, "Adam, where the hell are 
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you?  I've been worried sick all night!  I've called the police!"  At just that same moment or a 

bare second later, there came a tap at the door, a female voice said "Housekeeping," and a nubile 

young black woman entered, staring at him in horror when she got a good look at the 

circumstances. 

     For, the circumstances were that either in response to her curvaceous form or because his wife 

sounded angry and that for some reason always turned him on, his member was standing boldly 

and bravely up advertising itself to the world as willing and ready.  "Who's that, Adam?  Where 

are you?"  His wife had heard something, he wasn't sure how much, and though he grabbed the 

sheet and quickly covered himself up—and he reasoned somewhat illogically that after all, he'd 

still had his socks and undershirt on—the housekeeper ducked swiftly out, slamming the door 

and saying "Pervert!" at the top of her lungs.  "I'm going to call the front desk!" 

     "Adam, you have precisely one minute to tell me just exactly what's going on and where you 

are, and if you want our marriage to last, this had better be good!  I've had enough of this—

this—" but she slammed her phone down before he could respond. 

     He shrugged and tried to think lightly of it, but he knew he had to come up with something.  

Looking at the number she'd called from and realizing that it was their landline, he called up and 

when she answered with a furious "What?" said, 

     "There's nothing wrong, Kesra, my love, I just got too tipsy last night to drive back home, so I 

put myself up in a hotel to sleep it off.  No need to worry.  You should call the police and let 

them know there's nothing wrong with me.  I'll be home as soon as I've picked up a bite of 

breakfast," he concluded, though he felt nauseated and dizzy, and breakfast wasn't what he really 

wanted.  What he wanted was time to think things through. 
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     "Oh, yeah, right!" she responded inelegantly.  "Which hotel?  Where?  What undergraduate 

have you gotten pregnant now?  Just what hellhole are you in?" 

     "Now, Kesra," he tried to soothe her jangled nerves.  "I'm at the Windsor Hotel.  We, a few of 

us, had a late night at Downey's last night, and I put up here.  And you know I've never gotten an 

undergraduate pregnant," he continued, thinking privately to himself that nevertheless when he'd 

been a faculty member it had been a near thing with one of his graduate students, a young 

woman who was supposed to be on the pill, but who couldn't seem to master the arithmetic of 

counting to twenty-eight. 

     "Well, why didn't you tell me you were going to be out all night?  I had a dinner waiting, and 

the kids were waiting up to say goodnight."  She was obviously still peeved, but it seemed that at 

least for now, his excuse was going to pass muster.  "Never mind that I looked like a typical 

hysterical female to the police," she concluded. 

     Warily, knowing that Kesra wasn't as attached to him as she might seem, but simply didn't 

want to look like a fool to anyone, he said, "Well, if only you'd waited, or something—I was 

going to call you just as soon as I got dressed and ready to leave.  There's no one here with me, 

honest." 

     "Which brings us back to the beginning.  Why was some female yelling "pervert" at you at 

the top of her lungs just a few minutes ago?" 

     "Oh, I forgot to put the sign on the door last night, I guess, and that was housekeeping.  She 

came in when I was—not quite dressed." 

     "Yes, that must've been a sight!" responded his wife disparagingly.  "So," she now was cagy 

in her conversational trap-setting, "what prevented you from calling me last night to let me know 

you wouldn't be home?" 
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     "I was soused!" he tried to sound amused at his own doings, but knew that she wouldn't be, 

and sure enough, she said, 

     "This had better never happen again!  No matter how inebriated you are!  Now get home right 

this instant, and pick up a loaf of twelve-grain bread on the way." 

     "But Kesra, I have a meeting with a panel of judges at the Art Museum today, and one with 

the Chairperson of the English—" he protested feebly. 

     "Cancel them!" she said.  "This isn't over yet, my friend, not by a long shot!"  And once 

again, she slammed the phone down. 

     Drawing a ragged breath, Adam Byrne thought rebelliously that it was hard to be a man in 

power when the woman behind the throne insisted on wearing the pants, even if only in private.  

And Kesra had upon occasion been known to contradict his opinion in public, though usually he 

had tried to make a joke of it in a manner that seemed to convince his colleagues that he was a 

good sport to let her rib him so, and he had always let it pass.  But this time, she seemed to be out 

for blood. 

     Well, he thought as he got slowly dressed, he had it coming to him.  He'd earned it; he'd 

finally managed to bed Bertie Dresart.  This thought made him feel a great deal better.  Who 

knew but what Bertie mightn't want to continue their liaison, and then he would have to lie a lot 

more to Kesra anyway.  The odd thing was, of course, that usually when he had had a good time 

in the sack, he could remember the details, even with someone he was as used to as Kesra; but 

then, she hadn't been responsive to him for a while now.  He went back to thinking about Bertie.  

Why couldn't he remember the ins and outs of it, so to speak?  A gradual smile covered his wan 

face.  Yes, she had called him "dear," and "darling," and something like "my sweet."  It stood to 

reason that she must've been pleased.  But he couldn't remember it.  He wasn't old enough to be 
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senile, and it was only the night before—why couldn't he call to mind what had happened 

between them in detail?  Then he remembered something else:  she had slipped him some 

Viagra. 

      Women were funny that way.  Why should she think he needed Viagra?  He had had no 

trouble getting—then he had another thought.  Maybe it was the Viagra that was making him so 

forgetful.  What had she said to him just before he fell asleep?  Something about being 

wonderful, how wonderful he had been.  But what good was it to him to be wonderful if he 

couldn't remember it, couldn't look back on it and fantasize about it in private, or (he thought, if I 

ever get in bed with Kesra again) when he was with his wife, to help things out?  Damn Bertie 

and her Viagra anyway!  It hardly even counted if he couldn't remember it!  She was going to 

have to make it up to him, to go to bed with him again just to make sure he remembered. 

     He looked with a certain amount of curiosity at the nearly empty bottle of Bushmill's, 

thinking that it was a real tribute to his sexual sustainability that he'd managed to hold an 

erection anyway, with all that booze in him.  She had seemed to be drinking along, but he 

couldn't remember her actually getting woozy, whereas he—he shook his head over it, but then 

told himself that if he had had a good lunch yesterday instead of only a few crackers with paté at 

his office desk—but then, he had thought of modeling himself on Cassius, who in Julius Caesar 

was said to have "a lean and hungry look," and he had wanted to be his lean and hungry and 

horny self for Bertie.  Apparently, he had.  So, that was all there was to it.  Even so fine a woman 

as Bertie wasn't proof against his virility and charm.  They'd have to do it again sometime! 

     Though it had been unpleasant to be called a pervert when his wife was listening on the other 

end of the phone, the real unpleasantness came when he had to go to the front desk to pay the 

bill.  More used to people who checked in at most for a few hours and left again before racking 
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up a night's bill, the Windsor Hotel staff were sly enough to let someone sleep who had been 

incautious enough not to request a wake-up call, and not only did he have an inconveniently 

large bill for ordinary services, but his encounter with the maid resulted in an altercation with 

two of the desk staff that had an even higher price. 

     "Sir, if you wanted not to be disturbed this morning, as you claim, you should have adopted 

the perfectly normal procedure of putting the card on the door last night.  Our housekeeping staff 

is not here to satisfy your pleasures, and the maids are not accustomed to being greeted in the 

mornings by guests in a state of—of rude undress."  This was the most senior male of the hotel 

staff.  He clearly knew what had happened, but he'd seen Byrne there before, although never in 

the morning, and he wasn't eager to lose a regular customer, however irregular his one-time 

conduct had been. 

     "But I meant nothing by it!"  Byrne avowed passionately.  "It was purely a misunderstanding.  

I was on the phone with my wife at the time, and I had just awakened—" 

     "That's likely!" The younger man of the staff was standing there listening, and was apparently 

unable to resist sticking his oar in.  "You're just an ordinary upstanding member of the 

community, I can see it now!"  This wag chuckled at his own joke, as did the housekeeper, who 

was at the front desk by now too. 

     "That's right, well I wish I didn't 'see it now,'" she responded, joining in the comedy routine.  

"Having phone sex with his wife from a hotel room!  That's the craziest thing I ever heard!  

Some big lie!  I wonder what his wife has to say about that!"  And the housekeeper slapped the 

younger staff member on the arm boisterously and then made her way off, having caused Byrne 

far more than the amount of inconvenience he'd caused her, he told himself. 
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     Finally, when he agreed to pay something exorbitant called a "special hospitality tax," which 

he strongly suspected was just a cover expression for "anything this fleabag joint can stiff you 

for," he was warned not to appear again unless he could be more mannerly in his relations with 

the staff, and let go on out the door unhindered.  His adventure with Bertie had cost him, but he 

was determined to make his money back, or at least to get something else out of her for the 

privilege of having lost his memory in her company. 

     After he had gotten home and borne for a couple of hours with Kesra's interrogations and 

slurs and crass remarks about his likely companions of the evening, she went out to a spa for a 

massage, and he was able to sit and think for a while about what had happened.  He still didn't 

know.  He decided to call Bertie, and see what her attitude was toward him, whether things had 

really been as copacetic as he had remembered.  Where was she now?  He looked at his watch.  It 

was just before lunch time, maybe he could persuade her—but then, he'd better not try Kesra's 

temper today by disappearing again.  He'd have to make a connection with Bertie over the 

telephone, at her job.  Maybe tomorrow he could ask her out to a tactful lunch, which might 

metamorphose into— 

     "Hello, Bouquets and Baskets," answered Bertie's cheerful, youthful voice.  Once again, he 

was in a state of rude physical response—that Viagra really had a long-lasting effect! 

     "It's me, Bertie.  Adam," he added unnecessarily.  "How are you doing today?" 

     "Oh, fine," she responded.  "And you?  How are you?"  She even sounded a little bit anxious 

about him.  Sweet Bertie!  How loving she was! 

     "Oh…just a little…tired." 

     "Well, it's no wonder!  You are a powerhouse, Adam!" she said.  "But all the same, I think I'm 

going to have to cry off any more—" and she hesitated, as if searching for the right word for it. 
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     "Please, Bertie, don't say that!  The fact of the matter is—I can't quite recall—I want to have 

something more of you to remember and—" 

     "You mean you don't remember us, Adam?"  Her tone of voice was odd, somehow suspended 

between fear and hope. 

     "Not as well as I should, I'm afraid.   I mean, I'll always treasure the experience—" 

     "Oh, me too!  But all the same, we should try to color inside the lines from now on, you 

know?"  She sounded as if she were trying to sell him something.  If she liked it so much, why 

didn't she want more? 

     "Well, you gave me too much alcohol," he explained with a certain degree of irritation.  "And 

that together with the Viagra seems to have made me a little—blank." 

     "Blank?" she said, her tone assuming a certain amount of hauteur.  "Do you mean you don't 

remember our—our—" 

     "I didn't exactly say that!" he said hastily.  "But I would like to remember more—" and he 

waited. 

     "Well, I'm sure I don't know what to say, Adam.  After I take a major step and do something 

very much against my principles, and then have to hear you tell me it wasn't memorable!  I don't 

know what you deserve of me, or what you think you do!"  And she was definitely huffy. 

     "Oh, please!" he immediately felt like begging, because it was hard on him to have three 

women in the same day angry at him, first his wife and the housekeeper at the hotel, and now 

Bertie.   "Please consider the circumstances, and give me another chance!  We don't have to go 

back there!  In fact, it would be better if we didn't.  We can go to this little place I know, about 

an hour out into the country, and we can take a walk in the woods, a picnic—" 
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     "Adam, I'm going to have to put you on hold, I have a customer, and I don't have anyone to 

cover the counter right now.  Maybe you could—" and there was a click and she was gone. 

He waited and called back in half an hour, but another happy-sounding and younger voice 

answered, and assured him that Bertie (whom she called Mrs. Dresart) had gone home for the 

day.  That was an awfully short work day, he thought, his mind jealously suspicious. 

     He called the house five times before four-thirty, but other days when he had called around 

five o'clock Robert Dresart had answered, and he had had to hang up.  The only alternative was 

to ask Dresart to let him talk to Bertie, and he didn't want to make Dresart aware of any unusual 

connection between him and Bertie, certainly not now.  And since he himself wasn't at his office, 

and his own wife came home from her spa treatment at around five, that put paid to his notions 

of getting in touch with Bertilde for that night. 

     The next morning, he had to go in to his re-scheduled meetings, first with the five judges for 

the Art Nouveau Nouveau Contest at the Hallowsdale Art Museum, and then with Eustacie 

Allen.  None of them were particularly pleased with him for having canceled their meetings on 

the previous day with so little notice, but then none were in a position to make him as 

uncomfortable as he would have been in had their situations been reversed, so he was able to 

relax a bit.  He spent an average boring day of papers and files and intermittent daydreams about 

Bertie after that, but knew that his best shot lay in giving her a day or two to think things over.  

After all, he could still remember faintly, in the midst of so much hazy and imprecise 

recollection, that she had told him he was "wonderful," and not having time at the moment to 

reinforce that impression personally, he adopted the next best tactic of hoping that memory did 

indeed make the heart grow fonder. 

                                                                             11 
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     "Robert, we're going to have to do something, he's not taking the hint.  He called at my work 

yesterday twice, and while I was at home before you arrived, the phone rang five times.  And 

each time, the caller i.d. showed his home number.  It's certainly not Kesra calling me to express 

her admiration, I'll be bound!"  Bertilde tipped the Campari bottle a little and poured more into 

her drink, then tasted it and made a face.  She added a bit more cranberry juice, tasted, then 

nodded in approval. 

     Dresart patted his wife's shoulder.  "Just let him get past the afternoon meeting tomorrow and 

we're home free, at least as far as any worries about that damned committee go.  Then, I can walk 

up to him and flatten him, and no one will be any the wiser—" 

     "Robert, you cannot!  You are a faculty member, and he is a dean!  Think of the 

repercussions, to say nothing of the gossip!  We need another female weapon." 

     "Oh, well, he may have flung his last fling in our direction.  After all, you said that he didn't 

call you at work today; and when we got home, there were no calls on the caller i.d., either.  I 

could at least make a loud, roaring masculine noise, you know, call and ask what he wanted 

when he left so many calls on our machine without leaving a message yesterday, and if it was 

university business he was calling about, that sort of thing, to kind of put the wind up him." 

     "No, it has to be a feminine weapon; that's the only thing that works with dinks like him." 

     "Yes, you said that before.  What do you mean by a 'feminine weapon'?" 

      "Oh, you know, in a lot of murder mysteries, when someone gets poisoned, the murderer 

turns out to be a woman, because poison—as I have reason to know from my own experience 

now, love—is thought of as a woman's weapon.  Conniving, underhanded tricks are thought of as 

female, whereas rude, brave, big, noisy shouts and brandishings of weapons are thought of as 

masculine." 
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     "What a sexist you are!  My own wee wifie, a sexist!" 

     "Who are you calling 'wee wifie'?  I'm almost as tall as you are!" she retorted, whirling around 

where they were standing with their drinks in the kitchen and measuring her back against his 

own. 

     "There was some silly, probably Victorian novel in the stacks of the library, and the title 

caught my eye every time I went by; the title was "Wee Wifie."  And he grinned and said "And I 

speak that from the superior height of at least four more inches than you, I bet." 

     But after a moment or two, she was serious again.  "We have to put a permanent spoke in his 

wheel, somehow.  If only there were some way I could let the committee, the Finance 

Committee, know that they had a blackmailer for a Dean of Humanities—wouldn't that be 

grand!"  She paused, looked at him in a measuring fashion, and said, "Robert, do you think you 

could do it?" 

     Astounded, he said, "Tell the Finance Committee?  What earthly good would that do?  They 

would probably toss me out on my ear!  First of all, I couldn't present it as personal business, 

which it is and which would be inappropriate in the extreme.  I could hardly present it as 

university business, because it doesn't concern a student and a faculty member, but a faculty wife 

and a dean, and that may be scandalous, but it's not technically anything they can do anything 

about." 

     "Well, isn't it university business if a dean blackmails somebody?  Faculty wife or no?  I 

mean, I have a certain position as a member of the university community, don't I, even if I'm no 

longer a student?" 

     Sucking down a judicious portion of Scotch and soda, he tilted his head to one side and 

looked at her.  "It's funny you should ask me today.  Actually, once a month there's a Monthly 
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Open Session held before the Finance Committee when students, faculty, adjuncts, in short any 

members of the university or the potential university community can come in and make a public 

complaint or ask a pertinent question or series of questions; it's open to the public, and this 

month's meeting is tomorrow morning.  But I'm telling you only because I'm getting ready to 

assure you that however much you might think you don't mind publicity, you don't want that 

kind.  It would be all over town in the shake of a lamb's tail.  So that's out.  It's one avenue for 

complaint, but anyway, since it's usually about finances and programs and funding and a lot of 

dry, boring old stuff of the kind we academics have to deal with but hate and love to hate, there's 

really not a forum there for a personal complaint about the dean.  Unless you are planning to 

complain about his salary being too big or too small!"  And he smiled ruefully at her. 

     "How dare you lead me on like that with a forlorn hope, Robert!  And I think that Monthly 

Open Session sounds like something you've told me about before, only I don't recall it being only 

about finances." 

     "Very likely it does sound similar.  Several different departments and sections have monthly 

sessions that are open to the community.  Can I top you up?" he asked politely, holding the 

Campari bottle up. 

     "No, thanks.  I got a little too much last time.  So, tell me, what are some of the other 

committees that have monthly sessions?" 

     He knew when he was being pumped by a skillful and flattering woman, but since it was his 

wife and they were in such good harmony, he decided to let it go on a little longer before letting 

her down.  "Well, I fancy the one you would be most interested in would be the Ethics 

Committee." 
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     "Ah!" she articulated with the long-drawn sigh of one discovering an old friend at last.  

"Ethics Committee!  And would they be likely to be interested in Dean Byrne's doings?" 

     "Oh, they might be very interested, but since you would have to drag in the 'doings,' as you 

put it, of the Finance Committee and the English Program Revision Committee, and so on and so 

forth, you would be creating a much bigger problem than you would solve.  What would be the 

ideal solution would be to have a good lawyer go in before the Ethics Committee for you and 

make your claim about blackmail and harassment, and even then some news of it might leak out 

beyond committee status to the faculty and the student body.  And that's what everyone wants to 

avoid." 

     She gave him an even, level look.  "Is that what you want to avoid, Robert?" 

     He looked right back at her and said, "That's what everyone wants, ideally, to avoid.  Even the 

committee members who end up only telling their very closest faculty friends, who then 

unaccountably go and tell someone else, and then et cetera, et cetera, et cetera."  And in a way 

which she suddenly found a little off-putting, he reached over and patted her arm again.  "Don't 

worry, my dear Bertilde.  He can't do anything to us now, or not much, and after tomorrow 

afternoon, his fangs will be totally drawn." 

     "He's still poisonous; like a toad." 

     "Toads aren't really poisonous, or at least not most of them; that's a myth." 

     Bertilde sat quite still, and Robert could tell as they finished their drinks in the companionable 

yellow and blue patterns of the kitchen tiles and furnishings that she was taking it hard that there 

was no easy "feminine" way to attack Adam Byrne.  He knew it must be difficult for a woman to 

accept that her man couldn't easily see his way clear to such tactics, but he really just wanted to 

get Byrne out somewhere, on the pretext of a drunken row, and knock the holy shit out of him 
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and tell him to keep his bloody hands off his, Dresart's, wife.  And let things happen as they 

would.  Oh, he knew that Byrne was the sort of crybaby who wouldn't take his medicine lying 

down; he might even get justifiably knocked down and then have the weak willy to go and 

complain to police that someone had assaulted him, might have Dresart brought up on charges.  

But, thought Dresart, I don't have a stain on my record so far, not even an outstanding parking 

ticket, and it would be worth it, to fight for my lady.  My woman.  My wife.  He shook his head, 

realizing that he had had a bit much to drink.  Oh, well. 

     "Robert….I think I have an idea of how to get even with Byrne." 

     He groaned.  "Not poison again, I hope." 

     "No.  It's just a ghost of an idea.  But you'll have to trust me." 

     He looked at her keenly.  "No poison?" 

     "No, nothing like that." 

     "No hatpins or needles?" 

     She giggled.  "I don't even think I own a hatpin, Robert.  Be serious for a minute." 

     He sighed.  Bertilde was the sort of woman who could no sooner perceive a need for 

anything, a solution, an answer, a tactic, than she came up with it.  Well, with something, 

anyway, though whether it was the it he would've chosen was always the question.  "Can you 

promise that you'll let me know when you do it?  And not go into it alone?"  His worst fear when 

she started planning revenges of this sort was that she would get in over her head. 

     "I'll do my best to let you know," she half-promised. 

     "That's not exactly what I said." 

     "And I won't go into it alone," she repeated dutifully. 
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     "Okay, then."  He watched her for a moment for signs of deception, but her wide green eyes 

looked as innocently and openly back into his own as if she were a newborn.  Suddenly, he was 

very tired.  He looked down at his watch.  It was eleven o'clock, a little early to go to bed on 

some nights, but tomorrow was Friday, a long day for him, and he said, yawning, "I need to get 

to bed, Ber.  I have a long and early day tomorrow.  Are you coming up?" 

     "Yes, Robert, I have an early day tomorrow, too." 

     "Okay.  See you upstairs."  He gave her a quick, loving peck on the lips and then headed on 

up, looking back over his shoulder to see her standing in the hallway, staring into space, 

pondering something.  "Yes," he thought affectionately, "there's no doubt she's up to something.  

I can't wait to find out what lies in store for ol' Byrne.  If I weren't going to knock his block off 

myself, I might find it in myself to feel sorry for him." 

     The next morning, Robert was out early, and after making his way downtown to his office 

through heavy city traffic, he wasn't in the best of moods.  His mood didn't improve over the 

course of the morning, because his first class started at eight o'clock and was an hour-long 

seminar on Daniel Hardy's book-length poem "Being and Somethingness," which all but one of 

the students in the class had absolutely no capacity to understand, never having read the even 

longer philosophical classic by Sartre upon which it was based.  The one student who did have 

the knowledge to deal with it spent his time condescending to the others and trying to play clever 

word games with Dresart, not seeming to notice his total exasperation with this arcane form of 

torture.  Finally at nine o'clock, Dresart called class and made his way out the door, the students 

streaming out around him in an admiring horde. 

     When he went to his mailbox, he found a note there that said only "Call your wife," and had a 

time on it of eight forty-five, and the isolated word "cell."  Mysterious.  Usually, Bertilde kept 
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track of what time his classes and office hours were, and knew about when to call his office to 

find him in.  He of course knew her cell phone number, but she never asked him to call her on it, 

or very rarely.  Where was she, anyway, if she wasn't at Bouquets and Baskets?  He dialed once, 

but her phone didn't seem to be on.  He had an ominous feeling, but he also had office hours 

before his twelve-thirty class, and so he tried to put the matter out of his mind.  After all, Byrne 

wasn't a rapist, and he could hardly drag her into a—well, though, he had dragged her into a 

closet in her own summer cottage, during a well-attended party.  The very thought made 

Dresart's head throb.  He'd get that bastard yet. 

     At nine-fifteen, there was a tap at the door.  Maybe that was Bertilde, he thought happily, 

maybe she was making one of her rare visits—but no, it was Beth, one of the English 

Department secretaries, with a message.  From Bertilde.  He tensed up, for no particular reason 

that he could think of.  She looked at him a little oddly, then read off the note in her hand:  

"Professor Dresart, your wife left you an urgent message.  She said 'The Monthly Open Session 

starts at nine o'clock, in Lambert Hall.  Be there or be square.'  That's what it says, Professor.  

Oh, and it also says, 'I'm telling you about it, darling—'  She said 'darling,' Professor, I didn't— 

'and if you're there, I won't be there alone.'" 

     After a second or two of unraveling this bizarrely coded message, he exclaimed, "Oh, fuck!  I 

mean—sorry, Beth, language!  Could you put a quick note on my door cancelling my office 

hours, please?  I've—I've forgotten to do something!"  In the process of jumping up to get his 

coat off the coat-rack, he knocked the coat-rack and a chair over, and while he and Beth 

scrambled to retrieve the furniture, he tried to think ahead in time and space to what Bertilde 

must be doing right now. 
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     Racing down the hall, he had an ordinary husband's moment of thinking that there were times 

when one could understand such outmoded customs as wife-beating and strangling one's better 

half, though of course one could never condone these things.  But one had to see them for what 

they were:  moments of extreme hostility brought on and aggravated by the fatigue of the moral 

musculature which normally prevented such abuses from happening.  And what about the abuses 

of a husband's confidence in his wife, the woman he counted on to—oh, hell, damn, and blast, 

there that son of a bitch was! 

     For there, a half block away from him and headed in his direction, looking merrily up and 

around and about as if in Walt Disney-style converse with the sun, the trees, the birds, and 

copious and varied little animals in the scene and enjoying it all excellently well, was Adam 

Byrne.  He was light-hearted, he was debonair, he was bonny and unconcerned, and he was much 

mistaken if he thought he was going to go past without having his face rearranged, so Dresart 

told himself.  For that matter, Byrne didn't at first seem to acknowledge Dresart's warlike 

demeanor, but gave him a sunny smile and a glad-hand wave, only slowly drawing to a halt and 

peering owlishly through his spectacles like a man who meant to take a second and better look at 

something as Dresart got nearer and nearer. 

     "Well, you bastard you, I see you're about up to your usual!" Dresart had never before been so 

annoyed, so outraged, with someone who on the surface of the situation was giving him so little 

cause for it.  People passing by on the sidewalk turned and stared curiously and began to give 

them a wide berth. 

     Even someone as slow on the uptake as Byrne seemed to be would by this time have drawn 

the inevitable conclusion that Dresart was furious with him about something, especially when 

Dresart grabbed hold of one arm and swung him around, trying to get Byrne's arm up behind his 
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shoulder blades but not completely succeeding because Byrne, hypocrite and liar that he was, 

insisted on turned around in the direction of the twist and saying, falsely friendly "Why Robert, 

how are you?  How's Ber—" and he got just about that far before Dresart gave up on the shoulder 

hold and contented himself with pushing Byrne's face into the wall in front of them with his 

other hand. 

     "Don't you say her name to me!  Don't you dare say her name!  I'll pulverize you!  I'll beat the 

living crap out of you!"  Now it no longer looked as if they were attempting some sort of weird 

dance or greeting ceremony, and looked instead like what it was, a fight, and with a generous and 

equal-minded interest in the outcome, people here and there, mostly young men, both on the 

street and behind the plate glass window near the wall, stood watching, not quite taking bets but 

pointing out each fighter's strengths and assets. 

     Byrne, though, had himself billed in his own mind as a lover, not a fighter, so he only said in 

a self-righteous tone of voice, "It was up to the lady in question, Robert, if I mustn't say her 

name, and—"  But whatever else he was trying to say was distorted out of all recognition by his 

face being solidly smeared against the wall, leaving bloody little tags of skin across the red brick. 

     "You sodding suckass of a mother-fucker!  You tried to blackmail my wife!  And what you 

tried to blackmail her with wasn't even the truth!"  Dresart knew it was time to be crafty, and to 

suggest to Byrne that his information had been incorrect, because he had already seen 

approaching from a short distance around the corner an official-looking man in a tee shirt, jeans, 

and full white apron whose bulging muscles proclaimed the bouncer of the bar and restaurant 

belonging to the now much-abused wall. 

     "Problem, gentlemen?" 
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     "I'm taking care of the problem on this corner, thanks," said Dresart with a firm and stalwart 

wrench of Byrne's earlier escaping arm, this time hearing a firm and satisfying pop! and a loud 

moan from Byrne. 

     "Well, sir, do you think you could take your problem a little further away from here?  You're 

not only dirtying my wall, you're distracting my customers, and it's a little early in the day for me 

to be settling barroom matters.  If you don't mind."  But his tone was firm, and said that if 

Dresart did mind, that he, the bouncer, would know what to do about it, so Dresart quick-

marched a much-but-to-little-effect protesting Byrne farther down the street and away from the 

corner where the bar and restaurant stood. 

     "Oh, I don't think Byrne will object to removing his offensive presence when he's asked 

politely to do so, will you Byrne?"  When Byrne only moaned, Dresart persisted.  "Will you, 

Byrne?" he asked again, more silkily this time, but pulling the wrenched arm a little higher than 

before. 

     "No-o-o-o!"  wailed Byrne, whether in objection or agreement was a moot point. 

     Whirling Byrne around and slamming him in the throat with the heel of his hand, Dresart 

continued the lesson.  "And you won't bother my wife anymore, will you, Byrne?" 

     "Not if she doesn't want me to," Byrne, the new convert, agreed piously, still seeming 

suspiciously desirous of the lady's opinion for Dresart's tastes, however. 

     "Take it from me, she doesn't want you to," Dresart said, adding for good measure, "and you 

will have to take it from me, Byrne, if you don't want to take more of what you got today."  

Then, doing what he later thought of as showing a bit of movie star style, he abruptly released 

Byrne, reached up and dusted the front of Byrne's jacket off, and jerked Byrne's tie into place, 
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saying chirpily, "God, you want to look after yourself better, Adam!  You look a complete 

mess!" 

     On the instant, though, he heard the campus clock strike nine forty-five several blocks away, 

and he realized that he was now even later for Bertilde's impromptu meeting with him at 

Lambert Hall.  Yanking his own tie back into shape and repairing his attire as well as he could 

while running at full tilt, he left Byrne behind him, where Byrne leant weakly against a doorway 

and told himself that perhaps old flames, even ones tended as long and as carefully as his own 

for Bertie had been, were not all they were cracked up to be. 

     Watching the scene from behind the plate glass up at the corner, the bouncer said to his 

patrons, "See?  Even those gents have their tough times.  And it was all about some man's wife." 

     "Ain't it always?" responded an early-rising wit, which raised a beery laugh or two before 

silence fell again. 

                                                                             12 

     As was always the case when committees met in Lambert Hall, the hall was both hushed and 

filled with the susurrating sound of papers rustling, which because of the excellent acoustics 

seemed to descend from the ceiling and float all around, as if especially noisy leaves had been 

falling.  On this last Friday of the month of September, though, Bertilde sat with her heart in her 

throat waiting for her turn to speak, which she was determined wouldn't come until either Robert 

was in the hall with her or the last other witnesses had handled their complaints and problems 

and gone on their way, whichever came first.  As it turned out, the paper rustling was stilled up at 

the table on the dais rather earlier than she had expected by the fact that the last group to speak 

had been a rather sizeable number of young science majors of various stripes, determined, since 
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they felt they had not been adequately heard elsewhere, to raise a stink with the Finance 

Committee about the English Program Revision. 

     The young man speaking on their behalf was a youth with a flaming shade of red hair who 

had had the bad judgment to wear a flamingo-pink shirt and bright green trousers, which Bertilde 

could've told him would not gain him any friends on the Finance Committee, the members there 

that day being the older and conservatively suited male members of the committee, the female 

members all unaccountably being absent.  Self-consciously, she looked down with some quiet 

satisfaction at her own staid but cleverly cut suit of jacket and pants and white top, and her row 

of red beads, which she had been fingering absently.  Fingering, that is, until the moment when 

the young man declared that he and his colleagues—that's what he had called his fellow students, 

colleagues, and weighing it in her mind, she supposed that that was fair as far as it went—but he 

had said that they wanted the Finance Committee to rescind permission to the English 

Department to run its courses until due attention could be paid to the way its funds were being 

managed.  This caused her to become alarmed, and she dropped the beads she'd been fingering 

back to their place on her chest and had to concentrate so as not to lean forward intently to listen 

and thus appear too interested to any careful observers. 

     In any event, she need not have worried that the young man would succeed in his objective, 

because although some of the Finance Committee members were listening with expressions at 

least of concern, their august Chairman, Clarence Huffington, was living up to his name, and was 

huffing and puffing and getting ready to blow away any science department who was thinking 

for one second of tampering with what had apparently become his pet project—but of course, he 

didn't put it that way. 
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     He at first congratulated the young man on his ever so colorful tribute to wonderful Lambert 

Hall, which he had paid by gracing it with his presence.  Even from the rear and to one side, she 

could see the impatient frown which this brought to the young man's face.  Something was 

clearly wrong, she could see him thinking, but he didn't know what:  hadn't he presented his 

demands in easily understood terms?  Who was this doddering old fool, anyway?  But the 

opening salvo was only the beginning.  The young man was next complimented on "your 

assumption of the position of—ahem! what I suppose your generation calls 'spokesperson' for 

what you have in such imaginative terms called your 'colleagues.'  Really, with such a colorful 

imagination, I'm surprised that you don't want to major in English yourself!" 

     Unfortunately, the young man decided in favor of backchat and retorted irascibly, "It's not 

only English majors who have lots of imagination, you know!  Scientists have it too!" 

     This remark also drew fire, and abundant fire, from Huffington.  "Yes, I can see scientists 

evidently do have a lot of imagination, especially if they are of the ilk such as you, who seem to 

imagine that I am going to let them skate by without observing something else every other 

student in the university observes, which is the distribution requirement!"  And at that the tiger's 

voice raised to a growl, and the young man fell back a pace in sheer astonishment.  That was all 

it took really to end the discussion, because once they had been pointed in the right direction by 

their fearless leader as to how to deal with this obstreperous young man, the other committee 

members chuckled in a jolly fashion at Huffington's wisecracks and began to make less exciting 

ones of their own.  Oh, the fray went on for some time, with different students jumping up in 

loud disagreement and other committee members arguing with them, but as the old trite saying 

went, it was all over but the shouting.  No committee members were shouting, of course, they 

didn't have to, but after the students had gotten too loud for the third or fourth time, Huffington 
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said in an aside to one of his cohorts, "Andrew, ask Joe just to step inside here for a moment, 

won't you?"  Obligingly, Andrew got up and went to an inconspicuous door at one side of the 

room and tapped on it twice.  Someone entered the main room behind him. 

     Joe, who was a functionary of some kind in a navy blue coat with a badge on the shoulder 

naming some indistinct office, stepped in, and as one of the female students was in full voice at 

the time, he interrupted her with "Here now!  We can all hear you!  You lot keep your voices 

down!  Order!  Or I'll have to ask you to leave."  The students seemed to regard this as unfair 

tactics, and started to boo and hiss, whereupon Joe, as good as his word, made straight for them 

as if it were indeed possible for one man to eject them in a single body.  

     "Stop that infernal racket!" added Huffington, though whether he was addressing the students 

or was giving Joe orders was unclear.  "Haven't any of you heard of Roberts' rules of order?" 

     "Is Roberts an English major?  Then, probably not!"  This was from the young man who was 

second-in-command in offering cheek, and who, when Joe reached out and caught hold of his 

arm to eject him, said, "Let go of me!  Get your hands off me!  I'll have you arrested!"  Jerking 

his arm away, he retreated to the rear echelons of the formation, but not before calling 

Huffington a "gassy old fart," which made Huffington's face turn bright purple. 

     When the room quieted down a little, as it did after the red-headed leader of the band of 

students whispered something to his "colleagues," apparently to calm them, Huffington said in 

summation, his face now only a healthy pink from its victorious conflict with those he was 

presumed to lead, "We've heard enough.  You will take the English distribution courses of your 

choice, but you will take them, or you will not graduate.  And that is the end of the matter.  And 

if you had any grace or manners at all, you would draft a letter of apology to this body for your 

rude and outrageous conduct today."  And from somewhere, he mysteriously produced a gavel, 
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and banged it on the table.  "That's all from you," he said, secure in the force of wood upon wood 

to end the dispute. 

     Not to be outdone, however, as the students trouped out in a body, one girl's gravelly voice 

retorted, "Oh yeah?  Blow it out the other end, you pie-faced old turd-eater."  Knowing when it 

was better to have had the last word and to pretend not to hear more, Huffington produced a calm 

and serene expression as the rest of his adversaries were followed to the door by Joe, who saw 

them all out and on their way before returning to the room and assuming a seat near the front of 

the room, apparently in case his services would continue to be needed. 

     Incredulous, Bertilde saw that the few others who were left here and there were starting to get 

up and filter out as if they'd only been there for the spectacle, like auditors in a courtroom.  She 

was the sole person remaining seated in the body of the auditorium.  She'd outwaited them all.  

Now for it. 

     As she stood up, the committee members also stood up, seeming to assume that she was just 

another person leaving the room.  She had to draw their attention back to her with a cough, 

another loud cough, and an "Excuse me—is the meeting over yet?  Is there more time?  May I 

speak?" 

     Pivotting gracefully for a man of his years who'd been on his way off the dais, Clarence 

Huffington said, "What's that?  We have someone else?"  He looked at his watch.  "Well, my 

dear, you're late; it's now past ten—no, I'm sorry, there's the campus clock—" he tilted his head 

to hear—"just gone ten.  If you can make it quick.  You're not part of that last crowd, are you?"  

He took a closer look at her neat attire and respectful demeanor, and said, "No, I can see you're 

not.  We can hear it.  Please, proceed."  And they all sat back down at the dais in the seats they'd 

just vacated. 
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     "Oh, I'm sorry, I've been here from the beginning.  Was I supposed to sign in somewhere?" 

she asked, not sure just how to frame her suit, and going swiftly over all her points in her mind 

while stalling. 

     "No, no, that's fine.  Let's just get out of here before 11:00, I have another meeting.  What's 

the matter, dear, did your department cut short the funds for your lab or seminar or something?  

But no, you would have had to bring that up last week.  Are you having trouble with getting your 

disbursement from the Department of Fellowships?  They have been a little slow lately." 

     Glad to be mistaken for a young faculty member or even a student, Bertilde answered with 

hesitation, "No, it's nothing like that."  She thought.  How was it best to say what she had to say?  

Maybe it was just best to out with it.  "No, as a matter of fact, I'm a faculty member's wife, and I 

want to make a complaint against Dean Byrne." 

     "A complaint?  Against Dean Byrne?  What's he been doing, hogging all the booze for his 

stipend meetings again, and not leaving the receipt stubs?  But a faculty member's wife has no 

need to be involved in the party business of departments.  I'm sure I don't understand.  What do 

you mean, you want to make a complaint against Dean Byrne?  What has he done to you?  What 

could he have done to any faculty member's wife that she need appear before this committee?"  

That, of course, was the question, and Bertilde was hard put to think just how to answer it. 

     "Well, for one thing, he's been blackmailing me.  And by implication, my husband.  But 

mainly me."  She waited. 

     "Blackmailing you?"  Huffington's tone was jovial, but disbelieving.  "Come now, my dear, 

you're being melodramatic.  Did he cut off your funds for something, your husband's funds?  But 

it's up to your husband to make that sort of complaint on his own behalf, and at a regular meeting  

before this committee, not at a Monthly Open Session.  Ask your husband to see us on Monday.  
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I'll make arrangements for a short session on Monday morning."  Then, eyeing her more warily 

lest she was the wife of one of his trouble-making faculty, he said, "But I'm putting the cart 

before the horse.  Who is your husband, my dear?  What department is he in?  And why is he 

sending you in?" 

     Getting hopelessly muddled in the order of her arguments, Bertilde said, "He's supposed to be 

here, but he's late.  And it does have something to do with English Department funds, those that 

Dean Byrne's trying to mess up, and I'm here because Dean Byrne has been blackmailing me." 

     "Yes, you said that, but I'm afraid I don't follow you.  What could Dean Byrne possibly have 

to say about English Department funds that would involve blackmailing a faculty member's 

wife?  Who did you say your husband was again?" 

     She took a deep breath.  It was now or never.  It all depended on how good an impression 

Robert had made on Clarence Huffington.  "My husband is Robert Dresart, and my name is 

Bertilde Dresart.  And Dean Byrne was blackmailing me because he said that he was going to 

say to your committee that my husband didn't actually see the English Department Program 

Revision before it went to his, Dean Byrne's office.  But that's not true," she desperately lied. 

     "Yes, but I still don't understand.  And why are we once more talking about the English 

Department revision?  Has the whole campus gone mad?"  Huffington was really trying to 

understand now; he obviously had had a good impression of Robert, and was trying to meet 

Bertilde halfway. 

     "Sir," she started again respectfully, "you know how sometimes faculty members get busy and 

don't fully explain things to their wives?  And moreover, when the things have to do with 

program technicalities and procedures, the wives might just get something a little bit wrong?  

Well, I was misinformed.  I thought that the English Department Program Revision went in to 
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Dean Byrne without being properly read and signed by my husband.  Oh, I knew it had his stamp 

on it, but I thought it had gone in without him actually seeing it.  And when I accidentally 

mentioned my misunderstanding to Dean Byrne, thinking of him as a family friend, he started to 

blackmail me." 

     "But—" said Huffington, looking around his table for consensus from his colleagues, which 

wasn't slow in coming—"didn't Byrne tell us and the deans that he himself hadn't actually seen it 

before it came to us?  That he was out of town and that it got automatically stamped by a 

secretary or something?  Honestly, sometimes I think the staff around here has more sense than 

the faculty.  And what is Byrne blackmailing you for?  I don't pay Dresart that high a salary, and 

Byrne has more than an adequate paycheck."  Sotto voce he added to his colleagues, "And Mrs. 

Byrne is Kesra Hepplewait that was, big timber money."  He looked patiently out to Bertilde for 

further clarification, but there was a crease between his eyes where he was frowning at her.  Or 

rather with her, trying to understand. 

     All she could do was reiterate her points.  "It's as I said, sir, he was going to try to tell you that 

Robert didn't see it before he signed it, but had just allowed the English faculty concerned to 

stamp his name on it, taking no responsibility for the committee he was running.  And that 

would've been bad, wouldn't it?" 

     "Yes, it would have been a total violation of procedure, and a slap in the face of the Finance 

Committee, but you say your husband actually saw the document before signing it?  But no, that 

can't be right, because it came in with two stamps on it in the Finance copy." 

     Bertilde practiced what she hoped was like to her husband's skill with bending words to her 

service.  "It was just stamped with a stamp you know, but Robert was fully cognizant of what he 

was doing, and it was at the will of the committee."  Not an untrue word, yet the inner truth was 
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hidden from view.  "And Byrne tried to blackmail me into being disloyal to my husband in 

exchange for taking our side in the event of any—well, of any more disturbances with the 

students."  Behind her, she heard in a slight fog the big doors open, and someone come in 

noisily, seeming out of breath.  She whirled around and saw Robert there, but turned back to 

what she was doing, as he looked slightly disordered in his dress, and was clearly struck dumb 

for the moment. 

      "Tried to blackmail you into being disloyal how?  If we are to proceed with your complaint, 

because you know, we aren't the final body who will have to adjudicate this, the Ethics 

Committtee is—if we are to proceed, we'll need to know what you're referring to exactly." 

     She heard Robert come up and stand in the row behind her, but she waved a backwards hand 

at him to keep him still at this crucial juncture, and in all likelihood, even the rhetorically gifted 

Robert couldn't have thought of anything to say at just that moment.  "I don’t know that a 

complaint to the Ethics Committee would help, not without the aid of a good lawyer to keep the 

matter out of the press, you know.  Or at least, it couldn't be a public complaint, because it would 

cause ignominy and shame and at least doubt to be cast upon the whole English Department 

proceedings." 

      Huffington's voice softened.  "It's good of you to put the concerns of the English Department 

ahead of your own, my dear young woman, but we really would have to know what Byrne was 

blackmailing you into.  Surely he didn't need the money.  You said he wanted you to be disloyal 

to your husband.  Now, just what did you mean by that?" 

     "It's just that he asked me to do something—something—vile!"  And all at once, she felt the 

tears coming, and though it would have been a good tactic to become tearful at this point, she 

started to cry in earnest as she felt doubt in the room itself and didn't know if she would be able 
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to pull it off after all.  Within a trice, though, she heard a sympathetic murmur travel around the 

dais, and she took courage and said, "It's all been too much for me!"  It was thus she adequately 

conveyed the information, which was not necessarily true from her brief recent experience of 

him, that Byrne was given to some strange form of sexual perversion.  A few more soft tears, and 

she was clear and free, after dabbing and daubing at her eyes.  The strain of standing at the foot 

of the dais and speaking up to that select body had drained her, though, as it had many before 

her, and she turned to Robert, victory in her eyes just briefly, then lowering her eyes to look 

suitably downcast. 

     At that point, Huffington said to Robert, "What's the matter with you, Dresart, letting your 

woman fight your battles for you?" 

     Telling only the truth, Dresart said, "I'm sorry sir, I didn't know until a short while ago that 

she was coming or what she was going to do.  Just left me a quick and totally non-descriptive 

note, you see."  And he stepped up to the front of the room to shake hands respectfully with 

Huffington, who had come down from the dais to greet him. 

     While the rest of the committee members were gathered in an after-session group around 

Bertilde, whose eyes had brightened back up enough to allow her to hold court, Huffington 

remarked to Robert under his breath, "You know, these days, Dresart, the cards are so much out 

on the table that you'll really have to tell me what 'vile' thing your wife is referring to, if you 

want this to go to the Ethics Committee."  He looked at Dresart curiously, but not with vulgar 

curiosity, rather as if wondering how he had prompted such loyalty on his wife's part. 

     Making his tone grave and somber, Dresart cast his voice low in his chest and replied, "Even 

to have to shake the hand of a vile man is vile, sir," and hoped that would take care of it. 
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     "Quite a bon mot, Robert," said the old man a few seconds later, when Bertilde joined them at 

her husband's side.  And to Bertilde, he said, "And you, young lady—" 

     "No longer that young, sir," she responded, "though you are gallant to say so." 

     "Everyone is younger than I," said Huffington, though clearly in good spirits.  "And if an old 

lawyer would be of any use to you before the Ethics Committee, even if it is a breach of 

protocol, or a wearing of two hats, or double-dealing, or whatever they want to call it, then I am 

yours to command." 

     "Ah, yes sir, your law degree!  How kind of you to offer!" said Robert, remembering now that 

Huffington had done a double Masters in Law and Literature later in life. 

     "It would be my pleasure to be of assistance to two such talented young—younger people," 

Clarence Huffington responded, twinkling his eyes at Bertilde.  "And now—he looked at his 

watch again—I really must scoot.   I have another meeting to get to.  Gentlemen—and lady—if 

there's nothing else, we stand adjourned until Friday month, next Monthly Open Session.  And 

about these regular meetings, if any of you are in contact socially with our no-show female 

members of today, you might remind them, in a friendly polite way, that Monthly Session is just 

as much their responsibility as it is ours, and that they owe it to the rest of us to be here.  Excuses 

are all well and good, and I had one from each of them, of course, but excuses and reasons aren't 

always of the same status."  And on that note, after escorting Bertilde respectfully down the 

room towards the door and shaking hands with Dresart again, he was soon gone, moving fast for 

a man of his advanced age, strong build, and plump stature. 

                                                                              13 

     That night, when Bertilde and Robert discussed the events of the day, propped up in their big, 

comfortable king-sized bed, Robert verbally marveled at how socially developed his wife had 
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become, only to tease her, of course, because she had always had a natural social grace.  He 

wondered at how she had gotten the committee to eat out of her hand. 

     "Oh, Robert, if I had to guess as to why and how it worked, I mean if I had to deliver to you a 

correct and apt psychological explanation as to why it worked, as opposed to just relying on my 

instincts about it, I'd say that it's because all you have to do is to tell a sufficiently repressed man 

that some other man wants you to do something vile, and the repressed man straightaway starts 

to imagine someone else getting his own favorite fantasy acted out instead of him.  It made them 

jealous—or do I mean envious?—of Byrne and protective of me.  I was really in luck today, 

because there wasn't another woman in the room at the time, or the ploy might not have worked." 

     "Well, that may be true of some of them."  He turned to her again.  "But not of Huffington, of 

course." 

     "No, not him.  He's a gentleman born and bred." 

     "Yes," Robert answered, a gleam in his eye, "though I have a feeling he lived, in his day." 

     "Yes!  Darling old guy." 

     He laughed out loud.  "Could it be that I have another rival?" 

     "Oh, Robert." 

     He continued to tease.  "Are you going sweet on old Huffington, now?" 

     "Well, at least if I do, he won't take me to the Windsor Hotel!" 

     "No, he'll challenge me either to a duel or a battle of wits, and I'll be hard pressed to fend him 

off."  And he pressed a kiss to her temple before dousing the light on his side of the bed.  "No, I 

think you were very popular with him.  And obviously, he with you." 

     "I think things just happened due to what I've heard you call being 'dictated by the logic of 

events.'" 
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     He smiled.  "Do you even know what that means?" 

     She was full of equanimity and loving-kindness, and was willing to be instructed.  "No, not 

really." 

     "I didn't think so."  And he made a fake fist and tapped her chin with it lightly. 

     "What's made you so cheery this evening?  I thought you might be angry with me, might 

lecture me about taking matters into my own hands, or something.  It's for sure you looked irate 

and disordered enough when you came bursting into the committee room." 

     He laughed.  She turned off the light on her side of the bed, but when he still didn't answer 

right away, she turned it back on and looked at him again.  "Turning into a hyena, dear?  What 

was going on with you today?" 

     "Oh, I guess I had my share of fun-and-games today, too.  Basically, I mixed it up with Byrne 

and roughed him up a bit." 

     "No, Robert, you didn't!" 

     "But yes, my sweet, I did!"  He glanced over and saw that her eyes were wide with distress. 

     "How could you?  You promised me not to touch him or manhandle him." 

     "Your memory is faulty; I did nothing of the sort.  I merely listened to you talk about 

feminine versus masculine forms of retribution.  And you're one to talk!  Who was it who took 

the tricky mode of letting me know at the last minute where she was going and what she was 

going to do?"  He drew her hand out from under the covers and kissed her wrist.  Irritated with 

him, she pulled it back. 

     "You didn't hurt him much, did you?" 

     "Why the concern for Byrne all of a sudden?  I did a reasonable amount of damage for an 

enraged and insulted husband.  His shoulder and arm may be sore for a while; his face doesn't 
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look pretty; and his Adam's apple has a huge red bruise all around it.  But I didn't put him in the 

hospital."  He sounded well-pleased with himself, and she rose up on her pillows and looked 

down at him with reprehension. 

     "I should hope not!  You didn't attack him in front of any students, did you, Robert?  Nowhere 

on campus?" 

     "Oh, I don't know.  It was over on Forester Avenue.  I think that's on the edge of campus.  I 

didn't see any obvious students, no books being carried or backpacks, laptops or anything.  But 

that doesn't mean they weren't there.  We drew a fair crowd for our show, considering the short 

amount of time it lasted.  They looked mostly like young roughnecks.  It's on one of the main bar 

and restaurant streets at the edge of campus.  But it was during class time, since I got your 

message late, so maybe most students were in class." 

     "I just don't think that was a good thing to do!  You know Byrne—he likes to get even if 

there's an easy, cowardly way of doing it." 

     He sighed.  It wasn't a perfect world.  "Yes, I know Byrne, but you know me.  I couldn't help 

myself.  I had just received your message, and I was thinking some unfriendly thoughts about 

you, actually, and then when I was rushing to your side with the requested aid and support, I 

came across Byrne, waltzing down the street, looking all devil-may-care and hey-nonny-nonny.  

And I thought, in short, 'That's the reason my wife's getting herself and me and possibly the 

whole English Department into hot water with the Finance Committee.  The devil may not care 

but I do!'  And so it went." 

     There was a good deal more agonizing on Bertilde's part, but finally they got to sleep, and for 

several days, over the weekend and into the next week, they heard no more of Adam Byrne.  

Then, there was some community buzz from another faculty wife to Bertilde saying that she'd 
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heard that Byrne and his wife were separating.  It was unclear whether she was telling Bertilde 

this because of something else she'd heard or was pumping her, though, so Bertilde behaved 

circumspectly and kept the rumor to herself except for telling Robert.  He kept his ear to the 

ground, but neither of them heard any more until Wednesday, when Robert was summoned to 

appear before the Captain of the Campus Police. 

     For it turned out that Byrne, with a scorpion-like sting in his tail which made him want to do 

the utmost amount of damage to his opponent with the least amount of trouble, had made the 

mistake of assuming that the way to do this was to complain to campus authorities as a way of 

ruining Dresart's professional reputation.  Dresart once again upon being summoned by Byrne or 

a functionary of Byrne's to appear somewhere on campus gritted his teeth and went, privately 

gloating to Bertilde that Byrne had effectively missed the greater damage he could've done by 

going to the city police, in which case the matter would've hit all the public newspapers as well 

as the student paper.  In this case, it was in the best interest of the campus authorities to keep the 

matter as quiet as possible, so in the interview with Captain Sputzig, a man with a permanently 

sad expression and a habit of stroking his actually quite professorial-looking beard while 

questions were being posed, distress even to Dresart was kept to a minimum.  Byrne was seated 

on the left (with the goats, thought Dresart vindictively to himself), Dresart on the right, both 

facing Captain Sputzig across his neat and largely empty desk. 

     Sputzig got immediately to the matter at hand.  "Sir—Professor Dresart?  Dean Byrne says 

you assaulted him and struck him on Forester Avenue last week.  He offers to find witnesses to 

this attack if necessary for campus charges to be pressed.  Would you like to offer any 

explanation on your own behalf?" 
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     "He was making a regular nuisance of himself to my wife," Dresart grimly responded.  He 

heard an odd noise from his left and glanced at Byrne.  Byrne seemingly had not stirred, but nor 

had he expected this direct response.  He looked taken aback. 

     The Captain looked silently over at Byrne, waiting for him to speak now.  Byrne unluckily 

felt called upon to make a philosophical speech or statement.  "The fact is that between 

consenting adults—" 

     "She wasn't consenting," retorted Dresart swiftly. 

     "She most certainly was; she did!  Oh, she was a little shy at first—" continued Byrne, the 

patches of healing skin on his face giving him a mangy appearance which made his first 

statement seem unlikely, his second a bit more probable. 

      "Sir—Dean Byrne—am I to understand that you assaulted the lady?  First?"  Now the scales 

of justice were balancing against Byrne. 

     "No, sir, I most certainly did not!" objected Byrne. 

     "He did!" followed up Dresart, not willing to concede.  "He attacked her in the front closet of 

my cottage during a party.  Dragged her into it, in fact." 

     "I said she was shy at first.  But she met me in the Windsor Hotel—" 

     Captain Sputzig's head was starting to spin.  He'd not had his morning coffee after a long 

night of being up with his youngest daughter, whose mother was down with the flu, and he had 

only eaten a stale doughnut for breakfast, and it was weighing on his stomach like a lump of 

lead.  He was going to be lucky if he didn't come down with the flu, too.  "Sir, is that in fact 

correct?  Did your wife meet Dean Byrne in a hotel for any immoral purposes?"   Extraordinary 

feeling that phrase 'immoral purposes' gave him.  Almost like being back on the city police detail 

again. 
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     "She met him to try to talk him out of it.  He was blackmailing her.  He was trying to 

blackmail her to go to bed with him." 

     "And is that when you struck him?" 

     Dresart felt a bit let down by having to reveal the truth.  "No, I hit him after she told me about 

it.  On Friday." 

     "So…you hit Dean Byrne because your wife went to bed with him, and you were angry when 

she told you about it?" 

     "No!  She didn't go to bed with him, she just told me about it." 

     "That's not true!" Byrne jumped up like a jack-in-a-box and then winced when his shoulder 

got even with him by twinging painfully.  "She may or may not have told him about it, but she 

definitely went to bed with me.  I can prove it!  That is—well, I can't exactly prove it, but 

someone may have seen her in the lobby."  The next minute even Byrne was shaken in his faith, 

though, because he thought of how strangely and uncharacteristically Bertie had been dressed 

that day.  He soldiered valiantly on with his story, however.  "She was wearing a white wool cap 

over her hair, and a dull red pea coat and sunglasses." 

     Dutifully writing these details down because he had little else to do rather than because it was 

really any help to the case file, Captain Sputzig volunteered tentatively, "It sounds as if the lady 

may have been trying to disguise her identity or her appearance, sir.  Dean Byrne, sir?  Would 

you please sit back down until we finish this inquiry?"  Byrne sat, clearly disgruntled. 

     "My wife doesn't own a white wool cap or a dull red pea coat," contributed Dresart 

virtuously, doing everything he could totally to discredit Byrne. 

     Getting back to the matter at hand, Captain Sputzig glanced again at his report.  "But you did 

hit him, is that correct, sir?"  And he gave Dresart a piercing look. 
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     "Not exactly," temporized Dresart. 

     "How's that, sir?" 

     "Well, I think I—first I tried to twist his arm, but he got away, and then I pushed his face 

against a wall, and then I managed to twist his arm a little—" 

     Byrne interrupted indignantly with "You twisted it a lot!  It still pops when I try to move it, 

and it makes strange sounds." 

    "Shhh!" said the captain, intent on hearing Dresart's confession and interested in at last getting 

some concurrence between the two stories. 

     "—and then I think I hit him in the throat." 

     "Was that it?"  Captain Sputzig persisted. 

     "No, that wasn't it!  That wasn't it by a long shot!  He publicly humiliated me in front of 

everyone on the street by pushing me away from the corner where we met and into a doorway.  

And he insulted me verbally and swore at me!"  Having said his say had caused Byrne to half-

rise from his chair again, however, to which Captain Sputzig responded by gesturing him silently 

to take his seat again. 

     "And did Dean Byrne offer any resistance to this—harassment?  Did he injure you in any way 

in return?" the captain had turned to Dresart again. 

     In as noble a tone as he could muster, Dresart replied, "No, except to my pride.  The main and 

consistent injury was to my wife and her peace of mind." 

     A keen sense of men and an even keener sense of justice characterized Captain Sputzig; he 

had only left the city force because he had heard that the children of campus policemen got 

reduced tuition at the university like those of other university employees, and he had a seventeen 

year old ready to graduate with honors during that year.  He had taken the measure of both men 
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from almost the first moment they walked into his office, and like most men with something 

between their ears and their legs alike, he found Robert Dresart a man's man, and one after his 

own heart.  Byrne he had done his level best to reserve judgment about, but it was no use:  the 

man was as pronounced a ninnyhammer as ever drew breath.  Thinking as considerately as 

possible of the absent woman in the case, and who knew what women would get up to, after all, 

except for his loving wife Hilda, that ornament of her sex—but he returned to the duty before 

him, only reminding himself to call and see how Hilda was doing when he had finished with 

these two. 

     "Gentlemen, I don't think you really want this matter to go any further, or to embarrass 

anyone in the university community, including yourselves, do you?" 

     Dresart after a moment replied "No, certainly not," and after shilly-shallying around for a 

moment longer, Byrne too made a grudging sound of negation. 

     "Then, I think a simply worded letter of apology would be adequate and sufficient, or a verbal 

apology offered here and now and a handshake, perhaps—" 

     "I want a letter of apology," insisted Byrne, glaring sideways at Dresart, who all but rolled his 

eyes at the captain when the captain looked at him for assent.  The eye-roll was implicit between 

them in any case, and Dresart said smoothly, 

     "I would be quite willing to offer Dean Byrne a written apology.  Shall I write it here, or 

would that be inconvenient?" 

     "I think here would be fine," responded the captain.  "After all, this matter is not likely to be 

discussed elsewhere on campus, is it, gentlemen?"   He too was as smooth as he could be under 

the circumstances of not being able to say just what he felt. 
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     Byrne would have preferred a letter written with calligraphy on parchment paper in blood, 

probably, but the way his complaint had been processed had cast a new light on things, and he 

told himself that at least he had won a moral victory, of the sort, as he didn't tell himself, often 

called Pyrrhic. 

     When the matter had been all cleared away and Captain Sputzig had taken his copy of the 

letter for the official files, gently cautioning the two men equally as if they had been equal 

combatants in any sense whatsoever and walking them to the door, he sat back down and called 

his wife, finding to his great relief that she was better.  The day had already improved. 

     Back at home that evening, Bertie was in fine fettle, delighted that the heavy hand of justice 

had fallen so lightly on the shoulder of her hero and defender, and that he had therefore after all 

succeeded in punishing her attacker.  Cuddling up to Robert's chest that night over on his side of 

the bed, she told herself that poison was good, but after all there was nothing like a good knock-

down-drag-out to set matters straight.  And when she expressed this view to her husband, 

seeming to desert for once her high moral ground of female equality, he only generously 

expressed the view that after all, it had taken two of them to down Byrne and she was a true, 

good wife.  Thus ended the matter of the English Program Revision which had been Robert 

Dresart's dark abyss, and thus his oppression and exhaustion also came to a close.  Two years 

later, when Byrne took a position at another university farther upstate, Clarence Huffington was 

instrumental in offering the Deanship to Robert Dresart, but citing what Huffington from his own 

experience knew to be a fact, that one could not enjoy both overt power and any partial degree of 

quiet anonymity from which to teach English studies at the same time, Dresart turned the 

position down, agreeing however to be English Department Chairperson for a term of not less 

than five years, in which he served both well and faithfully, retiring years later admired by most 
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of his students and colleagues, respected and loved by his son Gus, and adored by his wife 

Bertilde. 


